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Sentiments of Affection and Respect
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Washington, March 23.—Chief Justice
Waite, of the United States supreme court,
died at his residence here at 0.10 this morning. The Chief Justice was in his usual
health, though exhausted by his recent severe
labors, until Saturday night, when on returning from Senator Hearst’s residence
where with his daughter he attended a reception, he complained of a chill. This feeling passed off during the night, but he remained in bed throughout Sunday and until
it was time for him to go to court on Monday. lie was suffering then from a vague
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PIANO!

varies. A marvel of purity
and wholesomeness. More economical
han the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
•mpetition with the multitude of low test, short
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall
c ns.
iy2d&wtf
St N. Y.
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IT WASN’T THAT KIND.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

‘Mertllda, is you in lull with me?"
“G* way. Ham Johnsiug, cose I isn't.”
“8ho’ 'Tilda, don’t say dat. for my heart hums.”
“Hold on Mister Johnsiug, ef you has the heartburn, jest yo go and get a box of them

.uie.

WOODBURY'S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;

M. B.-A.b foribe B CltDETT OBfliN

APPOINTMENT
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—

they will cure yo heartburn immediately at once,
and ef you suffer from water-brasli, Sam, they will
cure that too.”
“But Tilda, it ain't that kind.”
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strength
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sitting when you have a leisure hour. Noth
lug gives as much satisfaction as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends, lip only our flight; making it easy for
the children or older persons.

for
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Exchange Street, Portland. Me.
Terms Eight Dollars a Vear. To mail sub
scribers. Seven Dollars a Year.il uaid In advance
Rates ok Advertising—One inch ot space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpariel
constitutes a “square.”
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cents;
less,
llaif square, three insertions
one week, #1.00; 50 ceuts per week after.
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At
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THE WEATHER.

other being substituted for it.

N. B.—Genuine only with fac-sliuile of
llarou Liebig’s signature in BLUE INK
1 *■
across label.
Sold by Storekeepers. Grocers and Druggists.

Washington, March 24.
New England are
The indications for
fresh to brisk westerly winds, colder, fair
weather, followed by light

dlawlyS

iun25

snow.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
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On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stockof
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“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lawe
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which govern
operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
of
well-selected
Cocoa, Mr. Hops has
properties
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
save us many heavy
which
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flavored beverage
doctors' hills. It Is by the judicious use of such
constitution
that
a
of
diet
articles
may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tensubtle maladies
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Hundreds
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dency to
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frame.”
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and
blood
properly
pure
Civil Service Gazette.
Sold
milk.
water
or
with
Made simply
boiling
only In half pound tlus by tlrocers, labelled thus:
JAMEKKPI’H & C«., HOMtEOFATHIC
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Easter Cards,
Easter Books,

KNOX COUNTY.

The people in Camden have one peculiar
custom that will certainly seem new to most
people. If any citizen loses a horseis oratother
once
uropertv of minor value, a paper
started by the best people and the value of
to the
handed
and
subscribed
the property
This is always done
parties who sulfered.
without regard to w hether the parties are
One of the
or not.
it
lose
to
financially tiblp
leading truckmen last week lost a kne horse,
and in a few days cash to the animal s value
was handed him.

Easter Booklets,
novelties for Easter Gilts.
and see them at

Call

MM,SHORT & HARMON’S,
474 CONGRESS ST.

jfc

Kastporl, Me 20.02
Portland, Me 29.80

We have taken the entire Stock of
BOOTS, SHOES ANO RUBBEltS, at 288
York St., the old Berry Stand, und can
place them before the public at much
give
less than the ilrst cost. This will their
our customers a cliauce to clothe
Shoes
and
cheap.
families with Boots

and many
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(March 23,1888, 10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment <>t time
Still
all
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ions._

Portland, Me.
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W
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Weather. LtSnw Cloudy luioudy
daily bar...29.64 Maximumther....32.2
18.4
Minimum ther
Mean daily titer...22.3
Max. vel. wind.. .28.
Mean daily d’wpl.14.7
Total precip.02
Mean daily hum..73.7
nuiraunuDouicAij
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114.

Mean

fii r v n

410ForeSt.,

19.

12

Velocity.

R. STANLEY&S0N,
<

15.

28.

Humidity. 80.
Wind. NW

low in (lie original
to close lire estate.

SOMERSET COUNTY.
The Carrahassett l’ulp Company has been
stock
organized at iSkowbegan with a capital stockpaid in par value of shares 8100. 1 lie
holders are John T. Kichards, Gardiner;

u“w

1

Hi sis A. II. Eicretl,

is president,
Waterville Francis E. Heath
aud the above
Jolin T. Richards, treasurer,
named stockholders are directors.

STENOGRAPHER.

YOKK COUNTY.

the sentiment
The Hiddeford Journal says a
of
jail workin favor of the establishment
strength.
shoii for York county is gaining
in the
The (mention came up for discussion
and
S*co Hoard of Trade Monday evening,
the importance of such an
was
be located in one of our two cities,
urged by several able speakers._

21 CHESTNUT STREET,
Type-writing and copying done.
Ja»27
promptly attended

Orders by mail
TuTli&SSm

to.

HAINES,RICHARDSON&CO.
—

DKALKltH
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The Cat

A full assortment of sizes anil lengths of timber
and plank iu stock at our yard on Brown's Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

PAHTLANU.inK.

oVfWndti

Remembered.

[Belfast Journal..]
14
P. J. Beals has a cat which weighs
carried
pounds. When a little kitten lie was
from the store to the house in a basket,
When ready to start all that was required
was to open the lid of the basket and kitty

Office 322 Commercial St.,

always on band. After a time tills
method of transportation was abandoned,
but the other day itjoccurnd to Mr. Beals as
was

EXCURSIONS JO CALIFORNIA.
ETERI WEEK VIA ALL LUES.

For tickets and Information, apply to tbe Ticke
Agent, Boston & Maine It. It., Commercial stieel
Station. Lowest rates to all poiuta West am 1
dec20dtf
Sontti.

PRINTERS AND PUBLISHER! j
ATTENTION !

YOUNG man who can make up forms, set |
\vdc and make himself usefulof at anytblni
and capable
taking en
in a newspaper office,
wishes a situation; bes i
tire charge of newspaper,
witl 1
Address
Lf references. Can do reporting.
BOX 742. Portsmouth, N. H.

A

;!LrtleeuTarseto
mar22

____

To Vessel Owners,
r

J
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He did not read the opinion
in tlie telephone case, but sat through its
reading and then returned home. He was
wakeful Monday night and
on Tuesday
morning symptoms of acute bronchitis appeared, accompanied by insomnia and great
restlessness.
His condition Tuesday was
not alarming, but Wednesday pneumonia
showed itself. During Tuesday night
he
was comfortable and no particular alarm was
felt, but at 8 o’clock this morning failure of
the heart’s action was observed and at 6.10
lie passed away.
His daughter, Miss Mary
F. Waite, and his son, Mr. CT C. Waite, vice
president of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton railroad, were with him when he
died. iDoctors Carpline B. Winslow and
Frank A. Gardner were in attendance. Mrs.
Waite left Washington for California about
a week ago and is supposed now to be In Los
Angeles. The Chiel Justice will be buried
in Toledo, Ohio.
Associate Justice Miller, senior member of
the court, after leaving the residence of the
mu? Lymei jusua*

Dyspepsia and Indigestion quicker and
cleaner than you can rob a hen roost, Mister
Johnsing.—Good day.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 20 Tremont Si., Boston, will send a box of Dr. Mark It. Woodbury’s
Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of the U. S.
on receipt of 60 cents; or a trial box for 26 cents.
feb»
TuTh&Slst2dor4thpnrm3m
will

MORNING,

PORTLAND, MAINE, SATURDAY

26.

lie picked up the basket to try the cat and see
if after two years or more lie had forgotten the
old method of transportation.
Opening the
lid of the basket be was soon convinced that
cats have a good memory, for, though a tight
squeeze, “Lion” was soon in his old position
and curled down as ready to be carried as in
his young days.
CENERALNEWS

Jay Gould has readied

New York.
Senator Sherman who is in New York
that a tariff bill will
says lie does not believe
be passed this session,
of
Charlestown,
Miss Nellie McLeod,
Mass., dropped dead at a ball last evening.
Heart disease was the cause.

Patrick Brown, a Brotherhood engineer,
who wouldn’t strike, was knocked down
and beaten at St. Joseph, Mo., last night.
the
Henry Bergh's inephew, who bears
the same name, has been elected president
of
Cruelty
the
Prevention
of the Society for
to Animals.
In a collision of a passenger train on the
Pittsburg and Lake Erie road yesterday,
Baggage Master Gray was killed and j»me
others were injured.

tuis

uiuruiug,

scut

tuviwi-

tions to his fellow members to meet him at
the consultation room of the court where
they all assembled at 11 o’clock remaining
together until noon. The attorney general
and leading members of the bar were pressent in the court room when the court assembled aud the seats ontside the rail were
The chair of the
filled with spectators.
Chief Justice was draped with crape but in
no other respect did the appearance of the
chamber give any indication of the mournful nature of the occasion. When the court
entered the chamber the marshal announced:
‘‘The honorable associated justices of the
Supreme court,” varying the usual formula
by the omission of the title of the deceased.
When the court and assemblage were seated Justice Miller announced the death of
Chief Justice Waite and thereupon the court
adjourned until Monday, April 2d.
Both branches of Congress also adjourned.
Particulars of the Illness.

Washington,

March 23.—Additional par-

ticulars of the illness of the Chief Justice
were obtained from Dr. Caroline R. Winslow
the family physician for thirteen years.
The
immediate cause of his death was nervous
failure of the action of the heart. It came
with such startling suddenness as to be absolutely appalling. There was not the vaguest
symptom of heart complication throughout
his sickness.
On Saturday night the Ch ief
Justice attended the authors’ reception, given by Senator and Mrs. Hearst, but feeling
slightly indisposed left the house early.
About half an hour after he arrived home
he was taken with a chill, and immediately
retired. At 3 a. m., Dr. Winslow was called,
and found the Chief Justice suffering from
Later he felt someacute pain in his back.
what better, and rested quite comfortably.
At this time he said to the physician, in a
tone of inquiry, that he must attend court
Monday, aud was cautioned to take no
L-hances.
He persisted that he felt quite
well enough to ride to the Capitol and return
and anticipated no unfavorable results from
a little outing.
Monday, after his return from the Capitol,
the physician was called, and found him
complaining of soreness in the right lung.
When asked to take a long breath, he said
the effort caused him pain. An examination
showed that part of the right lung, two or
more inches in diameter, was liepatized.
This was accompanied with a slight cough,
l'lie patient was very restless,as lie had been
from the first, and his face was much Hushed
lie was very wakeful Monday night, lying
m
his right side most of the time, as he
While his illness
rested easier on that side.

by no means regarded as critical, his
physician. Tuesday, suggested that his son,
0. C. Waite, be telegraphed for, whicli was
lone, aud Mr. Waite arrived yesterday afThe Chief Justice’s condition reternoon.
mained much the same Tuesday morning.
He was very cheerful, and laughingly remarked to those present that they aid not
know how to be sick, but later in the day
symptoms of acute bronchitis appeared.
Wednesday symptoms of pneumonia made
He
their appearance in the affected lung.
When
oreathed hard with a slight groan.
isked if he was in pain, he smilingly replied
iliat he was not but really did not know how
to be sick.
There was no material change
The Chief Justice reluring the day.
mained cheerful, talking pleasantly with his
nurse and attendants.
During the night of
Wednesday and on Thursday ne was quite
■omfortable, no one feeling alarmed, though
liis frieuds were naturally auxious. He was
getting along well, so every one believed.
When at 10 o’clock last evening, his physicions left him, he responded to her, “Good
night,” cheerfully and in as strong a voice as
was

lie did in health. The nurse, who remained
luring the night, observed no change, not
jven in tlie expression of ihe face, until G
/clock this morning, when he turned over
in his back and, in ten minutes, was dead.
Monday, when be attended court, he was
lccompanied by Iris daughter, who took bis
wraps and a bottle of hot beef extract in case
lie should need them, but, aside from slight
fatigue, lie felt comparatively well. At the
beginning of his illness the Chief Justice,
rearing to needlessly alarm his wife, who
was on her way to
California in company
with an invalid sister, cautioned tiiose about
him to keep his condition from the newspapers. lie was not alarmed himself and was
unwilling that his wife’s journey should be
L’urtailed or interfered with by his slight indisposition. It is said by Ids physicians
that this was the only severe illness the
Chief Justice ever had in his life, except
that of two years ago, when he suffered
sometime from erysipelas in the face and

hands.

Dr. Frank A. Gardner, called in consulta“I found the
tion last evening, said today:
patient suffering from croupous pneumonia
He was very ill, but I
in the right lung.
did not regard the case as hopeless. In croupous pneumonia, there is always a well deliued crisis. In about five days after the patient is taken, the crisis comes and the fever
subsides. Very often at this point, the
heart, although hitherto free from organic
disease, suddenly fails to perform its funcThis cannot
tions and the patient is dead.
be foreseen and cannot be anticipated in

treatment.”
Mo arrangements for the funeral can be
made until tbe wishes of Mrs. Waite are
known. It is the intention of members of
lanmy 10 nave me uunai ai iineuo, me
residence of the Chief Justice, unless
Mrs. W aite shall signify a different desire.
It is probable the remains will leave here
Wednesday or Thursday for Ohio, Mrs.
Waite meeting the body there on her return
from California. The Chief Justice leaves a
widow,;t\vo sons, Edward T. Waite of Toledo, a lawyer, and C. C. Waite of Cincinnati,
President of tiie Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton Railroad and a daughter, Miss Mary
me

old

Waite,

Announced

by

the President.

The following official notice of the death
of Chief Justice Waite has been Issued by
the Department of State:
To the People of the l/nited States:
Tue palm til duty devolves upon the President
to announce the death, at au early hour this morning, at Ills residence in this city, of Morrison R.

Waite, Chief Justice of the United States, which
exalted positio lie had filled slucc March 4,1874,
with honor to himself and high usefulness
to the country. In testimony of respect to the
memory of the honored dead, It Is, ordered that
that executive offices fn Washington be closed on
in morning 30
the day of the f liberal and be draped
be displayed at
days and that the national flag
on the
all
vessels
and
half-mast on the buildings
day of the funeral.
By
1 the President.
T. F. Bayard,
Secretary of Statu.
D.
C.
Washington,
Circumstances of the Appointment.
Justice Waite was the first chief justice to
die during a session of Congress, and there
no precedent by which to
is

consequently
judge what further proceedings

the two
likely to take to manifest re-

nouses are
Tiie cirspect to the memory of the dead.
cumstances of Chief Justice Waite’s appointin tiie
are
fresh
still
confirmation
ment and
memory of observant men of this generaPrestion. It formed a striking episode.
ident Grant nominated successively Attorney General Williams and Caleb Cushing,
both of whom, after the pendancy of their
nominations some time in the Senate, were
withdrawn. Waite was Dot very well known
when he was nominated. He had been an
Independent Republican candidate for Congress against one of Mr. Sumner’s warm
personal friends, and had incurred the enmity of Sumner, who, ut that time, entertained on very friendly relations toward tiie
Grant ingdmistration. Tiie proceedings of

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

the Senate are still covered by the veil ol
executive session secrecy, yet it Is well
known that Sumner’s speech in opposition
to Waite was one of the great efforts of his
life. He dwelt historically upon the eminent
services aud attainments of each in the long
line of incumbents of the office of Chief Justice, and spoke in bitter terms of disparageSixty-three
ment of Waite’s qualifications.
Senators were present and listened two
hours with absorbed attention to the Senator

Bankers Told Howto Deal With Canadian Notes.

Claus

from Massachusetts. No voice was raised
in defence of the nominee, yet, when the
question of confirmation came to a vote, immediately upon the conclusion of Sumner’s
speech, sixty-two Senators voted in the
affirmative. Sumner did not vote at all.
How far astrav Waite’s opponents were in
their estimate of bis character and attainments, is strikingly displayed in the sentiments expressed by public men who have
known him.

Greene's

Justice Waite.

He

high opinion

judicial mind, he was peculiarly fitted for his
position. I knew him well, and deeply deplore his death.”

Senator Evarts
said: “1 was greatly surprised and grieved
to learn tlie fatal result of the illness which
all his friends hoped would net prove serious
There is a universal agreement in personal
affection and respect for the Chief Justice,
His death must be
and grief at his loss.
regarded by the judiciary and profession of
the country as a great calamity.

in such cases, messengers and express companies act as agents of the American bank,
and not of the Canadian bank, and the notes
remain the property of the American bank,
and subject to its control and recall, until delivered to the Canadian bank, and are not
paid out in this country. Neither are they
paid out in this country when sent to a
correspondent bank to be resented to Canada
for redemption, unless they are so credited
as to become the property of the correspondent bank.

Senator Hawley
“Fully sharing in the general sorrow,
the people of Connecticut have their own
The families of
reasons for an added grief.
the late Chief Justice and his wife are
among the oldest in the State. He was born
and educated there. His father was, for 22
years, our Chief Justice, and both father
and son were jurists of sound learning and
spotless character. They had a strength,
symmetry and balance of intellectual and
said:

Our Mediterranean Fleet.

Our difficulty with Spain in regardto Morocco has taken a somewhat serious turn.
The question now is not whether the "protected” Moors shall be released, but whether
the dignity of the United States shall be out-

moral qualities, which gave them the success
that so-called genius often fails to reach.
the (Julei Justice usually spent Ills summer
vacations in the old ancestral town of Lyme,
and always manifested a friendly feeling and
kinship for the men and affairs of the State.
His acquaintance with our citizens was reextensive, and our higli respect
markably
for his ability and eminence was supplemented by warm affection, based upon his attractive social and personal character.”

Tangier.
The Enterprise is only

warm

An Expert Opinion.

Spreckles appeared today
House committee investigating
Claus

The Nation’s Cratitude.

Pensions have been awarded the following Maine people:
ORIGINAL INVALID.
Forest E. Bisbee,
Koyal B. Lewis,

RE-ISSUE.

Daniel Bodge, Springfield.
A. Thomas, Machias.
REISSUE AND INCREASE.
Geo. Johnson, So. Sebec.

Ohas,

Clements, bangor.
MEXICAN WAR SURVIVORS.

BADEAU S

_

Hooper, Castlne;

Coroner—Hartwell Lancaster, Oldtown.
Notaries Public—Charles F. Gordon, Searsport;
Howard C. Boardmau, Calais.
Inspectors of Prisons and Jails—Mark F. Wentworth, Kittery; Win. H. Dresser, Standlsh.
State Detective—Thomas F. Allen, Baugor.
Commissioner of Fisheries—B. W. Couuce,
Thomaston.
Agent Penobscot Tribe of Indians—John N.
Stowe, Oldtown.
Fisli and Game Wardens—John C. Weston.
Waldoboro; Edwin H. Torrey. Surrey; W. A.
Henderson, Cutler.
Bennett, Hollis; E. W. Cleaves, Gouldsboro; W.
0. Fletcher, Randolph; Frank 8. Harlow, Dixfleld; 8. W. Jackson, waldoboro; John F. Libby,
Carthage; WillisH. Leighton, Whiting; 8. Leonard Littlefield. Poland; 8. G. Philbrook, Castlue;
Byron M..Soule, Sumner; Archie 8. Talbot, Lewiston; Benjamin Wentworth, Tlioinaston;.
There will be a regular meeting of the
Council on the 30th inst. at which these
nominations will be confirmed and other im-

portant business transacted.
The Increase of Insanity.
Augusta, March 23.—The trustees of the
Insane Hospital have just held their quarterly meeting, and have inspected the wards
and inquired into the condition of the patients. Dr. J. W. Dearborn in his report
“A new building is to be erected dur•ays.
ing the coming season f yr the accommodation of patients, and to relieve the over'
This is
crowded condition of the wards.
difficult of accomplishment, for however liberal the State in appropriations and diligent
the officers in prosecuting the work, the capacity of the hospital is only able to keep
pace with the increased number of patients,
as will be apparent from the fact that during the years from November 30, 1884, to

November 30, 1887, the number remaining increased from 460 to 352, and today the trustees find 668 patients present and under
This remarkable increase has
treatment
rendered imperative the employment of more
help, and the addition of a third assistant
physician in the person of Dr. Mary Chandler Lowell, and a fourth assistant will be

needed before the end of the current year.
The sanitary condition of the hospital was
never so good as at present, nor its officers
and employes more faithful in the discharge

effectually put
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but the hauling is practically over, the roads

ASSERTIONS.

soft and slushy and most of the teams
The cut this winter
have left the woods.
can be called a fair one, but is not at all
above the average and not nearly as large as
anticipated. Taken altogether, this cannot
be said to have been a specially good winter
are

Some of Them Already Proved to be
Groundless.

New York, March 23.—The New York
Journal today prints the fac-siuiile of a paragraph in General Grant’s letter of dismissal
to General Badeau, which Badeau declared
written by Colonel Fred Grant. The
writing proves to be that of General Grant

was

himself.
Other evidence has also been made public
which goes to show that the general wrote
his own letter. A reporter called on Colonel
Fred Grant and asked to see the original of
the letter of May 3, 1887, which Badeau
claimed Fred Grant wrote but his father
signed. Colonel Grant retired, and after a

lapse of several minutes returned with a docThe sheets
ument several pages in length.
were of yellow paper, evidently a portion of
torn
a pad, each one having seemingly been
And
off as they were filled with writing.
the chirography was all in pencil, showing
some little firmness, and then gradually giving evidence of weakness, in the tremulous-

ness of the lines, until in the postscript it
almost becomes an Irregular and painful
scrawl without any attention to the lines
across the page.
There could be no doubt
of the authenticity of that document. When
the sheets were handed back to Colonel
Grant he snid:
“That is the letter Badeau gives me the
credit of writing, and after he says I was too
big a fool to write a word for my father’s
book. I wish I could write such a letter.
You can now say truly that General Grant
He
did not dictate a line, or even a word.
handed it to me to copy, signed the copy and
Badeau.”
was
the copy
sent to General

TRESCOTT ON THE ITREATY.

Rights Conceded In Return
for Small Advantage.

Valuable

New York, March 23.—William Henry
Trescott, the well known diplomat, contributes to the Herald a long letter to the effect
that the
fishery treaty is a surrender of
American privileges and a concession of
Canada’s claims.
He thinks that valuable

moved

rights under the treaty of 1830 were lost and
only trivial poims gained.
Mr. Trescott reviews the analyses the defence of the treaty published by Hon. Wm.

presiding officer, and we are all warmly
devoted to him. He died in the midst of his
duty. One of the ablest opinions ever delivered was that rendered in the telephone
cases Monday.
Immediately thereafter, he
went home and went to bed, never to get
out of it.”

I,

Putnam

nm>

nf

the

negotiators, and

draws these conclusions:
"In plain \yords by this treaty we have
not only confirmed all the limitations of the
restrictreaty of 1818, but we have

of
the
privileges
ted
rights and
1830.
the
reciprocal arrangement of
The truth is that this treaty abandons the
whole ground taken by the country as to our
rights, privileges and claims under the recip~
rocal arrangement of 1830, and is nothing
more and nothing less than an unsuccessful
attempt to modify properly the treaty of
1818."

Career.

New York, March 23.—Morrison Waite
entered Yale in 1833, and graduated in 1837.
Among his classmates were Senator Evarts,
Edwards Pierpont, Samuel J. Tilden, Benj.
Silliman, Chester S. Lyman and other men
In college he took a
afterwards famous.
high stand, graduating among the “oration”
He
was
men.
president of the Brothers in
Unity Society, then flourishing, and a member of the Skull and Bones during his senior

**•»*•••

year. He was extremely popular and always retained great interest in the college,
several of his sons and grandsons being
among the graduates.

"The result of all which is this, that
have
"1.

we

gained—
The recognition

of certain rights of
shelter and aid claimed and granted by all
civilized nations to vessels jin distress, and
in reference to which Mr. Bayard had said in
a despatch which does him signal credit: ‘I
maintain that the right of entrance into that
port to obtain shelter and whatever is incident hereto belonged as much to the American fishing vessel as to the Canadian cruiser.’
“2. Entering in distress, an American
fishing vessel need not report to the shore

Hampshire.

Nashua, March 23.—The Nashua and
Merrimac rivers have risen six feet above
low water mark since yesterday, reaching
the highest point at 7 o’clock this morning.
The cold weather has stopped further rise

and the rivers are now at a stand-still. Portions of ice have gone out of the Nashua and
it is wearing away without doing damage.
On the Merrimac river are immense blocks
of ice which will be pulled up along the
shore. No damage Is anticipated unless the
temperature should rise to a high degree.

authorities for 24 hours—a privilege dependent for its value upon the strength of the
storm which drove her there.
“3. The substitution of an uncertain and
unknown jurisdiction for that of the Vice
Admiralty courts and a possible reduction of
the expenses in the proceedings, which in !)
cases out of 10 ought not to have been corn-

Springfield Fire.
Springfield, Mass., March 23.—Judge
Wells today filed his report on the inquest of
The

He finds
eight victims of the Union fire.
the deaths not thejresult of the unlawful act
of any person, and tderefore accidental.

commenced.
The treaty provides that ‘preparation
to fish’ is a violation of Canadian law only

The Switchmen Strike.

Chicago, March 23.—The switchmen

made the following nominations:
Clerk of the Municipal Court—P. H. Laughton,
Lewiston.
To Solemnize Marriages, etc.—Koddle E. Story,
Washburn.
Trial Justices—reter H. Mills, Deer Isle ; Sylvauus U. Haskell, Deer Isle;
Alpheus Kowell,
Clinton; Jason Estes, Troy; Janies H. Gray, Lu-

kiuudi

hlirhoct. pcfimntu nf bis nhilitv and fif.IlftSS

the “Q.” road struck at

Appointments by the Covernor.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, March 23.—The Governor has

Dedimus Justices— Chailes U.
Marcius F. Knight. Kumford.

“4.

on

when

midnight.

the

preparation

is to fish within the

prohibited three mile line.

The Dominion
courts have nitherto decided contradictorily,
some judges holding that preparation within
the three mile line to fish anywhere else was
a
violation of the law, and others holding
that the fishing for which preparation is
made must be fishing within the prohibited
lipe. So far, therefore, the language of artl-

The Burlington road has sued the Union
Pacific. Denver & Rio Grande, and Denver,
Texas & Gulf roads for refusing to haul its
cars, and has asked an Injunction against
16 engineers to prevent them from conspiring against the Burlington.
I

for

lumbering operations.

Disastrous Beneath the Surface.
Biddeford, March 23.—The great snow
storm which so disarranged the railroad and
telegraph business of the country and caused
so many marine disasters all along the coast
from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras, also proved
a serious inconvenience to denizens of the
deep which under ordinary circumstances
All
are fully able to take care of themselves.
along the ocean shore in the vicinity of Biddeford Pool, thousands of lobsters, mostly of
small size but still including many large
ones, were thrown up by the waves; and
many skates and catfish were treated in the
The disturbance caused by the
same way.
gale must have reached well to the bottom
to have had this effect.
Burnad at Her Wharf.

Calais, March 23.—At 2 o’clock this morning the tug Henry Wellman at Calais was
discovered on fire, lying at the wharf beyond
the reach of the water system. The top was
The loss is
burned and the boat scuttled.
between three and four thousand dollars.
She is insured. The cause of the fire is unknown. She was to commence clearing the
river of ice today.

Indictments In Somerset.
Skowuegan, March 23.—The grand jury
came into court at Skowhegau this morning
and reported three indictments for violation
of the prohibitory law, two common sellers
and one nuisance.
Business Down East.

March 23.—Vinalhaven and
Hurricane promise to be two of the busiest
places in the State this year. The Hurricane
Granite Company is constantly increasing
Kockland,

its force and in a few weeks the canning
factory will be ruuning, employing many
hands. This company is at work on a big
contract for the Pemberton Squaro Court
house, Boston.

The Bodwell Granite Company, of Vinal
Haven, within a few days have largely increased their force and will continue so doing. Outside of the company’s force, there
will be over one hundred men employed in
The firm of Booth
the granite business.
Brothers who have opened the paving business at Vinalhaven, will largely increase
their force. Lane & Libby, Vinalhaven’s
extensive fish firm, w ill soon commence op
erations.
The Ladles Unite.

Rockland, March 23.—A council of United Friends, compesed entirely of ladies, has
been organized at ViDalhaven with the fol-

lowing officers:
C. C.—Mrs. J. E. Roberts.
V. C.—Mrs. Winfield Carver.
Prelate-Mrs. Amanda Lane.
Recorder—Mrs. George W. Mnai.
Financier—Mrs. L. M. Crockett.
Treasurer—Mrs. C. 1). Athearn.
Marshall—Mrs. Llewellyn Arey.
Guard—Mrs. Annie Russell.
Sentinel—Mrs. Albert Small.
G. W. P.-Mrs. E. S. Bodwell.
P. C. C.—Mrs. George W. Phillips.
Trustees—Mrs. E. 11. Lyford, Mrs. Alex David
son, Mrs. Win. Jameson.

Topsham’s Collector.
Brunswick, March 23.—A special town
meeting was held in Topsham this afternoon
and the proposals of Charles H. White to
pay $1730, and Johnson Clark $185, as bonds,
men of Charles H Small, collector, ;were accepted, the amount to be paid within seven

days.
Rev. Mr. Cummings Called.
Rockland, March 23.—The Pratt Memorial church, Methodist, of this city, have
voted unanimously to extend a call to Rev.
Mr. Cummings, of Bridgtou, to become pastor

City Marshal Chadbou ne.
Biddkkord, March 23.-Tbo City Marshalship, over which there has been much
controversy since election, was settled tonight by the appointment of Lawyer Benj.
The board of aldermen
F. Chadbourne.
confirmed the aupoiutmeut by a vote of five
to two.

PERILS OF THE SEA.
Some

Maine

Mariner*’ Hard

Luck

in the Recent Storms.
A Struggle for Life by the Crew of
the Schooner Ella.

Fears

Entertained

In

Rockland

for

the Luella Snow.

Chatham, Mass., March 23.—Schooner
Ella, Captain Hart, from Rockland for New
York with lime, went ashore on Chatham
bar during the thick snow and gale last night,
She was boarded by a life saving crew with
difficulty. The vessel was found to be disabled and the cargo on tire. She lies head to
to the sea with her jib up and foresail and
mainsail hanging. It Is feared the crew were
lost in attempting to get ashore in a boat, as
nothing has been seen or beard from them.
Wreckers will take charge of the vessel to-

The schooner and cargo will probably
prove a total loss.
Captain Gould of the Chatham life saving
station says: "We discovered the schooner’s
topmasts through the snow at daylight and
with great difficulty got our boat through the
breakers and finally arrived alongside. We
found her to be the Ella, loaded with lime.
The vessel was on fire and abandoned, the
sails banging just as they were let go on the
The fate of
run, probably when she struck.
the crew is unknown, as they are not to be
found anywhere, and the schooner’s boat has

day.

MAINE.

has

Otis Austin, Kennebec.

as a

Water In New

States.

house, said, in conversation with a reporter
yesterday, that the last snow storm combined with the heavy rain which followed it,

ORIGINAL.

A.

This was maniUnited States when it was
part of
a breach of confidence on the
some one connected with the printing of
it, and not of the government of the United

festly

Not Above the Average.
Augusta, March 23.—Hon. J. Manchester
Haynes, of Augusta, who has recently returned from a pleasure trip among the Maine
lumber camps in company with judge White-

Wm. H. Kimball, Hartland.

Mary

Ottawa, March 23.—In the Commons this
afternoon, Minister of Justice Thompson introduced a bill to ratify the fisheries treaty.
He explained the bill had been delayed by
the continued illness of Sir Charles Topper,
The treaty, he said,
Minister of finance.
ought not to have been published in the

of their arduous works.

Hugh Miller, Monticello.

the announcement of the death of their
colleague that they asked to be excused from
making any statements in respect to the higli
estimation in which they held him. Justice
“Chief Justice Waite
Miller finally said:
was dearly loved by all the court.
They had

High

Falls.

INCREASE.

by

College

Lewiston.

Farmingtou

His Associates.

His

before the
the sugar

trust and gave statistics of the Hawaiian,
Sandwich Islands, Phillipine Islands and
Central American production of raw sugars.
He uiaintained his individual liberty without
regard to trusts. “I came here from Germany for liberty, gentlemen, and that liberty
I will maintain,” said he.

had the highest respect and a warm persona1
regard for the late Chief Justice, who filled
his great office with honor to himself and
great usefulness to the country. He had the
wise instincts of a pure heart.’’

tlm

an

unarmored

arrives there he will find orders to proceed
at once to Tangiers and reinforce Captain
McCalla, so that we may be able to impress
the Bashaw with the fact that we have a
navy; but the Lancaster is only a wooden
ship of 3250 tons and 10 somewhat ancient
guns.
If necessary the Quinnebaug, the flagship
of Admiral Green, who is in command of the
Mediterranean squadron, will go from the
naval station at Ville Francee to Tangier.
The Quinnebaug can only boast of eight
guns, “mostly smooth bore,” and no armor.

Senator Blackburn
and other Senators spoke most kindly and
appreciatively of the dead Chief Justice. In
these sentiments the members of the cabinet
fully concurred. Secretary Bayard said: “I

deeply

re*

wooden cruiser of 1300 tons, and mounts six
guns—mostly “smooth bore”—as the naval
register puts it. As the Bashaw had seen
such war vessels as the Agememnon, one of
the British Mediterranean squadron, which
is encased in 18 inches of armor, mounts four
38 ton guns and has a tonnage of 8500 tons
he was not very much impressed with the*
American naval force, and in fact he talked
about the Enterprise as a “leaky junk.”
The Lancaster, Captain Houston, is now
When be
in the neighborhood of Gibraltar.

friend of the late Chief Justice,
said: “My first acquaintance with Judge
Waite was when he was named as one of the
Geneva arbitrators, about 1871-2 and came to
Washington. He was then a practicing lawyer of no national reputation, but a fair
State reputation. As a man of solid strength,
of soliu thought and not ornamental law
learning and of the highest personal honor
and rectitude of character that everybody
acknowledged, in the course of the proceedings of the Geneva tribunal, he had the first
opportunity to show his great capacity for
affairs and his understanding of the principles of international questions. From President Grant’s acquaintance with him on that
occasion, he came to have for him the highest respect and regard, and so it was natural,
after his unfortunate effort to find a suitable
Chief Justice, for the President to think of
Waite. The President suggested the name
to several Senators, and all, so far as 1
know, of whom friendly inquiry was made,
immediately and gladly fell in with the suggestion, though it might have seemed to
many lawyers and public men of the United
States a somewhat hazardous experiment to
select a man for that great office who bad
been so little acquainted with public affairs,
and who was so little known to the bar of
the country. He was nominated and confirmed. What took place in respect to that
confirmation by the Senate, I have no right
to say. Soon after his appointment, Judge
Waite took his seat as Chief Justice. I have
practiced in that court from year to year ever
since. It being so near the Senate chamber.
I have almost every day been in court, even
when not called there professionally, so 1
have had, perhaps, hs good an opportunity as
any lawyer or Senator could have to see his
public bearing and conduct, and I have known
his associa good deal of his relations with
ates, as well as with the bar. I can say with
entire candor that I don’t think there ever
was an instance, in any time or country,
when the relations of a presiding magistrate
with the bar or with Ills associates were more
uigumeu aua Harmonious, auu, ai we same
time, perfectly friendly and cordial. He
represented the dignity and public decorum
that should exist iu such tribunals, and at
the same time exercised every kindly courtesy, every generous discretion, that could be
exercised toward the bar and his associates
as far as his sense of justice would permit
him to go.
“His opinion, I think, on broad questions
of fuudamental law and the application of
those principles to the affairs of men, will
stand well with those of the most eminent
judges. He looked at the substance of
things and had very little taste for technical
considerations that didn’t affect the ultimate
merits of the case. I think his candor was
Whatever might be his preextraordinary.
vious impression, he did not allow combativeness and intellect to lead him to maintain opposition against sufficient reasons in
the opposite direction, and was always glad
to change his mind when it appeared to him
he had been occupying an untenable position. This, I think, is one of the greatest
virtues that can be mentioned in respect of
either judges or law makers. In personal
and private life he was one of the most
gentle, cordial and approachable men I ever
His kindness of heart was so great
met.
that in the midst of affairs and society here,
where he must
have known so many instances of evil and impropriety, I don’t remember ever to have heard him make cento
remarks
sorious
or
unkind
any
mento
or
in
world
the
person
or
tion
a
circumstances
employ a
witticism against or at the expense of another. I feel more ready to say this so broadly for my personal and private intercourse
with him has been for the whole period of
his life here of the most intimate, friendly
and confidential character. There is no word
of criticism that can be said against him.
There is everything to say for him in all respects that make up a just and upright judge
and au honorable, kindly, Christian citizen.

are so

were

ordered to

pergonal

The associate justices

Whan tlip first.riesn&tches

rftcrpfi

ceiveil from Consul General Lewis, showing
the state of things there, the Enterprise was

Senator

chairman of

cle 14, ‘for preparing in such waters unlawfully to iish therein/ is a positive gain.
“This I believe to be an extreme statement
of all the advantages we have gained by this
treaty. And for these we have consented to
abandon our safe contention that ‘reciprocity’means ‘reciprocity,’ and that whatever
commercial or trading privilege, whether to
buy a cargo of bait or to tranship a cargo of
fish, is secured to the Dominion or New
foundland vessel in the ports of the United
States, by the reciprocal arrangement of
1830, is equally secured to the United States
vessel in the ports and harbors of the Dominion and Newfoundland.
Is the Minister Sarcastic?

was one

Edmunds,
the judiciary committee, a

AntlquatedlSquadron.

Washington, March 23.—In answer to
queries of the Michigan Bankers’ Association, Internal Revenue Commissioner Miller
writes that banks are liable to a tax of 10 per
cent, on the amount of Canadian bank notes
used for circulation and paid out by them in
this country, and that such notes are paid
out in this country whenever, in this country, banks part custody and ownership of
them. When Canadian currency, which has
accumulated in business, is sent for credit by
Canaexpiess, to
a bank messenger, or
dian banks, or by messenger of a Canadian
bank, who gives a memorandum of the
amount on receiving the money, followed by
a formal acknowledgment of credit when the
money is received and counted in Canada,

of Chief
of the best men
I ever knew.
A most excellent lawyer, a
very just man, possessed of an eminently
“1 had a very

Inde-

Morocco's Bashaw Cracks Jokes at

Senator Vest
said:

Sprecktes Asserts His
pendence of the Trusts.

FK1CE THREE CENTS.

1888.

MARCH 24,

disappeared.”

It is feared that the crew attempted to get
into the boat which capsized in the rough
It is possible
sea and drifted out of sight.
they may have got on board some vessel,
though it being so thick and rough this is

UUUUUU1.

Rescued by the Life Savers.
Chatham, Mats., March 23.—This after-

Capt. Gould and the crew of the Chatham life saving station boarded the three
masted schooner Anna E. J. Morse, anchorOn board they
ed four miles off shore.
noon

the
found Capt. Hart and the crew of
wrecked schooner Ella, and brought them to
the station, having a hard pull to windward
and reaching shore almost exhausted. Capt.
Hart says the Ella left Rockland Sunday,
and made the harbor of Salem, Tuesday. She
left here yesterday morning and sighted
Cape Cod light, bearing West by North at
midnight. Soon after she was caught in the
blizzard, with the gale from the northwest,
and a blinding snow stow storm so thick
that it was impossible to see anything. She
kept on scudding before the gale hoping

to make the lee under Chatham and anchor.
When preparing to look for an anchorage,
steering Southwest by South, the vessel
struck on Chatham bars, sprung a leak and
her cargo took fire, forcing the crew to take
to their boat, which looked like certain death.
After a hards truggle and repeated attempts,
all got into the boat and got away from the
schooner without swamping. The boat was
nearly full of water and kept them bailing
continually. The boat drifting fast leeward,
they hoped to get in range of Pollock Kip
lightship, and possibly boarded her. The
snow cleared, however, and showed schooner
Morse anchored in the path.
They got
alongside and boarded her. Their escape
as
from death was miraculous
they could not
have lived in the sea to have got near the
Pollock Kip lightship. They saved nothing
but their lives and the clothes they stood in.
The northwest gale continues very cold.
The schooner, at 9 p. in., was a mass of
flames and there is not likely to be uny
The Ella hails
chance to save anything.
from Thoniaston, Maine, and is of 152 tons.
She had a captain and four men, all from St.
George, Maine.

Again

Overdue.

Rockland, March 23.—The schooner Luella Snow, Captain Enoch L. Rowe, Is again
overdue. She sailed from New York January 17, coal laden, for Rockland. From that
time nothing was heard of her until February
10, when she arrived at Bermuda with loss
of satis, having been blown from her course.
She repaired there, and a letter received by
the agent in Kockland from Captain Rowe,
dated Bermuda, February 21, stated that the
vessel was all ready and would sail at once.
Since then no tidings have been received.
Another One in Trouble.

Pkovidknck, R. L, March 23.—Schooner
Henry May, of Hatlowell, Me., from Providence for New York, dragged her anchors
ilnrina Mia ctaIa

IaaI

nicrht

And is nshoiV

Oil

She lies
the west side of Conanicut Island.
on a rocky bottom, and will not probably get
off without assistance.

penetrate the ice barrier, other than into
Green’s Landing, via Thurlow’s Island channel, which has been open nearly all winter.

On the 10th, the steamship Lucy Miller,
from New York, was fallen in with off Fort
Point, vainly endeavoring to reach her destination, having been toggled to the ice for
three days, waiting assistance to enter the
The Woodbury tackled the
Penobscot.
heavy ice, and forced her way seven miles
up the river to Bucksport, through pack and
gorge that had defied every effort to break up
through other sources, and conveyed the
Miller to her wharf and mail communication,
and released a large fleet of vessels, many of
which were loaded and waiting anxiously
for deliverance.
Being aware of the suffering from lack of
transportation on account of the ice embargo
Capt. Fengar, on the 13th, forced the Woodbury into Belfast Bay, and during the great
storm of that night and the 14tb, became
ice so solid that the engine
The
move the vessel.
magazine was opened and the iee blown
up about the vessel before she could be
She then succeeded in reaching
moved.
Belfast on the 15th, opening a channel the
She also cut out
entire length of the bay.

jammed
was

in

the

powerless to

the field ice between Turtle Head and Brigadier Island, leaving but a narrow strip off
in
Long Island Head, less than half a mile
width, that could be easily removed whenever the Boston steamers were ready to resume traffic with Belfast.
The Woodbury extended her cruise along
the entire coast as far as Kastport, opened
up the Fox Island Thoroughfare on the 17th
and 18th, releasing a large fleet and opening
communication by steam and sail with the
mainland.
All the bays and thoroughfares,
with the exception of "Kggemoggin Reach,
are now opened to sailing vessels and can be
The value of the
used with perfect safety.

Woodbury's

services

are

beyond estimate,

the release of scores of imprisoned vessels,
relief to those in distress, the carrying of
supplies to the various outlying islands,
whose inhabitants were, in many cases, in
great need, furnishing fnel, provisions and
water to ice bound craft, rescuing shipwrecked seamen, opening ports, thoroughfares and landings to traffic, all have been of
incalculable benefit to commerce and succor
to the distressed and unfortunate during the
All the
almost unprecedented embargo.
small island packets are now running from
the various towns along the coast.
The Woodbury’s experience during the
past winter has been a severe one. She lost
her rudder in February, damaged her cutwater, necessitating repairs, on her previous
cruise, and on Saturday last earned away
her rudder the second time. An ingenious
contrivance was rigged, enabling tier to
reach Bath, where a new rudder has been
constructed. There is not metal enough left
on the Woodbury to copper the bottom of a
jolly boat. The Woodbury is coaling, and
will leave immediately to complete her successful winter operations.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
MAINE CENTRAL.

The

noon

train

from

Vanceboro

came

through in two divisions yesterday
count of 125 passengers on the New Brunswick road being detained by a washout on
that line.
The vestibule cars on the Boston and Mt.
Desert limited express will be of new and
elegant design this year, much different from
on

ac-

those of last season. They will have a new
style of ornamentation on the outside and
will be much more elaborate on the inside.
There will be two entirely new dining cars,
making this the finest train that ever ran on
the iron roads of Maine.
PORTLAND A OUDKNBBl'HO.
This road, on account of the large and
strong snow plows and engines used in the
mountain region, has had no serious trouble
this year in clearing the track. Lately, however, there has been some trouble, caused by
slides of ice and snow, which have come
down from the mountains and blockaded the
track. Thursday evening about four Inches
of snow fell at Fabyans and the wind blew a
gale. The freight train that left Bartlett at
8 a. m. for Fabyans pushed a snow plow,
which was thrown off the track several times
near Mt. Willie by the ice which blockaded
the track, delaying the train two hours. The

through freight from Fabyans got
through on time without a snow plow.

5 a. in.

CENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.

Hopes

That

Willimantic, Conn.,

March 23.—A finan-

climax, that has for a long time been
pending, was reached today In the affairs of
A
the Willimantic Savings Institution.
shortage or misappropriation of the bank’s
funds to the amount of $1,000,000 is found,
owing, it is said, to a series of transactions
made by the treasurer, L. F. Royce, without
the knowledge or consent of the directors.
It is alleged that the transactions of Cashier
Royce are tantamount to defalcation.
The bank has taken advantage of the law
cial

requiring four days’ notice of withdrawal of
deposits, and today refuses payment and has

Its affairs will
closed its doors to business.
probably be straightened out in a few days.
There was a slight run on the dime savings
bauks this afternoon by some nervous persons, but all claims were promptly met, and
the excitement soon subsided. The deposits
of the Willimantic Savings Institute aggregate ubout $1)00,000.
Royce has not been arrested. Frank F. Webb, assistant treasurer,
has been made acting treasurer.
Nelson's Challenge.

Boston, March 24.—Some one has been
saying undeserved and unkind things about
the trotting stallicn Nelson, reflecting on his
staying qualities. Mr. C. H. Nelson of Waterville, owner of the stallion, and one of
the largest breeders in New England, said
here yesterday:
“How can this gentleman
tell anything about the stallion Nelsou.when
the horse has never been sent a mile as fast
as he can go ?
Last fall, after a heavy season in the stud, I gave Nelson a fast half
mile, aud then pulled up. Two days afterward I started him to beat his three-year-old
record of 2.26J, which he made on a halfmile track.
The first half he made in l.llj,
and the last half in 1.0&J. Then I turned
him and drove him up the stretch faster than
Before Nelhe went anywhere in the mile.
son started 1 told my friends i did not intend
to have him beat his sire’s record, as I wanted him in the 2.22 class. Can anyone produce a five-year-old stallion th..t has ever
done any better after serving sixty mares
during the season and carrying 39 pounds
overweight in the trial? I now wish to issue
a challenge to all New Kngland, and here it

is: After Nelson has closed the stud season
of 1888, I will stand ready to back him against
any Wilkes stallion in New Kngland for
from 82000 to 85000 a side, in a race of mile
heats, best three in five to harness. I shall
stipulate however, that the other stallion
shall stand for sixty mares during the season, the same number that Nelson’s book
calls for. In regard to Nelson’s colts, I will
match two foals of 1888 by him for from
82000 to 85000 a side, against any two colts of
the same age by a Wilkes stallion in New
Kngland, the race to be trotted in 1890, play
I will also trot two Nelson colts of
or pay.
1889 in 1891, under the conditions above
stated. 1 make these offers in self defence,
In 1889,
und not to create any controversy.
barring accident. Nelson will be drawn from
the stud, and 1 predict will make a mile in
Let me say, last of all,
from 2.12 to 2.15.
that any trotter that attempts a two-minute
gait will come back before the end of a mile,
Jay Kye Jjee, Patron and Maud S. excepted.
Young Rolfe, the sire of Nelson, some said
would be a ijuitter, but I notice when he
stopped he was ahead of many fast and
game ones.”

Criticism Upon It by the Rev. A. W.
Little of St. Paul’s Church.

What She Has Been Doing the Past
IMonth.

The United States revenue steamer WoodA. A. Fengar, arrived yesterday
morning from a cruise, having left Portland
on the 8th instant, during which time she has
been busily engaged in looking after the unfortunate vessels which have been ice bound
during the winter months, and such as have

bury, Capt.

suffered from the effects of the late unprecedented weather.
The Woodbury, on the 9th instant, fell in
with several vessels which had become entangled in drift ice near Deer Island Thoroughfare, released them and reopened the

thoroughfare its entire length, having previously opened it late in February, and being
the only vessel which had been able to

Disease

be Cured.

Boulanger

Cen.

Danger of Dis-

In

missal from the Army.

Berlin, March 23.—A decree authorizing
the Crown Prince William to represent the
Emperor in the transaction of official business in the event of the Emperor being unable to actfor himself, will shortly be issued,
and proclaimed throughout the empire. It
expresses the wishes of the Emperor that
the Crown Prince make himself conversant
with affairs of State by immediately taking
The Crown Prince will be
part therein.
permitted to prepare and discharge all State
business entrusted him by the Emperor, and
is empowered to affix all the necessary signatures as representative of the Emperor,
without obtaining special authority upon
each occasion.
The Kmpsror’s laryngeal disease is decidedly less alarming than in many months,
and gives rise to hopes that he possibly may
be cured.
The first

Cabinet council under the new
held today.
The Emperor
presided. The ministers took the oath of alto
the
of
Prussia.
A proclalegiance
King
mation, granting amnesty to political offenders, Is being prepared.

Emperor

was

To tho Unrecognized Victims.
Opokto, March 23.—The municipal authorities have decided to erect a mausoleum
of marble for the remains of the unknown
victims of the theatre fire.

Cosslp About Disgraced Boulanger.
London, March 23.—It Is said In Paris
that In all probability the government will
decide to remove Gen. Boulanger from the
army. A very authentic rumor states that
he will either be placed on the retired list or

dismissed the service. The General has gone
too far even to suit his friends. M. Clemenceau repudiates him; Camille Dreyfus deuuuuccs

he is

uiui,

irari ujui,

unuuruen

in.

suspicious

even

auu

It is

to M. Granet.

doubtful if the elections of Sunday
will carry him through, although if.
Thiebaud asserts again that Paris does not
count, and that the provinces will electrify
the world by their enthusiasm. The successor of Gen. Boulanger is Charles Louis
Warnet, a St. Cyrian. He was in the Crime-

even

next

and the

an war

African and Mexican cam-

paigns. Gen. Warnet is represented as an
indefatigable worker aud earnest soldier,
very modest, not ambitious, and just the

to succeed his noisy predecessor.
The Wilson trial in the French Court of
Appeals excites no interest whatever. There
were not twenty people in the room and no
crowd outside. Paris has forgotten him and
man

his deeds.
The defendant took the line of
defence that he had done no better and no
all
the other deputies.
worse than
Paws, March 23.—Boulanger arrived in
the city tonight, and was cheered by the

people.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
CAPE ELIZABETH.

Mr. Jerome McDonald, who for some time
past has been at Lynn, Mass., Is suffering
from the effects of a pistol shot In the hand,
accidentally occasioned in handling a revolver.

Several vessels have been booked to be
taken out on the Merchants’ Marine Railway.
During the past two or three days a crew of
men has been engaged in clearing away the
ice and snow from the track and cradle, and
it will probably be in operation today.
Captain Charles Bolton, of the schooner
City Point, while working his vessel up the
bay, met with a severe and painful accident.
In managing the vessel, during

a

heavy

he received a blow on the head from
the foresheet block, knocking him down and
from the effects of which he has suffered considerably since. HU head was badly but and
bled profusely, and he was hardly able to
reach bis home unassisted upon the vessel’s,
arrival in port. Those who witnessed the
accident say it was a narrow escape from instant death.
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The Rev. A. W. Little of Portlanu, spoke
at the Mission church of St. John the Evangelist, in Boston, Thursday evening on the
subj ct of the press. He opened by observing that it was hard to say which was the
cause and which the effect—our modern civilization or the press—as they acted and reacted on each other.
The generally diffused
intelligence*of our day was essential to the
existence of the press as we understand it lu
our day, and this in turn was in part the result of the press. The speaker here referred
to the great development of the press in
America, and the mechanical facilities which
had been brought into operation. SpeakiDg
of the freedom of the press, he said that
there was an apparent inconsistency in putting restrictions on immoral utterances by
the press, and not on heretical utterances,
although in the latter, as churchmen could
realize, there may be greater evils resulting
from a violation of Christian truth. HowevHe
er, they were willing to endure this.
condemed with earnestness any tendency
that prevailed in the papers of the day toward giving fictitious or exaggerated news,and
quoted from the Rev. Or. Dix of New York
in condemnation of the custom of giving detailed reports of crime and sensational matters. Within a few days the papers at euormous expense, published details of a brutal
prize fight which took place in France, while
at the same time they omitted important
events that were transpiring in one of the
The exaggerated
great capitals of Europe,
base ball,
importance given to such topics as
and the garbled reports given o f political
speakers by opposinu papers during a political campaign were also condemned. He was
glad to acknowledge that the papers, as a
rule, spoke with respect toward religion, but
he depreciated the Incorrectness of reporters
in their accounts of ecclesiastical ceremonies
As a minister of the Old Catholic church he
would protest against the treatment of the
press which put his church on the same basis as the churches which have little or no
history. He was willing that the church
should ever be attacked on the basis of being
old, but he thought at least the fact that it
As to the
was old should not be ignored.
readme of the papers, he pointed out that it
was important to cultivate the art ol skipAs to Sunday
ping certain reading matter.
papers, lie considered them among the curses
of our times, nut uuiy because they iuduced
people to work on Sunday, but because they
teuued to keep people away from the worship of God.
Sons of Veterans.

Sbepley Camp, No. 4, Sons ol Veterans,
are working bard in making arrangements
lor the entertainment to be given the delegates to the annual encampment of the Maine
Division to be held May Uth. The entertalnmeut will consist of music, reading, etc., and
will take place at Grand Army Hall. A campfire will also be given, and it is inteuded to
make the occasion a most enjoyable one for
the visitors.
Boston A

Nova Scotia Direct Line.

The International Steamship Company

on

account of the large freight and exodus ot
passengers from Nova Scotia have concluded
to open their direct line from Boston earlier
than usual, and for that purpose the steamship Cleopatra is now overhauling aud will
take her place upon that route March 31st.
W. C. T. U.

THE WOODBURY.

Emperor’s

the

May

A number of young men

THE PRESS.

Transact

Business of the Empire.

A BIC SUM MISSING.
The Willimantic Savings Institution
Closes its Doors.

to

William

Prince

Crown

The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
close their week of prayer by holding a service in Chestnut street church at 7.30 o’clock
tomorrow evening. Miss Lucia E. F. Kim
ball. National Superintendent of the Sunday

School Department, will deliver an address
on “The Gospel of Love, Law and Light.”
Cumberland County Sunday School
Association.
It has been decided that the meeting of
the Cumberland County Sunday School Association, which was to be held at Cumberland Mills on April 4th, shall be postponed
for a few weeks

elsewhere

as

and be held either there or
seem better.

shall then

United States District Attorney Walker of
New York, says that defaulter Johu C. Euo
The idlctment
cannot return from Canada.
against him is still in force and will be tried
if be dares to come to New York.

says that small pox has really
existed at Cumberland Mills since January
21st, but was thought to be chicken pox. The
fact that nearly all those taken with the disDr.

Young

thus far had been vaccinated has given
it the form of varioloid, and the doctor thinks
that probably all the persons who have been
taken with the disease thus far will recover
from it. The doctor pronounces the report
that he had stated that no spread of the disThe man
ease was feared, to be Incorrect.
of the house where the first cases occurred
was at work in Portland, and until the true
Dature of the disease was known went back
and forth to his work daily—so that it is not
to be wondered at if some spread of the disease should follow.
Every precaution will
be taken, however, to prevent this, both by
the
sick
ones and by vaccinatquarantining
ing all persons known or thought to have
been exposed.
ease

EDWIN NOYES.
Death

of the Ex-Superintendent of
the Maine Central.

Watebviluk, March 23.—News

was

re-

ceived here Friday noon that Edwin Noyes
of Waterville, the well-known ex-superintendent of the Maine Central died in Boston
Mr. Noyes was
10 o’clock Friday morning.
72 years old.and seemed to be|ln|guod health.
He was a graduate of the Harvard Law
School, and while there formed the acquainance of Choate and Webster, of whom he
gave interesting reminiscences.
He was associated with George Evans in
the famous Coolldge murder trial and had
an acquaintance In his day with many of the
leading men of his time. After leaving the

practice of law he became a successful railroad operator and financier, and accumulated a large fortune. He was born io Rhode
Island and came to Waterville nearly half a
century ago. He was a teacher in the col*
i_m___t_1.l-

bar ami
Boutelle.

practiced

with

—

.1...

the

late

tk.

Timothy

Except during a few years which be »
in the Northwest as superintendent of Pont
Michigan Central, he has always lived In
Watervllle, where he had a handsome house
and grounds. Ue was the] first superinte
dent of the Maine Central, and held that position till the consolidation. His energy and
shrewdness made him successful in everything he undertook.
Ue at one time
represented Kennebec
county in the Maine Senate, but was not inclined to tnke an active part in public affairs. Ue had led a leisurely life for the
past hall a dozen years.
It is supposed he died of apoplexy.
TOWN MEETINGS.
South Berwick.

The following Democratic board of town
officers has been elected:
Moderator—Beth Parcher.
Treasurer—Charles Hobbs.
selectmen—John F. Lynch, Nathan Kimball and
F. C. Harvey.
Wiscasaett.

The following town officers
at the annual town

were

elected

meeting:

Moderator—Henry Ingalls.

Town Clerk—Hoi. Holbrook.

Selectmen—Oeorge B. Sawyer, Bradford Clark,

Edward Jones.
Treasurer—Alfred Lennox.

Agent—Henry Ingalls.

Auditor—Fred Sewall.
Supervisor—C. A, Feaslee.

The‘‘Rata”

War In Augusta.
[Kennebec Journal.]
The parties who have been insulting a
worthy citizen, Mr. W. E. Perclval, by shouting “rats” at him upon the street will probably refrain from this public outrage alter
the severe rebuke given one of them by
Judge Andrews, Wednesday.
They are
evidently determined not to relinquish their
prosecution, however, but are sending
through the mail to Mr. Perclval postal
cards with pen and ink sketches of the
aforesaid rodent and bearing the inscription,
"Hats.”
If respectable citizens are to be
followed up iu this outrageous way with uncalled lor iusults and petty persecution It Is
time that some severe action should be taken
to put au end to it.

The grand national steeple chase which
place in England yesterday was won

took

by Playfair.

rrnK

Koukk 1». TANfcV. of Maryland, appointed

press.

‘USSS'ftSSSK1*®OW0.

SATURDAY MOKMNb, MARCH 24.
We do not
anonymous letters and commnlcations. The name and address of the writer
ire in all cases
Indispensable, not neceFsar ly for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
Ve cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used._

Public

f,fflc7 is:

trust that has Presi-

R

Out the
dent Cleveland’* full approval.
to
people of the country aro beginning
see that this trust is nmuaged like all the
others,—for selfish purposes.
President Cleveland now has au opportunity to make a Democrat Chief Justice of the
United Statos. We would suggest that lie
cannot improve that opportunity better than
by appointing the Hon. William L. Putnam,
of tlie State of Maiue.

Even among the ieisurely and thrifty
Dutch is the restless spirit of modern society penetrating. A Socialist named Nieivweuliaus lias been elected to the Dutch Parliament, having the honor to be the first
Socialist who ever sat in that body.
Our namesake on the Pacific coast must
A brass hand has
he a very lively city.
been formed, it is said, to make an extensive
tour to tlie eastward through the United
advertise
States to discourse music and
Portland wherever they go.

A

practical

may reasonably ponder whether the
effect of this will be to turn the tide of emigration to or from Portland.
man

General lioulauger's successor
iu
tlie
French Army is General Warnet, a veteran
of tlie Crimean, African and Mexican campaigns. He is an earnest and modest soldier,
well qualified to do his part in sustaining
the

peaceful

and statesmanlike

President Carnot
Ta —ill

..s

..

seems

policy

which

determined to carry

_II

at..

ti_I.

now, if they forget the noisy Boulanger and
his policy of revenge for Alsace-Lorraine.
It would be interesting to know if Mr.
Curl Schurtz is so forgiving to ail those who
have chastised him in the course of his
varied political experiences in America as
lie lias been to Bmperor William. In his
New York oration in memory of the dead
Kaiser, he said: “Before you stands one of
them,, who lost many friends under the iron
hand of the Prince now mourned, and who
himself escaped from that iron hand with
difficulty and trouble.” This is a case of

clear forgiveness; and not of forgetfulness,
of which also, Mr. Schurtz can on an occa*
sion command a convenient amount.
In the last four years the changes in the
United States Supreme Court had not, until
the death of Chief Justice Waite, been great,
Justice William B. Woods, of Georgia, who
was appointed in 1880, has died, and Mr.
Cleveland has put L. Q. C. Lamar in his
place. But there are left Samuel F. Miller,
of Iowa, appointed in 1862, Stephen J. Field,
of California, appointed in 1803, Joseph
Bradley, of New Jersey, appointed in 1870,
John M. Harlan, of Kentucky, appointed in
1877, Stanley Matthews, of Ohio, and Horace
Gray, of Massachusetts, appointed in 1881,
and Samuel Blatchford, of New York, appointed in 1882. Of retired justices there re-

Pj

mains William

Strong,

of

Pennsylvania.

Bx-Gorernor Bullock, of Georgia,

an

able

and conspicuous Republican, has declared
that an active Republican canvass made on
economic Issues in his part of the Soutii in

this campaign, will divide the white votei
With sucii staunch Democratic authorities
as Senator Joe Brown and the Atlanta Con4
stitution declaiming against the programme
which Cleveland and Mills are forcing upon
(heir party, there seems to be good reason
for Governor Bullock’s conclusion that the
rank and hie of the white party are ready to
anlit.

nn

nn

tlm

tariff

nimst.inn

ft aaiiM

be expected, however, to divide the
white vote exactly in the middle at the first
stroke. The Democratic side would probably turn out to be the larger for some years,
until the people of Georgia, most of whom

liardly

know of the blessings of industrial prosperity as yet only vaguely, realize as Senator
Brown is realizing the advantages of the
“policy which has made the North pros-

perous."

_

In the banquet which the Imperial Federation league gave Wednesday evening to
Lord Stanley, of Preston, who comes to
Canada soon, the idea of Canadian independence wa« ridiculed, aud a Canadian orator

PORTLAND THEATRE

_

woodman;

wo”’ft!

vVactk, of Ohio, appointed by
Mona
President Grant tn 1874.
John Jay, the first Chief Justice, resigned
the office in 1704 in order to go as special
minister to England to settle the boundary
disputes that were then agitating the two

countries.

President Washington appointed

to the place John Rutledge, who had been
an associate justice of the same court; hut

BETTER

recently had been elected chief justice
being the days when, in

more

of Carolina, those
the Soutli at least,

prized so highly

a

federal office

our
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BREAD

A TRUE COMPARISON OF THE NATURE AND

RESULTS OF THEIR USE.
Cream of Tartar is

a

1
■

principle,

lutrltive

and

is

often

disagrees

beef,

corn, and wheat, and is

found in

highly

speech,

“to be set up

Insuperable ground of objection that,
when you propose to enter Into a treaty for
unrestricted trade with the United States,
you mutt, therefore, of necessity discriminate against English manufactures aud the
as an

Cream of tartar makes bread and

Cream

tasteless

and

dry

jvhlcli are

of tartar

biscuits

Ilorsford’s preparation produces bread and

cold.

biscuits that are sweet and moist when cold.

when

Ilorsford’s preparation

requires cousiderable

;he

system requires.

No sale

that."

Already

it

is

urged by Impe-

rialists in the Dominion that the Canadian
tariff against English goods is really higher
than against American; aud now Sir Richard Cartwright and his followers boldly avow
that they want to remove the tariff against
America altogether while the tariff against
England Is retained. Loyalty to England is
the guidiug principle of Canadians when
tliolr intellects soar Into the realms of sentiment ; but when they put tbeir hands in their
pockets sentiment is likely to vanish, as It Is
reasonable that it should, from the minds
of a people whe have been born and bred in
America, and know of England only as a
foreign country.
Morrison R. Waite.
Morrison Reuilsch Waite was by birth a
ton of Connecticut; but, like so rnauy other
of the sons of Connecticut, he made his mark
in the State of Ohio. He was born in Lyme
in 1816, his father being a lawyer and a judge
After
rors.
of the Connecticut court of
graduating at Yale in the class with William
M. Evarts and Edwards Plerr. punt in 1837,
he studied law with his father aud was adThen lie
mitted to the Connecticut bar.
removed to Ohio and settled in Maumee
City. It was as a lawyer that he became
eminent in Ohio; though he did not wholly
neglect politics. He was a member of the
State Legislature in 1848, and subsequenlty
declined a nomination for Congress several
times. In 1863, being then a citizen of Toledo, be accepted a nomination lor congress>
His reputation as a
defeated.
lawyer, however, steadily increased, and be
was offered a seat on the Ohio supreme
bench, an honor which he decliued. In 1872
a great opportunity eame to him in his appointment as one of the counsel of the commissioners of the Geneva arbitration; and
his argument before that tribunal .amply
sustained the expectations of bis countrybut was

the
presided
constitutional convention of Ohio, and in
1874 was elevated to the chief justice’s seat
men.

Tlie next year he

over

of the United States Supreme Court. Of his
fourteen years of labor in that position nothing but what is favorable to his memory can
be said. He did not carry to the bench the
reputation for statesmanship that belonged
Jay, Kutledge, Ellsworth, Marshall or Chase;
simply as a lawyer he may not have been tlie
equal of Taney; but as au impartial and upright jurist who commanded for himself aud
his high office the respect and confidence of
the American people, lie was the peer of any
of his predecessors, the superior, certainly,
Of one of them.
A Remarkable Line.
The death of Chief Justice Morrison R.
Wulte calls to mind how few and how eminent have been tlie men who have occupied
have
tlie exalted position.
Seven men
spanned the century since the formation of
tlie government, and of those seven tiiere is
not one who has not left a long record in the

history of his country. And what is even
remarkable, the last four of those

more

have held the office for eighty-seven of
years that the court has been
in existence. Four of those seven men
the Revolution; aud
were statesmen of
seven

tlie

ninety-nine

three of them were appointed by George
Washington. These are the seven:
John Jav, ol New York, appointed by President Washington, lu 178a.

ImiN III'TI.EIMIK, of boutli Carolina, appointed
1u17Ua.
by President Washington, Connecticut,
appoluted
7>11 van fci.i-awoKTH.ol
lu 17Bd.
bv President Washington,
\Iohn MajUKALL, ol Virginia, appointed by
1801.
President John Adams, lu

held in Portland has at-

ever

much attention, and been such

complete

a
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[The Voice.]
Rum has knocked out John Sullivan; give
it the belt; It is the world’s champion slugger.
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pure.

of our mark down sale of ChilWhen we
dren’s School Suits.
advertise a mark down sale in any
of our departments the public expect to find goods as advertised.
That they were not disappointed
at our special sale of Children’s
School Suits last week is evident
by the large number that we sold.
We are going to clean our counters of all broken lines in this department to make room for Spring
Suits now making. We have many
splendid bargains left in sizes 4 to
13 years at $4.00 and $5.00 each,
former price $5.00 to $8.00; which
you cannot afford to miss if you are
needing School Suits for your boys.

THE STOItY.

[Lowell Courier.]
Would it be considered profane to remark
that Gen. Adam Badeau is getting himself
Into A-dam Bad-eaudor with the American
people by his silly letters to and about Gen.
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BBKCKINBIDGB A PIGMY.

[8t. Louis Globe-Democrat.]
It is understood that Breckinridge, of Kentucky. is to lead the free trade cohorts in the
House In the discussion ol the tariff. Breckinridge Isa moderately pleasing speaker, and
111 tbe discussion of ordinary question would
acquit himself creditably. On the tariff issue, however, he is but a pigmy beside such
intellectual giants as Kelley, Reed and Mc-

Kinley.

FRED R. FARRINGTON’S

NOT VERY COMMENDATORY.

[Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.]
Senator Blair of New Hampshire, is a
citizen tormented with a brain that is irritated by a perpetual struggle to think and a
conscience of the most diabolical sensitive-
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The Beat Tonic and Restorative

C. J.

21)3 Federal St.,

Purely Vegetable Heuiedy.
also makes Its use among tbe people a thousand
(old more common.
Most physicians, knowing of a perfect remedy
or sure core for a certain class of diseases, desire
to keep tbe fact to themselves, In order to build
up a professional reputation In their private practice bv making cures which only they can accomplish. I>r. Greene, on the contrary, although he
has tbe largest practice In the United States
among diseases of the nervous system, and has
the most remarkable success In tbelr cure, knowlug and uslug tills wonderful remedy,Jls determil.list

ilia

hanoAl

nf

<*o

marvellous virtues. He lias placed It, therefore,
on sale at all druggists', at gl per bottle. He may
be consulted In regard to its action, or In all cases
of nervous and chronic diseases free of charge,
personally or by letter, at bis office, No 34
Temple Place, Boston, Mass. Dr. Greene's
book “Nervous Diseases and How to Cure Them”
will be sent to any address, free.
Too much cannot be said In praise of this truly
great remedv. Nervous affections are so prevalent at tbe present day, and tbelr symptoms so
distressing and annoying, that a positive specific
like this medicine, which affords an almost
Ccrlala Care.
for all lorins of nervous disease attended by
physical exhaustion, Is a boon to tbe communliy
that cannot be too highly estimated, and the news
such a cure cannot bo too widely spread.
In thus giving our Indorsement to Dr. Greene's
Nervura Nerve Tonic, we speak what we know In
regard to the remarkable merits of tills particular
remedy. We meet persons daily who have been
suffering for long months or years with nervousness, weakness and exhaustion, sleeplessnessi
pains and aches, a tired languid feeling, or some
other form of disease, who have becu pertc»ti/
and permanently cured by the use of the Nervura
Nerve'Tonic. There have been many serious
cases of exhausted nervous vitality, nervous and
physical exhaustion pud nervous prostration
which bad been pronounced incurable by physicians, but which have been entirely restored to
health,giving tbe persous renewed vitality and
Mlreag and Vigersus Nrrrr.
by this remedy. It is an absolute specific for ner.
vous debility. Young men with weakened nerves
and exhausted vitality can regain tbelr strength
by its use. It restores lost energy and Invigorates
Hie weakened vital forces in old and young.
The medicine having such a record of cure, It Is
not suprising that tlic people everywhere should
accept it eagerly as bcu g not only the safest ami
must cerlalu cure, hut also by far the cheapest, as
AH
It* low price places it witlilu the reach of all.
druggists keep U at gl per bottle.
uo
that
there
Is
It Is a positive fact, therefore,
real need of persons suffertug from the nervousami
exhaustion
which
ness weakness, languor
afflict so large a proportion of our people. Thousands have perished from these affect ions who
might have been cured had they but known of
tills remedy, and thousands more are dally laillng
In health, gradually becoming more ami more
weak, nervous and exhausted who can easily and
readily be restored to sound and vigorous Strength
and health by the timely use of this wonderful
mh22ThftS2tnrm
remedy.
of

Water Co. First
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Bonds at Par
other First-Class Securi-
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tio« iziven in eichanee.

SWAN & BARRETT, Bankets,
mtl3

ISO Tliddlr Ml.,
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Portland Water Go.
mortgage

sure

to call and

get prices before buying elsewhere.

Under

Fancy

$5.00 Per Barrel.
SEW CROP SEW 0RLE1SS ROLASSES,
35 Cents Per Gallon.

CHOICE NEW CROP PRUNES,
Pound.

4 Cents Per

-

Hotel,

___eojtt
H

THE CLEANFAST HOSIERY CO.

O

K STOCKINGS.»

CLEANFAST E

BVAJSS

WILLETT,

&

^

CO.

w

taken the agency of the above goods, we are now prepared to
offer a complete assortment.
We quote a few prices: Ladies Hose, prices 50c, 62c, 75c, 89c, and
8125. Children’s fine Cotton, sizes 6 and 64, 50c, and advance 5 cents a
size. Children's Ribbed Ilose. prices from 50c to 85c. Children s EngDerby Ribbed, sizes 6 and 04, at 70c, sizes 7 and 74 at 75c, sizes 8
and 84 at 85c. Children’s fine Ribbed, prices from 75c to 81-12. Also
Ladies’ out sizes.
Til's brand of Hosiery is the only one that has the F. P. Robinson
Co. Dye, and every pair is warranted not to crock, or money refunded
if they do.
This is the first time these goods have been offered in this city, and
we ask you to try a few pair of our Ladies’ tiue Cotton, prices from 50c
to 75c, or Children’s at the same price, and be convinced that these are
absolutely Ceanfast Dlack Stockings, that can be washed like white
hose and retain their lustre.
Ladies that have sent to Unston and New York for these goods, can
Endorsed and published by
now be supplied by us and save money.
Fashion Publishers as being a long-felt want admirably supplied,
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THE CLEANFAST HOSIERY CO.

P

AT

In All the New

HENRIETTAS,

Shades, 40 Inches Wide, 75 Cts. Per Yard.

CHINA

SILKS,

H Inches Wide, In New Colorings and
Per Yard, at

75 styles to be closed out sit once. All Pure
Silk sind 34 inches wide. Best wearing; Silk
in the market. Only two Dress Psitterns each
in many of the styles and no more can be obtsiined from any source this sesison.

TURNER

.r.
TP
mil 17

UAR/lCTCrt

rlvlfio I HU,
_

____eoag
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COPABTNGBNHIF NOTICKS.

EDUCATION Ala.

Insurance

olANDAKU GLUI HINb GU.,
255 Middle Street,
PORTLAND,
w- c-

.

|

Galvanised Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send for IUuetratod Circular.

...

Jan23

Parflimtl

CO.,

BOTTOM
d6m

dtf

THE LEADING
Wholesale Druggists, Newspapers and
Publishers of Massachusetts,
ALLREFUTE THE SLANDER
OS MURDOCK’S

iis^A.

ME.

Hlfn«graphy.

1. Sawier. 537 Congress 81,

ALICE €.

Portland,^.

MOPES,

NOTICE.

T!

HE firm of John Loveltt * Co., was dissolved
Jan. 2, 1888, by mutual consent.
JOHN LOVEITT,
GEO. F. LOVEITT.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Elocution

WARE- Manager.

Delsarte

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE

Literature.

and

Expression aiSpedalty.

Reference—Prof. Moses True Urowu, Boston
8chool of Oratory.
decs
eodtf

Geo. F. Loveltt will continue the business under
the firm name of John Loveltt & Co., and Is authorized to settle all debts to and by the company.
Portland,Jan. 2,1888._martidlm

DISSOLUTION OF CO PARTNERSHIP.
co-partnership heretofore existing between

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

fhftiititte
the Next

Thirty Days

at

J.

W.

COLCORD

113 PliAKI. STREET.

marl 7

EXCHANGE

~tr 91000.00

SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CEN

I

B. F. Chadhouru and .1. A. Kendall under the
THE
firm
ot Chadlmurn & Keudall
dissolv-

name
being
ed by the death of Mr. B. F. Chadbourn, the business will be continued hy the undersigned under
the old name.
JOSEPH A. KEN DALL,
mhl2d2w
ALFKKD A. KENDALL.

EXHAUSTED

viTfllirr

A Ureal .Medical Work for Yonn« md
Mltld!o-A«e«| Men.

^

FOR BILIOUS HEADACHE,
CONSTIPATION, DYSPEPSIA
*sddlD.™n*.m.nUofth.

Stomach

St

bv.i^'

yt*/

KNOW

dis-

**

We, the undersigned publishers of Bostonlu.
dorse the value of Murdock's Liquid Kood, as
several members of our staff have used It, and
received the same benefit as noted by the Wholesale Druggists:

Messrs. Boston Dally Advertiser.
“
“
“
Record.
“
“
“
Journal.
“
“
«
Post.

eodtJUl

CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

tontine..

eodAwly

mylO
.Support home Industry.

Smoke the best 5 cent Cigar.

No urtllirlal

flavoring. Manufactured and

NovlU

eoilCrn

VInine Bible Society.
Bible Society of Maine, will bold

meeting at the Y. M.
THEAnimal
THURSDAY, April 5.
Portland,
p. m.
mar23

WEDDING
Its

0. A. Hall,
1888, at 4.30
N. W. KDSON, Secretary.
d2w

W.
printed.
engraved
DAVIS A CO., Engravers. 43 West Street,
INVITATIONS
29
estimates
or

Boston.
jail 14

Transcript.

Traveler.
Forbes’ Lithograph Co.
Co.
L. Prang A
Rockwell A Churchell.

“

“
“

It

“

“

“

“

**

istheonly Raw Food known

and

so

Recognized

By the International Medical Congreo*
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng., 1888;
By the American Medical Association at
iiasiiingioii, u.

isn't;

do. at Richmond, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, N. Y., 1886;
do. at lleer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeon* of England, Germany, Prance, Italy aud America.
The benefit ol our Fiee Surgical Hospital lor
Women Is being recognized in all parts ol the
U nlted States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladies suffering for the want of
operaon* (know as capital case) from all sections.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

953,
WITH

A

MORTALITY

OP

9

ONLY.

Our free home lor Homeless Boys contains #!ty
beds, and Is located at It to at Causeway street.
When any ol the boys sutler from Scrofula, Kezema or other skin diseases, they recover quick!}
by the use of our Liquid Food.
We have just completed a Septic Hospital of
twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical cases.
The Surgical Stall of Murdock's Free Hospital
for Women are In dally attendance, except Saturto examine

patients

and assign beds.

162 BEDS.

More Than One .Million Copies Hold.
treat* upon Nervous ami Physical Debility, Pnma.
Recline, Kvrors of Y«*uth, K* haunted Vitality,

MU BUnhood, Irn|mired Vigor and Impurities of tbe
Blood, and the untold miseries ootuwxjuent thereon.
Contain* 3UU page*. Nubetantiai •nih.«a*<i binding, full
Warranted the beet popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the Kngli*h language. Price only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper, ifluatraiire sample free if you send now.
MEDICAL.
PlBJiWIIED by flic PEABODY
SI. Ho*
INSTITlTE.No. I IIiiIHiicIi
WM. II. PARKER, M. IK, Consulting l»|.vdria u, to who:.i all orders should he ■ildnisso'il.

STREET.

J3T5 THOS. CAREYS CIGAR STORE.^^^^ffii:

FOOD.

write an Editorial for a Boston Monthly with which we refused to Advertise.
Said Monthly compromised itself in
doing this, as it well knew all of Its
insinuations to be false.
We, the undersigned, Wholesale DrngBoston, nave used Murdock’s
iquid Food during the last eight years
in our families, and do now use it, and
have seen and known many cases where
life has been saved by its nse.
That it is appreciated by the public,
we know by onr increased annual sales.
Deo. C. Doodwin A Co., Boston.
“
Weeks A Potter,
“
Dilman Brothers,
“
Carter, Carter, A Kilhani,
“
Cutler Bros. A Co.,
“
Rust Bros. A Bird,
“
Doolittle A Smith,
“
Otis Clapp A Son,

days,

DEANE & COLLEY’S.
46

LIQUID

Instigated by counterfeit Manufacturers, who hare—as they say la their
article—used Discharged Laborers to

Co-partnership.

! the -Etna Life Insurance Co. From this date
i business will he conducted uuder the firm name
i of A. G. Dewey & Co.
A. G. DEWEY, Oen’l Agent.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
Portland, Me., March 19,1888.
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
eodtw*
mar22
Send for circular.
For liana Mthoo! of

Stores and

?, YAK KCORDEN &

iipw

H.M.PAYSON&G0.

\fK. GEO. F. JUNK I NS has been admitted a
IvA partner with me In the General Agency ol

METAL SKY LIGHTS
Dwellings.
Mills,
And VENTILATORS, foi

thn

Bonds.

«

We have a full line of all kinds of Furniture at a great
Cull mid get prices.
count.

451 CONGRESS STREET;
CORNER ELM.

BROS’.

mh22

STRICTLY ONE FRICB.

For

95 Cents

Designs,

Huvp

Elstsof

INSTRUCTION US ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

ALL WOOL

lOO aiul accrued

change for other strong Water
Works Bond**. The bonds we offer, have twenty years to run, are
“
Mortgage, and In
udditionbJ’F,rM
thereto eucli bond bear,
the Uuuruntee of principal and
interest by the American Water
Works und Guarantee Company,
maktiigthe bonds doubly secured.

dtf

CHENEY BROS.’FAMOUS JERSEY SILKS

This sale started a week ago and, notwithstanding tlie big snowstorm, lias created much commotion amoug clothing buyers. The
fact is, these goods are the best grade we maniifacture, and are being
closed out tn many cases at 50 cents on the dollar.
Good ALL WOOL SLITS in Melt’s and Voting Men’s sizes, that retail regularly at! $12.00, $15 OO, $18.00, $20.00 and $22.00, can now
be bought at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00 each.
Gents’ and Young Men’s SPRING OVERCOATS, styles that are as
good as the latest, at prices, $3.00 to! $5.00 less thau usual. You will
need one of these garments soon, W1IY NOT BUY NOW!
The BOA'S’and CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT, excel iu the kind
nud quality of Clothing that parents so much desire at this seasou of
the year. Good ALL WOOL SLITS that are suitable to wear now und
through the early Spring and Suntmer months, at nbout half or two
thirds that they were selling for Inst season. It will pay you to BLY
YOLR BOYS’ SLIT NOW. Boys’ Spring Overcoats, Boys’ Spring Reefers, Boys’ Odd Knee and Long Pants, ALL AT REDLCED PRICES.

£
^

d3t

CASCO

—

Q

nmr22

7

We will allow

interest for the above* bonds In ex*

Established 1854.

CLOSING SALE
STUPENDOUS
MARK DOWN SALE

M

S

STREET.

MATURING APRIL 1st.

4’*, and a {rood selection of City, County and Hallway

QUEEN OLIVES,

mar!7___

^

Mechanics’ Building,

517 Congress Street.

dt(

Portland Water Co.
BONDS

»*«tdb

75 Cents Per Gallon.

dtl

™

CO.,

plication.

Wilier Co.

CARRIED OVER FROM LAST SEASON.

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

rtecai

Omaha bond in security roily
that of Portland, while tne city
Is about three times as large and of a
most substantial growth.
‘h* Omaha
Water works Bonds will be sent on apThe

equals

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS

Furnisher,

FalmoutH

I\“h

BANKERS.

Roller St. Louis Flour,

Light and Medium Suits and Overcoats

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
The Clothier and

«rh.tjr

White* BriMing, Woodbury & Moulton

-

OF

Be

ft?

maf8___

FARRINGTON,
EXCHANGE

-

w® ar® offering al
1
p®r ceBt b«nd« °r
the Omaha WaterthLG
Works, which hare
t0 rBBt
take in
,aBd "HIPortland
Te*r?
at parand Interest,
wfr*£’
CoB,pa“lf **■ “‘turlng April 1st,

marO

for Cash to Reduce Stock.

A

«i..n tl.n lul.nln

Suitings,

marl

HEAVY UNDERWEAR

Known.

exhaustion, nervous debility, nervous prostration,
sleeplessness, despondency, mental depression,
tendency to Insanity, paralysis, numbness, trembling, St. Vitus’ dance, neuralgia, rheumatism,
pains In tlie sides and back, palpitation of the
heart, nervous and sick headache, dyspepsia, indigestion, loss of appetite, constipation, biliousness, kidney diseases, &c„ give It a position far
It
above any oilier remedy at the present day.
being

Due April 1, 1888.

Kansas

TELEPHONE SOI B.

I80-MDDLE ST.—182
NEAR

Ever

T N this age of advertised medicines, It Is a pleasA ure to notice at least one which Is of the most
undoubted benefit In all cases, as far as we can
learn, uot only affording relief, but effecting a perWe refer to Dr.
fect and permanent cure.
Greene's Nervura Nerve Tonic, prepared by that
well known lecturer an i eminent specialist In the
cure of nervous and chronic diseases, and which
Is, probably, tbe most perfect cure for all forms of
nervous affections and weak and exhausting diseases yet discovered.
It Is the best Spring medicine ever known, and we should advise its use by
The wonderful
all at this season of the year.
cures it Is effecting among nervous diseases, such
as nervousness, weakness, nervous and physical

HTftTtt

DlB APKII. 1, ISSS.

eo<ltI

eommended by

llorsford’s Bread Preparation
form strength

iften adulterated.

always.

Languor

mhlO

bonds,

______—_

the highest medical authorities.

Cream of tartar varies in strength, and is

[Tacoma Ledger.]
Job must have had in view the storm of
New York when he said he would notfllve

The

5 Per Cent Debenture Bond* of the Company, a legal Investment for
Savings Banks.
7 PerCent First Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate lu the best sections of Kansas.
S Per Cent First Mortgage Real Estate
Loans of the Maricopa Loan and Trust
Company, of Pluenlx, Arizona.
Also Bank Stocks and other Investments.

1st

TRUE

mli20

Horsford’s preparation

is condemned by many

jbyslcians.

WASHINGTON TERHITOBV PIPES UP.

EXHAUSTION,

—

Mortgage 6 Per Cent

offer

we

orrKits fob salk

success PORTLANO WATER CO. BONOS

prices then ever made in this city. The
now being sold at store 227 Middle Street,

entire 3 stocks

digestion,

assists

eat hot.

PHYSICAL

—

phosphates.

COMMENT.

AND

NorthernRankingGo.

will be sold at lower

does not.

Ilorsford’s preparation supplies to the
system what it constantly demands, the

Cream of tartar supplies nothing which

so

prices

Salesmen to further reduce

our

this entire week.

this sale.

as

our

shortening.

manufactures of all other countries except
the United States. Now, that is true. I admit

THE

A BUM ONE.

NERVOUS

March 26 and 27.

V1NANCIAI..

nutri-

tious.

vitb the system.

during

simple phos-

is a

but what is

phate, contains nothing

not a

grains,

We have instructed

tracted

Horsfords’s preparation

potash,

bi-tartrate of

t is not a constiuent of the

chief justice for tweoty-nine years; but
will be remembered not so much for his long
term of service, or even for his great abilities, as for his famous *'I)red Scott” declsiou,
in which he declared that for more than a
century previous to the adoption of the Deceleration of Independence, negroes, whether
slave or free, had been regarded "as beings
of an inferior order, and altogether unfit to
associate witli the white race, either in social
or political relations; and so far inferior
that they had no rights which the whites
were bound to respect;” and then went on
to deny the authority of Congress to exclude
slavery from the Territories. On Taney’s
death President Lincoln appointed Salmon
P. Chase, who in tarn held the office until
his death In 1874. Of his fame as a statesman'aud jurist nothing need be said at this
time.
____________

Blair has had
ness and restless character.
insomnia for years fretting about the awful
spirit of levity of his neighbors in not being
Hts latest freak is the inas good as be is.
troduction of a bill to express a preference
for confederate soldiers in office where disloyal persons must be appointed. General
Hawley seems to get mad about it. We are
sorry that General Hawley got mad. He
should have seen the fun of the thing.
Hawley, though born in North Carolina, lias
the sense of humor that befits a frozen zone—
when war questions arise.

Monday and Tuesday,
March

Cloaks, Silks, Velvets, Buttons, Trimmings and Carpets.

was

A NAME THAT TELLS

MINSTRELS,
Prices a* usual. Box office open Wednesday,
mart Id I w
21, at 8.30.

GOODS,

ty to England.

notable passage of that

WHEEL CLUB

Stocks of

Retail

Great Sale of Three

DRESS

Cream of Tartar.

dent Adams appointed him and the Senate
confirmed him to his old post as chief justice.
But thougii only fifty-five years of age he put
aside the honor and retired to private life.
Then President Adams appointed John Marshall of Virginia, whose great work in the

CURRENT

Fourth Week of

CO.

true &

THAN

the term of court
ceeding his appointment. But when the
Sennte met, it refused, for political reasons,
to
confirm him.
President Washington
immediately appointed William Cushing,
of Massachusetts, chief justice. Mr. Cushing
who had in the early part of his career been
judge of probate in Lincoln county. Maine,
had by this time risen to be chief justice of
Massachusetts.
His nomination to the
United States Supreme bench was confirmed
by the Senate, but he declined to accept the
Then
President
Washington
position.
turned to Oliver Ellsworth, one of the Connecticut framers of the Constitution, and at
that time a United States Senator from Connecticut. Ellsworth continued on the bench
with marked distinction, until 1799, when
President Adams sent him to France as envoy extraordinary to negotiate a treaty. By
this time John Jay having returned, Presi-

position continued thirty-four years, aud
ended only with his death in 1833. Andrew
Jackson appointed Roger B. Taney, who

CHEAPER

1

not

was

Rutledge presided
immediately suc-

as now.

at

there present declared that the first principle by which Canadians are guided is loyal-

But before Lord Stanley
is well propped up in his vice regal seat he
will undoubtedly read Sir Richard Cartwright’s great speech in favor of unrestricted
reciprocity with the United States, delivered
in the Dominion Parliament last week. “It
has been attempted," said Sir Richard, in a

MIHlfcl.JANKOl*.

by

appointed by Presi-

samplesland

W.

seut.free.

eodttm

1

EVERY

FREE !

BED

Remember, If a baby does not thrive, ol
change Its food, but ado live or more drops
dock’s Liquid Food at each feeding.

IfMOtt’S mi'll N»

m

IS;’-

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

W? ™n;SgW^r.^S
•ftKS&SNewark.
Wednesday, and
on

JtpWt4P'"-

J'

TJdLJi:

WIT AND WISDOM.

PHjJS-

Smalltalk—Couldn’t think ol Newport, yoi
perfect bore. I may go up again t<
iockvtlle, where I spent a few days last summer
*11 the

SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 24.

enow—a

DR. WELSBACH'S INVENTION.
A Cas Burner Which

elves

and Strong

Light,

Clara-Ah,
luite spoiled you.

Smalltalk—Not at all. I was
1 was visiting my uncle, who Is
i female insane asylum.

Clear

a

With None of the Objectionable Features of Ordinary Burners.

me uon

i/uuipuu;

uut

jcv

uumhuou

possession of ail the departments, owing to
considerable of the heavy machinery not
The departments
having been removed.
now being used at the Welsbacii Company
are mostly those of the south and west
wings, and others are being rapidly converted into the various departments necessary
for the contemplated increased forces in,.the
1 his
manufacture ox the Welsbach Lamp.
industrv is an entirely new one In this country, and the company did not get tilings In
shape to commence work until December 5,
1887, when less than 100 female operatives
were engaged in what is known as the “mantle” factory. Since then work has been progressing favorably, although it has chiefly
been in the instruction of the girls In the delicato construction of the mantle, which passes through 17 different processes (beside the
preparation of the chemicals) before it is
ready to be placed in tho lamp.
WHAT THE BURNER CONSISTS OF.

This burner is the Invention
Auer von Welsbach, Professor
In the University of Vienna, a
learning and high standing in

of Dr. Carl
of Chemistry
man of great

scientific circles abroad, who for many years has been
developing the idea which has resulted in
the production of this burner.
Substantially, the burner consists of a cylinder of network suspended from a wire over
This cylinder
the exit of a Bunsen burner.
network is made by first weaving cotton into
the shape desired, tiien soaking it in a solutfon of the oxides of zirconium, lanthanum
thorium, yttrium, or certain other metals,
then attaching the network (which is called
a mantle) by a
platinum wire, threaded
through one end to a vertical wire bent at
A flame is
the top into a horizontal loop.
then applied and the cotton entirely burned
out, leaving in its place the oxides of the
metals, which are almost absolutely indestructible by fire, and reproduce, in every detail, the form and texture of the destroyed
cotton. The wire supporting tills mantle is
then set into a gallery attached to the burner, similar Jto the gallery of an Argand
burner, and thereby held directly over the

Canton....

Houston*
“As everybody knows, Mrs. Grigsby, It is im
possible for a man lo be at throe or four dllTereni
daces at the same time.”
“You are entirely wrong, Mr. Grisby.”
“How?”
“Do you imagine that 1 have never seen yov
returning from the club?”

Envious young man (speaking of favored rival)
-Yes, George is ciever and handsome, but be Is
ibomlnably conceited.
Sharp young lady—But, Mr. Dumley, if you
vsre handsome and clever, would not you be eon
a6it6(1'/
A few momenta'
sollapse ot Dumley.

THE FACTORY ITSELF.

•_1

ontntni*

_1_xl..i.l

Minister (making a pastoral call)—It grieves
ue, my dear madam, to discover traces of Mors
Kemember. Mrs. Hendricks, that
ill your face.
J le whom the Lord lovcth He cliastenetli. If you
i-ould speak freely to me I mightMrs. Hendricks -Oil, It’s nothing,Mr. Goodman.
Ve are to have fried onious for supper, and 1
j ave been peeling them; that is all.
WIT AND WISDOM.

*

The r ction of Carter’s Little Liver fills is
leasant, mild and natural. They gently stimuite the liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not
urge. They arc sure to please. Try them.

“fa.” Inquired Bobby, “are all men made of
ust?”
“No, my boy,” responded the old man, “some
» re made of mud.”

c

If there ever was a specific for any one
< omplaint, then Carter's Little Liver fills are a
e peciflc for sick headache, and every woman should
1 now this, only one pill a dose. Try them.

t

t
t

Wife (No. 3)—Now, on your word and honor,
did not you like your two former wives betthan you do me?
Husband—Certainly not, my love. The presnt’s always the best!
ear,

it

CATARRH IN NEW ENCLAND.

Ely’s Cream Balm.
The best remedy for its purpose I have sold,
-Johu Hooker, Druggist, Springfield, Mass.
An article of real merit.—C. f. Alden, Druggist,
f pringfleld, Mass.
Those who use It speak highly of it.—Geo. A.
l [ill, Druggist, Springfield, Mass.
I believe Ely’s Cream Balm is the best article
It has given
, >r catarrh ever offered the public.
atisfactiou In every case.—Bush & Co., Druggists,
Worcester, Mass.
Artist—fosslbly your knowledge

1

Me limited?

Agriculturist-Mebbe; but I

of

is

art

a

sutlliu’ 'bout

know

c 0W8.

Artist—Isn’t the cow well drawn?

s

Agriculturist—Drawcd good’uough, but b gosh!
lie ain’t chewin’ her cud.

!

{
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The officers of the Parent Company are:
W. W. Gibbs; vice president, T.
j Montgomery; secretary and treasurer,
Samuel T. Uodine; directors, VV. W. Gibbs,
Thomas Dolan, T. J. Montgomery, J. ColeMorman Drayton, A. O. Granger, Randall

President,

gan and It. W. Elliott.
The officers and directors of the New \ ork
State Company, are:..President, W. W.

Edward Tuck, 1. J. MontgomJ. Coleman DrayJ H Stebbins. and
t0Sfr Fdivnrd E Proctor, of this city, who
Freeman.

ery!
tv-Si

,l,chiDCompCa0nnyean°dn United

Wdsba h Company

am.

Gas Im-

secured

BOSTON, Mch 23.
Pipe Line Certificates.
10,00 A. M. 93%
10.30
93%
It.OO
92%
11.30
12 M

92%
90%

Closing

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.Mach 23. 1887.—The following me to
day’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
■Pork—Ixmg cut 17 26@17 76 jshort cuts 17 60®
18 00: backs 18 00@18'25; light backs 17 00:
pork tongues 16 00.
Card—Choice at 8%«8%c ptbintcs; 8V*@9c
lu 10-lb palls; 9@9%c w 6-lb pails.
Hams at 10%@l2e, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs—Ciioice city dressed hogs 7%c p ib;coun
trv do at 7@7%c.
■ Uutter—Western extra fresh made creamery 31
@32o: extra first Western creamery at 28®3oc;
do* firsts at 24@27c; do June 20@23c; NewYork
fall made creamery, extra at 2<l@28c: Vermont
fresli made extra cmry 31'"",S2c; do extra firsts
27@80c. Tlie above Quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices
l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern ciioice at |12%@12% c; Ohio
choice nominal at 12®12%c; low grades fife 10c;
Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern; extras at 17c; some fancy nearby stock higher; Eastern firsts 16%c; extra Vt
and N H at 17c; fresh Western at 17c; fresh
Southern 16%c. Jobbing price lc higher.
deans—choice small N Yshand picked pea at
2 90@8 00 p bush: choice New York large hand
picked do 2 85®2 90; small Vermont hand-picked do at 3 10 5,3 16.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00®18 00; fair to
good at *15 00@$16 00: Eastern tine *12@*15;
door to ordinary $12@tl4: East swale 10@*11.
Rve straw, choice, 18 00@*20 00; oat straw 9 60
@10 00.
Potatoes—Boulton Rose at $1 10 P bush; do
Hebrons 96c; Aroostook Rose 1 05fe 1 08; do hebrons at 88@90c: proliflcs 8Ec; White Brooks at

70@76c.
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,

ciioice nominal; Western young fresh killed turkeys, extra small 13%@l4c; do fair to choice,

U@13c; Northern fresli killed chickens, nominal at 16-17C, fair to good 12@14c.

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Mch 23.
Mackerel are linn. We quote Shore Is at *20
l> bbl; 2s at *17%®*18; 3s at *16, the latter
scarce. Bay Is at *17®*18; 2s at *10.
Prime Georges Codfish selling $4% p qtl for
large ;uid$3% for small; trawl dank *3% at for
large and *3% for small; Shores *4%; large Dry
Bank at *6; medium $3%. Large Nova Scotia
pickle cured *6.
Cusk quoted SVi Pqtl; pollock at *2%; slack
salted do S3: haddock at *3%, and hake *2%.
These fish are about out of the market and the
quotations except for haddock nominal.
Boneless and prepared fish .at 3%@5c p lb for
hake, haddock ainhcuskjuid 6%@7%c p lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
8 a 11 c p lb; smoked saunon 16c; do Haddock 6c.
Medium herring; at 18c p box ;tucks 13c; lengthwise 16c; No Is at 12c; Bloaters at 76c; smoked
maekerellltc p lb. Canned do fresli at *1 36 per
doz; canned trout *1 %; fresh halibut *1% ; fresh
salmon at 1.76; clams 1 76; lobsters 1 60.
Labrador Herring *5@$6% p bbljnedium split
*4%: bewfoundland do *6: Eastnort *3%; pickled codfish *6% ; haddock *6% ;halibut heads at
3% ; tongues *0:sounds $12; tongues and sounds
8 f.O; alewives 3 26; trout $14% ; California salClam bait *7 to
mon at *16; Halifax do $19.
$7% ; slivers $7.;
60c
Refined medicine oil at
p gal; crude do at
40c; blackflsli oil 66c; cod do 27c; porgie at 20c.
Livers at 26c p bucket.
Fish scrap $6 p ton; liver do $4.
Pish skins S20A*40; fish waste $5^*10; halibut guano at $6.
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005,3 36; Texas
market

at 5 .60,50 10; Texans at 3 75®4 76. Lambs
505.G 50.

Somestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.]
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Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Mch. 23, 1668.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—Tor Pori
a ad 25 cars miscellaneous mercnandteeil for coucords 116 cars miscellaneous uierctiam
” setlup
i«i«

__

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO HOAUD OF TUADIC.
Thursday's quotations.
WHKAT.

June
78%
78%
78%
78%

Ori.-uiiiu.

Highest.

o-A«*8t.
CIosmiu
....

June.

Mch.

May.
*7%
77%
77%
77%

73
73
7H
73
men.

may.

49%
49%
fO
50V*
49%
49%
lamest.
50
50%
Closing.
Friday’s quotations.

45%
45%
45%
4o%

Opening.

Highest.

...

WHEAT

May.

Mil.

77%

...
III n-si..

..

Logos',

June
70%

....

.„iine..

77%
0%
75%

7*1%
77 r

May.
60 Vs
6h%
49%

June.
50%
60%
60%

77

eons

atcli
..■.e.u.ig

Highest
Lowe-'...

i>ir
si.v:

60

60%

Stock Market.

|By Telegraph.]
..u.iwiag quotations of stocks

Uq. *122%
92%
and Santa Fe Kailroad
Mexican Central K 7».
13%
Lexical, Central
241
] Sell li 'entione
05%
j [exu in Central 4s
•*
31%
York am: New England Railroad.

i

.tch,,'i’opelcs

...

....

105
Kailroad. 38

liD-ef
alltoiT

_A

n Southern
fiscousui c *ral.....18
34%
71: onsln Central preferred.
j oitoii & Albany. *198
Id Colony Railroad.17 3
62
c htcago, Burlington & Northern
32
H Int « Fere Marquette Kailroad eom

lot
..>20

diliief

Kailroad..
Saco & Portsmouth K.•••>20
Lowell Kailroad.>57

J, astern
artland.

j, jstou &

•Ex-dividend.
N aw

__

YoM* Stock

and Money market.

fBy Telegraph.]
on ea

q
p
Y
p
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NKW YORK, Mch. 23. 1888,-Money
cent..last
is bee
easy,ranging from 2 to 2% per
Prime paper more active; New
an 2, closing 2.
double
lor
irk hanks ask higher rates, o.uh
■line names and 8@7 for good single names,
Government
firm.
dull
and
erlin- Exchange

dull but steady. Kailroad bonds quiet
icept for Kansas and Texas issues. The stock
arket closed quiet and steady at conn, thing betr than lowest prices.
»ue [raiisacOous at tne stock Exchange agti

b mils

I

are

g uei 244.324 shares.
xue tonowmg are to oa
“ ent securities:

■

NKW YORK. Mch. 23. .1888. Flour market—
receipts 28.U22 packages; exports 4396 bbls and
237.6 sacks; quiet; sales 22,200 bbls
Finur quotations—Fine at 2 05®2 60; superflue
Western and State 2 403 3 00: common to good
extra Western and Slate at 2 9033 40; good to
choice do at 3 5054 90; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 305 4 60; fancy doi at
extra Ohio at 2 90
si 4 HO 55(00: commoD to
54 90; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 90@
Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 90; peter
30 54 60;l choice to fancy do at 4 6054 90. Including 4,600 bbls citv mill extra at 4 40®4 66;
1300 Uhls tine do 2 05@2 00; 1100 bbls superfine
2 405S 00; 1250bbls extra No 2 at 2 9033 40;
0300 hhls winter wheat extra at 2 9035 00;
8.400 bills Minnesota extra at 2 9034 90. Southern flour dull; common to fair extra 8 40@3 90;
good io choice at 4 00,35 00. Kye flour is quiet
and about steady ;superflne at 8 4653 76. Wheui
—receipts 2760 bush; exports 48,740 hush: sales
146,000 bush: less active and lower,closing easy;
No 2 Spring at 88%c; No 2 Ked 88%5’SAc store
and elev, 89589%e f ob,9O590%c delivered.Rye

good

is dull
Barley aulet. Ceru-receipts 37,300
bush exnortB560 bush, sales 79,000 bush; quiet
and firm; No 3 at 68%(®58%c; steamer 6844®
6914c elev. 60%@60%c delivered; No 2 at 69%
Oais-recelms 46,(5hi c elev, 61 %c delivered.
OOO bu, exports 810 bush; sales 127.000 bush;
higher; No 3 at 37e; do White 39%(®39%c;No 2
al 37% 538c:White do at 40@41c; No 1 nominal;
do White 48c: Mixed Western 37,340c; White do
Coffee—fair hio steady at 14c. Huat 40546c.
go r market fairly active and firm; refined firm;
5V ®5%c; White Kxlra ft 6%c;
FxtraC
C(6%c;
Vn'InwC 7-1656%c; standard A at6%c; Mould
A 0% ; cut loaf and crushed
Confectioners
A 7c;
at 7%c; off A at 0 56%: powdered 7c; granulated 6% c: Cubes at7c. IVlro-lenin firm—united
Uril a
at 8R%. Roi k fairly aellve. Beef dull.
shade lower, dull ami heavy; Western sleam 7 90
.57 92% ; city steam at 7 60: refined quoted 7 80
for Continent; s A at 8 60. Hmin steady and in
fair demand. Cltrw firmer with better demand;
Slate 9%@12%c; Wesiern ll»4512c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet.
BCHICAGO. March 23. 1888.—Flour is dull and
neglected. Wheat weaker; No 2 Spring at 723
75%c; No 2 Ked —. Corn higher; No 2 at 49%c.
I'ats—No 2 at 7684529%C. No 2 Kye 68®68%C.
Barley—No 2 at 775 81c. Provisions fairly active
Lard at 7 47%.
—Mess Pork a1 13 70313 75
l)rv salted shoulders 6 0036 10; short clear sides

Whiskey at 1 16.
Receipts—Flour, 17,OOn bbls; wheat. 28/00
bash ; corn 209 090 bush; oats 111,000bush; rye

at 7 0037 65.
are receiver

nations of Govern

nlted States bonds, 3s
ew 4s, reg.
124%
ew 4s, coup.
126%
5 lew
100%
*%s, reg
lew 4%j, coup.
108%
entrai Pacino lets...
.114
i louver a.I! Gr. lsts
.120%
I Irle 2's
95%
> [ansa, t’aciila Cmiso ■..
106
Iregin Sm. lsts
109%
luion Pacific’] 1st.
113%
3o Land Grants.
do Sinking Funds.....
The following are to-day’s closing quotations oi
a locks:
.cams Express..
Un. Express..
( eutral Pacific. 20%
hesapcake & Ohio. 1%
( Ihtcago A Alton. iso

l

4009 : ush;barley.l9,00o bush.
Sb pments—Flour. 20,000 hbls; wheat, ;8.0( 0
bn: corn. 110,000“bush mats. 83,000 bu: rye 3000
hush, barley 16,000 hush

ST. LOUIS, March 23, 1888.—Flour dull and
weak; XXX at 2 50,®2 60: family at 2 66(52 9);
choice 3 25®4 00; patents at 4 10,3 4 26. Wheat
lower; No 2 Red at 80%c. Corn steady at 44%
Oats are active and very strong at 30V4C.
f546e.
Rye at Hie bid. Barley 76387c. Whiskey steady
al 1 09. Provisions weak. Pork at 14 '2%. Lard
7 1637 17%. Dry salted meats—shoulders al 6 76
36 00: long clear 7 0537 10; clear ribs at 7 26;
short clear 7 45,57 66. Bacon—shoulders 6 37%;
long elear 7 7657 87 %: clear ribs 7 87%57 96;
short elear at 8 10®8 12%. Hams steady 10 00®
12 00.

Receipts—Flour, 3000 bbls, wheat 6,000 hush,
33,00 ) hush, oats 13,000 bush, barley 1/00
bush,rye 0000 bush.
Shipment?—Flour 10,000 bids, wheat 3.000
bush, or 37,000; hush, oats 12,000 hush, barley
0.90,i bush.rye 0.000 bush.
DRTUOIT, Mch 28,1888.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 84c; No 2 Red at 83c. Corn—No 2 at 50c asked,
‘als—No 2 at 33%c.
Wheat—receipts 9400 bush.
corn

msw

imuiXans,

marcn

Z3, ibbb.—cotton

w

firm; middling 9VsC.
SAVANNAH, March 23, 1888.—Cotton is dull;
middling 9bfcc.
CHARLESTON, Mcli 23. 1888.--Cltton quiet;
middling 9 9-16e.
MEMPHIS, March 23,' 1888.—Cotton is quiet
and easy; miduliAg at 9Mjc.
MOBILE,March 28, 1888.—Cotton Is dull; mid-

•:Ilnc9%c._

1

European Markets.

j

By Telegraph.]
LIVr.KPjOL, Marcli 23, 1888.—Cotto-i market
—firm ;uplandsG 6-16U; Orleans fiVsd; sales 10090
bales.

|

...

....

100

Quincy. 12ay*
lelaware & Hudson Canal Co.106%
lelaware, Lackawanna & Western.1-7%
le'iver A Bio Urande. 15%
23 Ve
irie.
, :ria pref. 64%
lllnois Cential .116
nd. Bloom & West. 101
13
,ake Erie A West...
,ake Shore,
88%
ouls A Nash. 63%
fauhattan Elevated. 86
77%
liehigan Central
6
linn* <a;st. ixiuis.

bales; speculation and export 1000
LIVERPOOL, Mch 23. 1888-Quotations-Winter wheat «s7d(B«s8d; Spring wheat at 8s 8d
at 4s
9d; (’lilt) Bs 9d. Corn—mixed Western
Previsions, ftu.-Pork at
bid; peas 5s 4bvd.
39s
and
short
(clear
9d
for
40s
hacon
at
67s (id;
od for long clear. Che ise 69s. Tallow 24s Od. Lard

?!«s

FOB

IBOM

City of Richmond

New

York..Liverpool.. .Mch 24

Servia.New York..Liverpool...Mch 24
Eider.New Vyrk..Bremen.Mch 24
MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 24.
Hun sets.

*

6 69i

1 w*

I.

8 33

HeightggSl"
IK E

NEWS.

OF PORTLAND

...

territory Kc \Velsbach Company

probabfy ^"produced
tCTigt’willautumn.
State before

(which
in this

do

pref,

^ lissouri Pacific.
i lew Jersey Central.
lor. Pacific common.

do pref,

11

74%
77%
20%

43%

FRIDAY, March 23.
Arrived.

Steamship Wlutbrop, liragg,

sengers and mdse to J B Coyle.

New

York—pas-

throat and lung troubles.
family should be without a
bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
which has proved itself, in thousands of
Emergency Medicine
cases, the best
It gives prompt relief
ever discovered.
and prepares the way for a thorough
to be effected by
cure, which is certain

Hence,

its continued use.
S H. Latimer, M. D., Mt. Vernon,
I have found Ayer’s Cherry
Ga says:
Pectoral a perfect cure for Croup in all
I have known the worst cases
cases.
relieved in a very short time by its use;
and I advise all families to use it in sudden emergencies, for coughs, croup, Ac.”
A. J. Eidson, M- D., Middletown,
I have used Ayer’s
Tenn
says:
Cherry Pectoral with the best effect in
This wonderful preparamy practice.
tion once saved my life. I had a congtant cough, night sweats, was greatly
reduced in Hesh, and given up by my
One bottle and a half of the

Minnie Smith,Hai
Carrie E Pickerinf

>

Pensacola.
Ar at Port Morant, Ja, sch W R Chester.Tbunq
I
son, Crab Island, to load cocoanuts at Port Ai
tonfo for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Demarara Feb 23, schs John C Sinitl •
Foss, Delaware Breakwater; A 8 Snare, Adams
Fernandina.

physician.

Pectoral cured me."
“I cannot say enough in praise of
E.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,” writes
11
u*nn,i.m
rvf Palestine. Texas.
believingas I do that, but for its use, I should
long since have died."

Memoranda.

Barque Samuel E Spring, Rose, at New Yori
Havana reports having experienced a sever

from

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

gale Mch 9, and shipped much water on deck;
tremendous sea struck the vessel on port side
throwing her on beam ends, and starting wate
ways; on the 14th, lat 31 62, Ion 77 48. while hev
to on port tack, a heavy sea boarded the vesse
over the port bow, clearing away evi ry thing loosi
on deck, broke In doors of forward house, am
washed everything out the galley.
Barque Wallace, from Sagua for Delawan I

:

mclinru

Ui'sobujutar

nusr

UpiinTmtll

I ,if*»

cargo.

Sch Lulu, which sauk near Hyannis in the gab
of the 12th inst, was raised 22d and towed intt

Hyannis.

Chatham, March 23—Sch Henry Clay, of Hallo
well, from Providence for New York, dragged
ashore at Canonlcut Island, last night, during the
storm, and remains.
Domestic Ports.
SEATTLE—Sid 6th inst, barque Gen.Fairchild
Boyd, San Francisco.
Sid 7th, ship Highland Light, Sawyer, San Fran

ship

J B

Walker, Wallace, San Fran

Sid 13tli, ship Jos S Spinney, Curling, San Fran

cisco.

PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 16th inst, ships Cyrus
Wakefield, Hibbard, San Francisco, 7 days, t(
load return cargo at Seattle ; Fannie Tucker

PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six buttles,

$100.00 REWARD.
We offer the above reward to the one who
the nearest to the correct number o
grains each of Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock and
Dandelion contained in one of
guesses

DIJVSIVIORE’S
The best blood purifier and spring medicine in
the world.
Every purchaser of a box of these
Wafers Is entitled to one guess for every
box
purchased. Upon purchasing a box of
are to
reeord your guess
paper with your address; place In a
to Dlnsmore & Co.,
and
direct
sealed envelope
Boston, Mass., and leave with the druggist you
purchase from, who will forward to us. If more
than one person guesses correctly the above
reward will he equally divided. This oiler closes
June 1st, and is made only to purchasers of
Dlnsmore’s Sarsaparilla Wafers. All druggists
are barred out for obvious reasons. We refer In
this city to C. Way A Co., Geo. M. Young, T. J.

Wafers

a

slip

on

you

of

Stevens and E. F. Shaw.

STTlmrm3m

febl8

Seattle) for San Francisco.
PENSACOLA—Cld 22d, sch Agnes I Grace
Seavey, Providence.
8AT1LLA RIVER-Ar 20tli, sch Stephen Ben
nett. Spear New York.
PORT ROYAL-Sld 22d, sch Chas H Wolston
Hinckley, tor New York or Boston.
RICHMOND—Sid 22d, sch Thos W Hyde, Slier
man, Portsmouth.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 20th. ship Syren, Mallett
Washington.
NEWPORT NEWS-Cd 22d, sch S G Hupper
Watts, St Thomas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch Ella M Hawes
Knowles, Jacksonville.
Sid 20th. ship Enos Soule, ior Sau Francisco.
In CralgliiU Channel 20tli, ship Enos Soule, loi
San Fraucisco.
PUILADELPAIA—Cld 2d, sch Child Harold
Mauson. New Haven.
Newcastle—Passed down 21st, barque Alexan
der Campbell, Philadelphia for Bath.
Below, brig Henry B Cleaves, Cbarleson, Iron

Sagua.

Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 22d, schs Helen G
for Boston; F J Allen, foi
Baltimore.
In port, baroue Ethel, Thompson, from Pernam
buco for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 21st, sch Cynosure, Reed
New York.

This Plaster
lie
acts directly upon
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
POK A 1,1.

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give Instant relief by

the
shoulder
81IABP.
SS’-For Kidney Trouble,
iRiieuuiatism. Neuralgia,
between
applying blades.

f W EplAche,

W

they

Wand speedy

$SK

are a
cure.

certain

I PLASTERTc^^«^for2S
price
|
M

■ kii

p
Mfttlftri on receipt of
c*
Trade mark, Patented b^
A ( a., General Agents, Boston
eod6m-nrm
novl

Moseley, (from Sagua)

NEW YORK—Ar 21st, sch Charlotte T Sibley
Bartlett. Fernandlna,
Ar 22d, haique Sami E Spring, Rose, Havana
schs Lizzie Carr, Brown, Nuevltas; Kuule Me
Kown, Walls, Sau Andreas; Carrie E Ware, from
St Joun. NB; W H Bailey, Pierce. Newport News
Susan, from Rockland.
Ar 22d, barque Sami E Spring, Rose, Havana
16 days; schs Abide S Walker, Vtuidbaven; Gas
lillan.Provider.ee; Maggie Belle, Rockland.
Sid 22d, brig Caroline Gray, for Caibarlen ; schs
Henry Crosby, for Laguna; DW Hunt,for Kingston, Ja; Fannie Whitmore, for Sagua; Geo Bird,
for St Thomas.
Passed the Gate 22d. schs Nat Meader, from
New York for Boston; Stella Lee. Hobokeu foi
Salem; E H Harriuian, Maracaibo for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 22d, sch Nellie A Drury
Wallace, Galveston via Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, sch Benj F Poole, Da
vis, Baltimore.
Below, sell E C Allen.
Sid 22d, sells Daniel Simmons, McKay, Boston;
J M Brown, Brown, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 22d, sch Jas
Barrett, Preble, East Greenwich lor New York.
Sid 22d, schs S E Nightingale, Whalen. N Yol k
for Eastport; Silver Heels. Elwood, Rockland loi
New York; Emellno G Sawyer, Sawyer, Coweset
lor do; Fannie A Gorham, Jones, Belfast for hernandina.
NEWPORT—In port, sell A Ilayford, Warren,
Rockland lor New York.
41A

V

411'

,.

.-„

Ulrica BBmiib, Maud Mallocli, Billow, B VV
lorse, Ada A Kenuedy.
CHATHAM—Passed by 22d, (sunset) sells Ada
A Kennedy, from Baltimore lor Portland; Webosset, Norlolk tor do.
BOSTON—Cld 22d, sell Joseph Eaton, Cliatfleld
Seal Harbor, to load for Bridgeport.
Sid 22d, sen Anna E J Morse.
Cld 23d, seb Win Flint, Dodge, Joggms, NS.
SIU 22d, evening, brig Don Jacinto, lor Fortlanu
In tow of tug L A Belknap.
SALEM—Ar 21st, sell Annie V Bergen, Cole,
St John, NB, for New York.
Ill port, sebs Union, Calor: M E Amsden, Clark
Calais for New Y'ork; Lugano, Clark, do for do;
Moutecello. Dow. Kockland for do: Ringleader.
Thomas, Tliomaston for do: Ella, Hart, Itocklaud
for do; Addie Sawyer, Cook, lted Beach for Kiel!motid.
FOKTSMOUTH—Cld 22d, sell N J Dinsmore
Dodge, Matanzas.
Sailed; 22U. schs Speedwell, Bishop, bt John.
NB, lor New Bedford; Geo W Glover, Mortou,
Boston for Bockland; Sadie Corey, and Helen.

8er.

v

,,,

groaning when he has
Rheumatism or Neuralgia. The pain
is simply awful. No torture in the
ancient times was more painful than

of Rheumatism which had settled
In the hips, neck and shoulders. So intense
was the pain that sleep was almost impossible. The first dose of Athlophorus gave
me relief, and the third onabled me to sleep
for four and a half hours without waking.
1 continued its use. and am now well.”
Rev. S. H. TROYER, New Albany. Ind.
4^*Send c cents for the bcautiftil colored picture, "Moorish Maiden."
cure me

THEATHLOPHOROS CO. 112 Wall St. N.Y.
eoa&wlvnrmceod

CREAM BALM
Clea n s e s the
Nasal Passages,
Allays Pain and
Inflammati o n,
Heals the Sores,
Rest o r e s t h
Senses of Tast
and Smell.

Sid fm Havana

Mch 1§, barque Louise Adelaidt

Orr. Cardenas.

_

Sid tm Matanzas

Mcli

..

ITtli, barque T L Sweat

Gooding'Delaware Breakwater.

Cld at St John, NB, 22d, sell Quoddy. Hall, foi
New York.
Sooken.

March 19, lat 33, Ion 77. brig Henry B Cleaves
Chanson, from Sagua for Philadelphia.
March 19, lat 31, Ion 79 36. brig Tarlfa, Sawyer
from Matanzas for North of Hatteras.
March 18, lat 37, lou 74 11, sell Franc Lam
brlth. from Rockiiort for Charleston.
March 18, N of Body Island, barque Levi S All
drews, fi om Sagua for Boston.
Mart'll 18. lat 30 30, Ion 78 60, barque Margarel
Mitchell, from Matanzas for Portland.

ECZEMA
And Every Species of Itching
and Burning Diseases
Cured by Cuticura.
Salt Itheum. with its

agonizing
ECZEMA,
itching and burning. Instantly relieved by
batli with Cuticura Soap, and single
or

a

a
application of Cuticura, the great Skin Cure. This
repeated daily, with two or three doses of Cuncura Kebolvknt, the New Blood Purifier, to
keep the blood cool, the perspiration pure and unIrritating, the bowels open, the liver and kidneys
active, will speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Kingworn, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scald Head.
Dandruff, and every species of Itching, Scaly and
Pimply Humors of the Scalp and Skill, when the
best physicians and all known remedies fall.
warm

atinui

I have suffered from Salt Rheum for over eight
years, at times so bad that I could not attend to
iny business for weeks at a time. Three boxes of
Cuticura and four bottles Resolvent have entirely cured me of this dreadful disease.
JOHN THIEL, Wllkesbarre, Pa.
Price, Cuticura, 60.;
Sold everywhere.
Soap, 26c.; Hnsoi-vent, *1. Prepared by the
Potter Drug and Chemical, Co., Boston,

M(t

Seud for “How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
illustrations, aud 100 testimonials.

pages, 60

DIMPLES, black-heads, chapped and oily skiu
11M prevented by Cuticura Medicated Soap.

HOW NY BACK ACHES!

[Back Ache, Kidney Pains, aud Weakness,

Soreness, Lameness, Strains and Pain relieved in our minute, by tile 4'utieuThe first and
ra Anii-Pais Pluirr.
only paln-killlng Plaster. 25 cents.’
W&8&w2w
mar21

may

a sum

The

Plaster.

Quickest remedy known for backache and
all sudden, sharp or long-standing pains or weaknesses of every kind. Virtues of fresh hops, hemlock
and pine balsam combiued. It is wonderfully

Soothing, Pain-Killing and Strengthening.
No failure possible, 25c; 6 for $1. Sold every
or mailed for
the
proprietors.
price by
PLASTER CO., Poston, Mass.
eod&wnrm4m

21

heaiT

a olear

One great trouble with nil previous
catarrh remedied is the anno ut of uninipulation rouuerled with their me; eon*»equrnuj im y nre noon Bfgimni*
AKKOOS’* Imho simple to hmc. jnd ni the
Maine time mo vffeciuHl, that it ■■ fail fiudiau favor. No inhaler In required, no
apparatu« of any kind; you Minaply remove
the Mtopple from ih« bottle and hold il lo
(be noMtrila. Never any Mhock lo thexyMtem,
akvvnvM agreeable nud pic a«aut, and, mo
far om we know, entirely different in ilM
eouipouentM from any other remedy in the
market. Ilia the only enlnrrhnl remedy
that you can try before purrhuMiug, na we
furnish a counter aample to every drug«i«t
who buyM of um, to be kept open for inapection.

Medford, Feb. 13.1888.

Gents—I have been troubled for some time with
“Dry Catarrh” in my head; commenced using
your “Katarroos,” and found tiiat it gave almost
Instant relief, and in a few days was entirely free
from my trouble.
It is pleasant to Like, and
better than any “smelling salts,” so called, for it
does seme good.
Yours truly.
GEO. H. WIGHT.

Boston, Feb. 6,1888.
Messrs. Ives, Bellamy & Co.;
DearSirs-The sample of “KATARBOOS
I got from you gave prompt relief in the case of
Head Cold and Catarrh; and several of my friends
who tried it pronounced it the best thing of the
kind they had ever seen. One. who was much
troubled with catarrh, liked it so well that she
procured several bottles for certain friends, who
suffer from chronic catarrh.
J. 8. LOCKWOOD.
Yours Respectfully,
50 cim. per boiilc. Ask your Druggist for it.
Sent by mall on receipt of price.

21-1

Rooms.
LET-In a private family,

one

large

References required.

FOR SALE,

FOR

Street,

lloxiou,

Mu...
eod4t

marl7

Messenger's Notice.
of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
March

Office
of Maine, Cumberland,
Is

to

State
10, A. D.

ss.,

1888.

give notice,

that on the

fifteenth

Warrant in
THIS
day of March, A. 1). 1888,
was issued out of the Court of Insola

Insolvency
vency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of
RUFUS L. LARRABEE, of Cape Elizabeth,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
fifteenth day of March, A. I>. 1888, to which date
Interest on claims is to be computed.
Debtor ami the transfer and delivery of any prop-

erty by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of Ills estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate Court Room, In
said Portland, on the second day of April. A.
D 1888 at 10 o’clock In the forenoou.

Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
mhl7&24
ten

PROPOSALS
be

All

FOR

Goods Stock—$1000 will

The

NAEE-Fancy
FixFOR
buy first class Fancy Goods Stock and rent
at
Me.; central location;
a

Skowhegan,
tures,
low; best class of customers. Terms and infer
mation given by CHENERY A CO., Wholesale
22-1
Fancy Goods, 241 and 243 Middle St.

FOR NAEE-On the Portland road
leading to Saco, 1 Vi story house, stable conof land, young orchard, good well
12
acres
nected,
water. 10 miles from Portland, 2Va from Old Orfrom
Saco; sold reasonable for cash.
chard, 4Vi
BIDDEFORD, Box

PEACE

1581)._31-2

NAEE—The famous Farmington maple
candy just received and for sale by ISAAC
KNIGHT, 104 Exchange St.
_31-1

Mass._20-1

Freeport._

Great

on

Diamond Island, cottage containing eight
CUTTAKE
with water brought into the kitchen from a
a

rooms;
flue well

F.
on the premises. Apply to JAMES
19-1
BAXTER, 61 Peering street_
SALE-Summer residence near Port1
land, good buildings, lias about 30 acres of
land, 100 fruit trees andja large quantity of small
fruit; splendid place for gardening and poultry
raising; the location Is very sightly and
healthy,
making this place one of the most desirable in
this vicinity. Address GEO. WEBBER, Box 396,

Me._l°-2
I
about to
Bargain—As

am

MAljB—Schr. Willie Martin, 144 tons,
well found, carries 170 thousand lumber;
now lying at Portland Pier. For further particulars apply to E, FREEMAN, Agent, No. 11 Exchauge St., Portland. Me.2-4
MAI.K

—House

and lot 180 State St.

Brick house and very desirable lot, number
FOR
Pine street; for
westerly side,
State

apply

near

to J. 8.

RICKER._feh22tf

siAI.IS—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY. Biddeford. Me.oc6tf
For Sale.
Fixtures and good will of a Grocery.
and
Provision
Meat
Store, including good
Horae and Sleigh, 2 Wagons, 2 Harnesses, ami
location;
doing a good busiiiess; reaSled; good
This is a
sons for selling, parties going away.
offered
for one or two smart young
chance seldom
men to start in a business well established, with
plenty of trade. For further Information, apply
to J. BREWSTER ft CO., Peak s Island or to 11.
F. LAMB, 11 Moultou Street, Portland, Me.

STOCK,

mar2Q__v
For Sale.
of the finest residences in the County of
and
Oxford, situated in the enterprisingabout
Maine;
growing village of South Paris,Irunk
It
ilroad
Grand
three minutes walk from
Heated with
Station; Queen Anu style of house.
or
cellar to attic
steam; piped all through from
gas.
Splendid mountain view; between four (4)
at
a
barsold
Will
be
land.
and five (6) acres of
pmv
Would exchange for city
property. Call on or address HON. utOKO S A.
WILSON. South Paris. Me-, or N. S. GAKDNEIt,
SYLVAN SUUKTl.EEK. 2Vi
Exchange
inh5dlni
Union wharf. Portland, Maine.

ONE

Street,

TO

LIT.

—

LKT-1Two new brick houses No. 606 and
607 Cumberland Street, eleven rooms each;
these are very desirable houses; all modern and
Apply to J. 8.
well ventilated and planned15-2
WINSLOW, 136 Commercial St.

TO

TO

_LET.

A Convenient and newly reuovated
tenement for small family, 14 Winter
St. Enquire at 281 Spring St., or 13«
JAMES BAIN.
Commercial St.

__<ltf

marl

TO

LET.

BIDS TO BE OPENED ON APRIL 5,1888.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
T. B. HUSSEY,
J. J. FRYE,
C. M. JONES.
mh21d2w

I
•

WANTED—Man

WANTED—First-class

on

salesman
23-1

the United States Army, Cavalry, Artillery aud Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 aud 35
years; good pay. rations, clothing and medical atDesirable men especially needed for
tendance.
tlie Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
tne
at
Recruiting Rendezvous, 42V4 EXApply
CHANGE STREET, Portland Me.
lan73$iT3m
D

WANTE

Man to take the

of

our

500
proportion. A
lbs.;
price $35;
rare chance to create a permanent business at
home. These safes meet a demand never before
supplied by other safe companies, as we are not
governed by the Safe Pool. Alpine Safe Co., Cin-

young

that understands

man

WANTED—A
painting and decorating.

SWASEY, LAMSON &

Portland
CO.

Pottery
21-1

TX7 ANTE D—A drug clerk of some experience,
v v
or one to learn business; must be of good
habits, etc. Address JAMES, Press Office. 21-1

\XTANTED—A chance by a young man to
It
learu trade of carriage or house painting
Apply or address F. lb, 158 Ureen St., Portland,
MeT

__20-1

TXT ANTED-A youth of 15 or 10 years for an
v T
insurance office. Must have the best of
references. Small salary to commence. Address
M. L. S., Press

Office._20-1

men of energy and hones“Gately's Universal
thorough
complete encyclopaeindorsed
as such by every
dia aud business guide;
one that has seen it. and by every paper of uatiouin
aud
Canada. The
this country
al reputation
It Is a carefully
lioston Herald says of the book;
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy it will get their money’s worth.” .V. K.
Journal of Education says: “No schoolroom hi
America can afford to be without tills great work
It is the most complete,
us a book of reference.”
educational work ever pubplain and practical
lished, ami is Indispensable to the family and
library. Gately & Co., 592 Washington St.,
feb29d3m
Boston.

WANTED-Young
ty to take orders for
and
Educator,"

a

IIISEEI.LANEDCS.

$3.00 shoe contains all the adof a baud sewed boo; with low
price; no nails, tacks or threads inside; soft aud
23-1
pliable. BROWN, 401 Congress street.
OWN’si

Bitvantages

If

troubled with rubbers

you
LADIEsi
that slip
break down at the heels, call
rubbers
where
are

BROWN’S,

you

ranted net to

get you

can

slip. BROWN,

401

at

war-

Congress

street.
23-1

For men's, boys’ and
in all
grades at

HEAlXfEAKTEDN
youths' rubber boots
—

Have you seen BROWN’S
ENTLRHIN
$2.00 Waukenphast Bats? They are made lu
with
double
soles, and are equal tor
good style,
service to any $3.oo hoot;
just the thing to wear
BROWN,
without rubbers during the spring.
401 Congress street._33-1

CsW

NOTICE-How to cough is not explained by any writer as yet. but how hot to
be
can
readily learned by trying Compound
cough,
Syrup of Lungwort. Price 26 cents a bottle. Ask
21-1
your Hrugglst to get it for you.

ANEW

|7|Tnull

V A I.C A H I.K IK t HEX

care-

fully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
SONS, successors to Roche Si Katou, 110 Ex23-4
change street, Portland, Me.
&

the best opening

purchase the stock and
FAiKNAI.E-Atappraisal;
my books
store; doing
of isl-class family

a

few

WANTED
light writing.
of

particulars

book

Albany, N.

persons In each place to do
Enclose stamp for 50-page
H.
WOOOBl RY.
to J.

Y._mar22eodlm

tures

grocery

a

a

business that will average $225 per day; a class of
patronage that can't be beat; located on the prill-

ClDai

Street!III

a sniiiii.

UIIJ

niuiui

IVU.IIAO".

ton; an Investigation win prove it Just as represented or no sale; run by present owner IB years;
ilbbesltli sole cause of sale; no mistake can be

Boston.__22-1

FOB NAi*B—Having about six
wB
weeks longer to remain in the city, I offer
can remy house for sale at a good bargain; and
commend it in every particular as being very desirable. It Is a two and a half story and in good
condition. K. C. CHAMBERLIN, 122 Emery St.
Portland March 9th.marludtf

HOI

Ladles and gentler.KNTN tVANTPU
men to represent tho C. K. Jewett l'ub. Co.,
inall
towns in Maiue
(Estes & Lauriat) of Boston,
and N. H.; good pav ami permanent employment.
Apply to JOHN BROWN, General Manager, 34
Exchange 8t„ from 8.30 to U.OO a. m., and Irom
12.30 to 2, and 6,30 to 8 p. m.'-*3-4
—

A

ABB NT for legitimate
business. Address BOX

lished
SPKCTAI.

land.

WANTED—To

rare

American

coins,

both silver and copper. Those having coins
WANTED—To

please send rubbings of
Addtess A. E.

same, and price asked.
14 2
MARKS. Woodford’s, Me.

and estab-

12wt*',}’l'rt'
ll>2

STEAMSHIP CO.
CITf" nn.l “tTT*
OF nUO.V’.ffr) Till Bill IV, >1 :l
P. M.. from LIWI* W II IMF,
XI Atlantic A venae. Kovton.
RICHARDSON He BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf. A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
O. O. PEARSON,
R. If., 201 Washington St
Agent, S. F. & W. H’v 211 .Vashlngtou St.,
‘«»TE

UK

VIA

from New York.

Ocean Steamship Co.

W IAMPSUN, N. K. Agent,
201 Wu.hingteu Street.

feh3_eoUa

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co
STEAMER ENTERPRISIEHMPT. ALFRED RACE.
After Jan. 1. 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tucday at s.Xl
a. in., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay anil Pemaquid.
Every Friday ut N.ilOn. in., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leavePemaquld every Wedacday at 7.00 a. u». for Portland and Intermediate Landings.
Every nmurday at N.OO a. m., will leave
East Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate.
Landings, arriving in Portland about 3.i)0 p. in.,
ennneenno will! Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. II. Bobanon. Telephone No. 087 F.
A. MONTGOMERY. Pres.
JaulSdtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
FOB—

California, Japan, China, Centra
and South America and Mexico.
From New

Yorfc, pier foot of Canal 8t.. $ortb

nan

Pruaciacw via The ■ •chn.ua .1

Pihuh,

CITY OF PAHA sails Saturday, March 31, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brauuan Sts.
For Japan and China*
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday, March 31,
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
it. A. 4DA.US A CO..
■ 13 male mreel, Car. Kroad Ml., Main.

Boston? Philadelphia
DIRECT

From PHILADELPHIA

*»n

WANTED
in

nurse or

ters. Apply at 109 Kcieral St., MRS. PALM
ER’S Employment QIHce._22-1

ICANrl;l»—A good cook and laundress. ApVI piy at 92 SPRING ST., between the hours
of 6 and 9 p. m.
_22-1
NTT %N TED-A competent cook. Call In the
VV evening at 177 STATE STREET, 20-1
at

the Maine General Hos-

WANTED—Cook
pital. Apply to the
1
m.

to

p.

m.

MATRON,

Friday.

Internationa!
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

Nova Scotia girl.
second work
a situation as
girls wattprivate family. Also 20competent
ami loifamilies
hi
to take situations
private

competent

child’s

and

FOB

—

EASTFORT. CALAIS ST.JOHN H.B.. HALIFAX R. S

EKIUAI.E HEI.P.
a

Tuesday

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
,-jv
-v.
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
at 12 ra.
AiinaSSwt\ Philadelphia,
Insurance one-half the rate of
»|
*3ffeS 't'-t-lO®'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B., and
South by connecting Hues, forwar Jed free of commission.
Monad Trip WIN.
Passage 810.INI.
Meals and Hoorn Included.
For freight nr passage apply to
ll. H. Wa ViPMOT, Aaeal,
TO I,.an Whsrl. Meslas.
Sldtf
Ftoiu

—

Bv

LISE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON wry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

NTTANTED—Every pedler ill every city and
v V
town in New England, to carry sample and
take orders for Tyler’s Celebrated Step Ladder
aud adjustable bench, cau earn good wages with
this article alone, t all and send for circular aud
M. H. TYLER & CO., 604 Pore St„
terms.
10-4
Portland. Me.

ing

atiKNTS WANTH1S.
a

notify the public that we are
still agents for Ranges, Oil Stoves, and
other goods of the Highland nuke, which are considered the best In the world by those that know.
Second band stoves at about your own price.
Give us a call. E, M. AKELY. 48 Middle street,
20-1
Portland, Me.
buy

Passenger Line,

YEW EMAM AM SAYAWAll

of Portland to re-

and foggy days; a few doses of Newell s Mixture
will prevent your being troubled with either.
21-1
C. WAY & CO., sell It. Price 60 cents.

fix-

to

on

Freight

and

810dtf_

WANTED.

will

HISPIENS fHAM'KS.

SAVANNAH

Fiver, for

(rom 10

marlOdtl

a.

Wrw

8.46

A

m. and

ABIITA1A
Fram l.ewiuten and Aabara, 8.46 A n.
12.16. 3.16, 5.45 and 6.46 p. in.
Front Oerbam, 8.46am., 12.15and 6.46 p, Ll.
Fram Chieaga and Vtanirenl, 12.16 and
б. 46 p. ui.
From Quebec.

12.16 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
on day train between Portland and

Parlor cars
Montreal.

TICKET OFFICE

35 Exohanp St, md Deool Foot of Indii Street.
Lowest fares from Portland. Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows; To Chicago, $21.00 anil $19.00; Detroit, $16.75 and
$10.00; Kansas City, $32.60 and $38.86; 8t.
Paul $32.60 and $28.00; St. Louis via Detroit,
$26.00and $21.20; St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
and $24.90; California, $82.60 and $63.76.
nivnovtit uduviw

juoaru

WM.

NOV. 28.1887.

».

EDGAR. G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt.

ARRANGEMENT

8TKAMKU8

every week day evening at 7 o’clock ; arriving
season for connection with earliest trains (of
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, ■.•wdl,
Worccuter, New York. Arc.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,
novltfJ. B. COYLE. Manager.

A UK

4'hirage, 8.46

Portland & Rochester R. R

FLB8T-C LA88

—LINK

the

Comer India and Commercial streets, Portland.
Apply to AUG, 1*. FULLEK.
Jan5tf

Utrham, Hanirrsl and
and 1.30 p. m.
Far Quebec, 1.80 p. m
Far Huckdeld and Csataa,
1.80 p. m.
Far

A m.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
FOREST CITY and TREMONT

Fast

and 8.46

and 1.80and 6.20p,

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
In

feblld2awW&S13w

cinnati, 0.

Works.

TH8

30

m.

a. in.

m.

WINTER AKRAIVGETIIINTII.

For

agency
WANTEDsafes; size 23x18x18 inches; weight
oilier sizes in
retail

and 12.46 and 5.20 p.

Per tlsrham, 8.45

I8N1,

STEAMERS.

to

23-1

experienced carpet

WANTED—An
by J. It. LIBBY, BUldeford, Me.

BOSTON

ladles’

Apply

after .H08DAY, ksr.JN,
trains will rau as fellewai
DEPART ITU EM,

Ft/Aabara and I.ewUlwti.
а. m.

I

MTKAHKKK.

workman
turned boots; best prices.
EMEKY & HOLMES. BUldeford, Me.

and

_

few

people
member that Spring Is coming and RheuWANTED-All
follow during the damp
matism and Neuralgia

International House,

WINTER ARIUNOEnENTN.
Oa

Female Weakness, Debility and all
Diseases of the Eye and Ear

a

Effect Jan. All,

Ml TRUK Rill,WAY OF CMII.1

Women,

hundred dollars
with
to take an Interest In one of the greatest
on
L. F. PELL,
Call
novelties yet invented.
Perry’s Hotel, Portland.23-1

By

After march 1, 1888, the

In
1888.

Arrangement

Lease Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.46 A ni.;
Lewiston 9.60; Mechanic Kails (mixed train1 10.50; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; E. Hebron 11,30;
Buckfield 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave-Portland 1.30 p. in. ; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Kails 3.15. arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40: Buckfield 3.60; K. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12: Canton 4.27.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.46 A m., 12.16 p. m.
HTACSE (OSSkCTIOSS.
DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy: Buckfield 8.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
б. 30; Dtxfield 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also lor
Returning, leave
Brwnin's Mills. Livermore.
Mexico 6.00, Dtxfield 7.00 a. m.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN.Supt.
lanu 12.16 p. m.
Jan23dtf
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

CATARRH.

HELP.

MALE

first

MILLIKEN._mh£tl_
LEASE !
TO

Ruinford Falls k Buckfield Railroad.

Successfully treated, and a permanent Cure guaranteed in each case. Dr. Nlcholls will guarantee Isa
Permanent Cure each aud every case he may undertake of the following diseases, and If your case
not curable lie will frankly tell you so: Deafness. CatarTh. Rheumatism, epilepsy. Cancer, Goitre (Big
Neck). Diseases of the Throat, Lungs and Liver, Nervous aud General Debility. Diseases of the Kidneys and Bowels. Heart Diseases, Falling of the Womb, ProlODSiis Ulterl, Barrenness, Bronchitis,
Constipation, Asthma, Night Sweats, Piles, Fistula, Fissure, and all diseases of the lower Bowels. A1
so private, special and nervous diseases of the Urinary and Sexual organs.
REMARKABLE CURES perfected in old cases which have been neglected or unskillfully treated.
No experiments or failures. Parties treated by mail and express, but where possible personal consultation Is preferred. Curable cases guaranteed. Address with postage.
Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part ofthe United States.
Erec Examination •( the Brine. -Each person applying for medical treatment should send or
bring from 2 to 4 ounces of Urine, which will receive a careful and microscopal examination. Office
marlodlawdawtf
hours, 0 a. m. to 8 p. m. Preserve this for future reference. Consultation free.

—

lsKT
Convenient dowu stairs rent C or 7
rooms, new house, 3 Sumner Court, North
street; sunny; sanitary conditions perfect; good
yard; near horse ears; §12.60 per month. II. U.
23-1
SHAW, 1«U Middle or 02 North street.

TO

JAB. T. FURBISH, Gen’l Manager.
Boston
D. J. FLANDERS. Iren. P. ft T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’l Agent,
Portland
oct21dtl

of which leads to hasty consumption, are positively
cured by Di. Nlcholls.

OF

or

Seminary

including
buildings
the foundation; plans! and specifications to be
seen at the office of J. L. Coburn, Architect, Lewiston, Maiue.

Diseases of

-*■

ST

received bv the undersigned for furn-

WILL
ishing materiel and erecting the
at Oak Grove, in Vassalboro,

charge.

T30R NAEE—A second handed grocery wagI; on with top. Inquire of J. T. JEN KS, 161

a

^Through

Tickets to all points West and South
for f ale at PsilluS Miatieu Ticket Ofllee and
at (iaiwa Ticket Office. 40 Eschaage street

Cut represents a person suffering from
Catarrhal Neuralgia.

SYMPTOMS

FOR

self-playing

m

1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00. 9.00
1.00.6.00 p. ni. Fertsmeatb, Newbaryl.yno
2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 6.00
Nairn,
norc,
p. m. Amecbwry 9.00mm., 1.00, 8.00 p. m.
tConnects wttn Kail Lines for New York.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
"West Division- North Berwick to Scarbore

Constant disposition to clear the throat, backing cough, dimness of sight, pain over the eyes, naln In
stomach,
one or both temples, roaring In the ears, pain lu the back ot the head, nose stopped up. sick
dizziness, poor digestion, no appetite for breakfast, you feel a general depression imagining you have
dyspepsia, liver trouble, luug disease, aud you are treated by yuur physician for various diseases, yet
you get no better, and are advised to change climate, and In the matter of a very short time you are a
confirmed invalid, and nine out of ten cases run into a confirmed case of consumption. Now, reader,
why Is this? We will tell you: Catarrh Is au ulcer formed m the posterior nerves Just above tlie
uvula, the passage between the nose and the throat) the ulcer continues to eat aud discharge a poisonThis, my friend. Is what causes
ous flow of pus, running down the throat Into the stomach aud lungs.
the constant clearing in the throat. Can yon wonder why you do not have good health with all this
poisonous matter constantly running Into your stomach? The remedy is applied directly to the ulcer,
cleanses and heals In a lew applications. The treatment is very simple and harmless.
Dr. Nlcholls does not pretend to cure all cases of catarrh In one treatment, but Is confident that the
sufferer, after one treatment, will at once recognize immediate relief, and he would leave the patient
to Judge what the result would be If the treatment were continued. First treatment given free of

NAEE—A cherry roller top desk, but
little used.
Inquire at the Y. M. (1. A.
ROOMS, 439 Congress St.22-1

Musical boxes; clmnce In life
OK HALE
time, and never heard ot before in Portlau t;
muschoice of several new. Imported,
playing 12
ical boxes, 24 inches long, 9% wide;
lie
turned
must
debt
and
popular airs; taken for
into cash at once regardless of cost; will sell for
*35.00, worth *90.00; can be packed and shipped
c. O. 1). subject to examination before payment Is
made. VII.ES & CO., 16 Kilby street, Room 3.
Boston.
K A :tl a: K hi R male-'Thn fast Steamer
Haidee; nearly new; in complete order dimensions 63 ft. long. 14 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep.
17.11 gross tons. Will be sold at a bargain. Eor
further particulars enquire of PORTLAND
LLOYDS, 42 Exchange street, Portland, Me. or
20-1
J. S. SOULE,

a

а. m..

Over one-lutlf of the persons troubled with Catarrh
have an offensive breath, which Is very disagreeable aud sickening to those with whom
they come in close contact. Dr.
Nlcholls removes the bad
breath In three
treatments.

street._23-1

FOHNAI.E-For sale

II

Mac* 9.00 a.m.,

Winter

NAEE —Received a new lot of Hartz
Mountain and Andreasberg male and famale
birds; all kinds of cages seeds and sundries on
hand; birds stuffed and mounted at reasonable
prices; first-class work warranted; to make a
cost.
change I will sell my shelf eages below 22-1
BIRD STORE, 45p Congress street.

laiimmn oi.

LANTERN DIVISION.
For Beaten att2.00a.rn.. daily,(9.00 a.m.,! 1.00,
He.lea fer Perllaad 7.30, 9.00 a.
(6.00 p. III.
Cape Elina
p.m. mdally).
in.. 12.30 p. m. (•*7.00
A.,L II
(A Nil ft
WMt
fifV
PaiM 1

Weak
Eyes.,
Hacking
Pain
in
Sore
Cough.
Throat,
Constant
Bronehitisi,
Head,
« M-itrniK
i mom,
01

—

Exchange

S83DAV THAI**
Beaten 1.00, 4.16 p. m. via East Dlv, to Bear
boro Crossing.

Dcai'acbsi,

NAEE
Bewail Car Heater Stock, a few
shares Portland Water Co. Stock, American
Railway Gate Stock and other Manufacturing
Stock bought aud sold by N. 8. GARDNER, 40

DIVISION.

fo

In Its worst forms, and all diseases that are caused by
Catarrh, such as

NAEE—A small farm (13 acres,) good
buildings, excellent water, 200 fruit trees In
bearing, small fruit in abundance, pleasant and
healthy; 7Vs miles from Portland; just the place
for market gardening and poultry; terms easy.
Apply to Box 04, Old Orchard, or 03 Exchange
23-1
St., Room 1, Portland:__

FOIt

PUBLIC.

CATARRH.

20-1

Mnndar, Ocl-TJ, INSIT.

Per Healen 7.80, 8.40 a. m„ 13.40. 8.81 p. m.
Hv.iun fer Perllaad 7.30. 8.80, a. m., 1.00.
4.00 p.m. (5.00 p. m. arriving *e. Hrrwi»hal
8.00 p. in., connecting with 0.36 p. m. tralu for
Perllaad.) Nrarere Hrarb. Pine Petal,
Nare, Biddeferd 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 a. m„ 3.30,
Old Orchard, 7.30, 8.40,
•6.30,8.16 p. m.
1(1.26 a. m.. 12.40,3.30, •5.30,8.16 p. in. Nerlb
HeesvicU.fvreal Falla, Devei 7.30. H.40 a. m.,
Earner, Haverhill,
12.40, 3.30, *5.30 p. m.
l.nwrence, l.owell, 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 12.40,
Allen
Faroainalea,
3.30 p. in.
Ueehraier,
Ha), 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 8.30 p. m. Mnnebceier
and Concord (via Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (via Bo.
Newmarke,t Junction) 3.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dtv. to Bear boro Crossing.

sunny

of the house.
TO room with every convenience
Call at 10 GRAY STREET

with stable connected, both in
IVES, BELLAMY & CO., HOUSE
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
SOLE ACENTS.
GEO.
in.hi.mion

of

have the same by
& CO'S, and

FOR

_

Some flve months ago I had the pleasure to inform you of my improvement in tile use of the
Cuticura Rkmkuiks In my case of severe Chronic
Eczema Erythematosa, and to-day cheerfully confirm all 1 then said. 1 consider my cure perfect
aud complete, and attribute It entirely to your
remedies, having used no others.
KEENAN KSKNCHARDO,
3306 I’euua Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

owner

FOR

ECZEMA.

I gratefully acknowledge a cure of Eczema, or
Salt Kheum, on head, neck, face, arms and legs
for seventeen years; not able to walk except on
hands and knees for one year: not able to help
myself for eight years; tried hundreds of remedies ; doctors pronounced my case hopeless; permanently cured by tbe Cuticura Remedies.
WILL MCDONALD,
2542 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

the

14-2

.....

,,

pocket book containing

A

proving property at C. H. GUPPY
paying for this advertisement.

THE

TO

effecl

WESTERN

The Celebrated Specialist, ot London, England,
The past two years Principal Physician In charge of the Ohio Medical Institute, Columbus, Ohio,
wishes to inform the Citizens of this city and vicinity, that lie lias permanently
located here for the treatment of
Chronic Diseases and all Diseases Peculiar to Females.
OlATr unit Consulting Itoonas, No. .'I and 4 Brans ■ Hloek. 3:17 Congress Hi., Portland,
7lr. Separate Entrance and Wailing Boom, for Undies.
Connected by Telephone Ns. 441.
In presenting this notice to the public, I respectfully ask those into whose hands It tnay fall to give
consideration.
it their careful
Having enloyeu a lirge and extended practice in Chronic Diseases tor
many years, I am eooOdent that I am able' to perform all I profess to, and that the remedies I apply
I cordially Invite all who may be suffering,
are calculated to produce ttie most satisfactory results.
no matter what the disorders, to call upon me and I will most cheerfully tell them If
they have anv
far Tiratdisease, and weere it is located, and the organ or part affected, freed charge. Cknrg
The Poor Trrnlrd for Half Pricr.
uient .Tloderntr,

advertisement^

The lot 60x110 with the house upou it will be sold
a good
sejiarate from the lot If desired. This is the
Hue
location for anyoue having business upon
new
the
near
depot. For
of the R. R., as It is
particulars apply on the premises or of Edward 1.
Chase, 85 Exchange St. SUMNER LIBBY.

YOUR

in

IXriCHODLS,

DU.

have the
l‘J3 Con-

LOST—A

street,

where
HOP

paying for this

a

nut from end of Coupe Axle. Anyone finding same on the street will be well
paid by leaving at FERNALD & SAWYER’S
2-13
STABLE, 097 Congress Street.

terms

Hop

owner can

sum

by calling

gress street and

SALE-At

HOW’S
,

wallet containing

Saturday,
of money; the
small
IPOUND—Last
at B. McDONOUGH’S,

same

CARD

A

move from the city, I wish to sell my present
FOB
resideuce 440 8t. John street. The lot Is 100x110.

A particle is applied into each nostril and if
agreeable. Price 60 cents at druggists: by mail,
registered, 60 cts. ELY BKOTIIEKs 236 Greenwich st.. New York.Jan28eod&wnrmly

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R

_

a

Peering,

TRY the CURE.

_

(l,lt

mli20

CatarrH I-Sob

ELY’8

...

Philadelphia.

Butr—oughtn’t

a man to be blamed if, having Rheumatism or Neuralgia, he wont use
Ath-lo-pho-ros, when it has cured
thousands who have suffered in the
same way ? It has cured hundreds
after physicians have pronounced
them incurable.
“The skill of five physicians could not

Singapore

from Boston.
Sid fill Aguadilla Feb 29, sell Walter L Plum
liter. Look. Boston.
a r at Barbadoes Feb 20, barque Sarnl B Hale
Haven, Itosarlo for Boston, (put In for provisions.)
At Port Morant Mcli I4tn, barque Aug Kobbe
Steelman, from Kio Janeiro via Barbadoes, to loan
3d.|
logwood for United States, to sail about A pi
Ar at Havana Mcli 20, barque Vhlette, Tuunell

for

these twin diseases.

Foreien Ports.
Mch 20, ship Southern Cross
Tibbetts, Saigon, to load for New York.
Ar at Victoria, BC, Mch 14, ship America, Gib
bons, Sail Francisco.
u tm Para Feb 23, brig Stacy Clark, Wliltney
Cuba.
Ar at Asuinwall prev to Mcli 21. barque Sbet
land, Haskell, Boston.
At C atzacoalcos Mch 5. brig Mary E Pennell
(’ole. for New York, nearly ready: seb Minnie (.
Taylor. Burns, for New Orleans Bib.
At Tampico Feb 29tli, sell J C Gregory, killen
Ar at

man

a

Kly

FIRST

the

course, have

of

will,

EARLY

come

FOR

DON’T SCOLD

P«**epg*rlr»ln»

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
—

do 17

T 111 JLb A

Those who
CHOICE.

FOUND
money;

SARSAPARILLA WAFERS.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Cauiinrncing MONUAIT, Oel. IO. INTT,
will
and until further notice,
«•
leave Pe,«lond a* follow*: N»
ConNo.
for Brldgton, I-rye burg,
Fabyan's, Betfileliein, lancasWbltVneld. Littleton. Well.'Snerer, Montpelier, Bt. johnsbury, Newport,
brooke, St..Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swan ton,
Ogdensburg and West.
:».!3p. m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termediate stations, with Btage connection* for
No. Windham, Htamllsh, Lknlngton, Bebago. Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Fall*. Denmark, Lyre*],
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Bridgtoo, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgtou.
Train Arrive in Perilwail.
10.1} a. a*, from Bartlett and way station*.
N.33 p. in. from Montreal. Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Bupt.
CHA8. H. FOYK. O. T. A.
Oct. 7,1887
oct7dtf

SALE WILL BEGIN FRIDAY MORNING. MARCH 23.

LOST AND FOUND.

days do do.
Ar 16th, ship John Bryce, Mnrpliy, San Diego.
Sid 16th, ship Joseph s SplBney, Curling, (from

Gieenleaf,

have just received from New York twenty packages of
goods that were shipped before the GREAT ItLIXKARD. They
were, of course, delayed, having been TWO WEEKS on the way,
and some off them, we find, are damaged by snow and water, while
the others are only mussed and w rinkled by being so long packed
in the eases, and are otherwise all right.
We have settled with the Transportation Companies and received a LIBERAL ALLOWANCE, of which wc now propose to
give our customers the full benefit. W^e shall place the goods on
sale JEST AS THEY ARE, and make the prices correspond with
their condition.

Stiltlrtll

nearly al
float tin

Brig Jennie Phlnney, Branscoinb, at Phlladel
phla from Matanzas, reporls continuous gales foi
ten days. The cargo between decks got adrlf
and considerable molasses leaked out.
Sell Ella, Hart, of and from Thomastnn for New
New, with lime, came ashore on Chatham beact
night ot|22d during a thick snow storm. She h
disabled aud the cargo is on Are, and will be a to
tal loss. No one was on hoard, and nothing l!
known as to the late of the crew.
Sch Jacob M Haskell, Harding, from Charlestor
tor Baltimore, with phosphate rock, was asbort
22d. on Poplar Island, Chesapeake Bay. Will probably come off after lightering a portion of thf

cisco.
Sid 8th,
cisco.

no

Ogdensburg R. R.

iPORTLAND and'MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connection* with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Train*
leaving Montreal same Evening.

We

and other

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, prev to Mch 14, ships Wi 5
H Smltb, Merritt, and St David, Pearson, tm Sa 1
Francisco.
Ar at Coatzacoaleos Feb 29th, barque Victoi

ECZEMA.

SAILINC HAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

especially

Sch Martha Emma, of Bootlibay, 22 tons, lia ,
been purchased by Capt D Ellison, of Lubee, fo r
the geueral freighting business between Lube
and Portland.
Scb S S Blckmore. of St George, 213 tons, bull t
In 1867, has been sold to parties at Tbomaston fo r
the lime carrying business.

38s 3d.

A

j

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

»J4'8

P. M

hour’s delay waiting for the doctor may
be attended with serious consequences,
in cases of Croup, Pneumonia,

Portland and

G OOD S !

DA MAG ED

Frequently requires prompt action. An

WISCASSET, March 22—Sid, schs Lawrenc
Haiues, Tibbetts, Bridgeport; Carrie A Nortor
Bodgdon, Pensacola.
ROCKPORT, March 23-ln port, loading, brig *
Martha .1 Brady, Armstrong, for Port au Friuce
Hattie, Cooiabs.for Uuadaloupe: schs Cora Duni
(new) Dunn, for Charleston: Minnehaha, for Vh
ginia; W R Drury, Crowell, for Cedar Keys; San: 1
Hart, for Suffolk, Va; Maggie Ellen. Llttlejolii
for New York.

Ar at Demarara Mch 21, sch
sou. New York.
Sid fui St Kitts Mch 10, brig

w

To Save Life

Cleared.
Sell Georgie D Loud. Beal, New York—Gllber 1
M Soule.
SAILED—Schs Bannah F Carlton, G D Loud.

Is full of water and her cargo of sugar Is
ruined. Wreckers have contracted to

92%

lr.

2.30

tern
at 6

do pref
hlcago, Burlington

f

6 20

Mexican.

Bodie. 3 05
Mono. 2 10

Sheep—receipts 7500; shipments 1000; strong
for good; weak for poor; natives 4 00@B 15 Wes-

PLANS OE THE ORGANIZATION.

bach Company.

do preferred.
33%
10 OC
Homustake.
I 4(1
Amador.
1 96
HI Crtsto.
Horn .Silver. 1 06

5 10.

boston

to divide tlie business into various hands,
and the system adopted is to conhue the
Welsbacii Incandescent Gas Light Company
of the
(Parent Company) to the manufacture
burner, the acquisition of patents, aud tlie
granting of licenses under them to territorial
companies, which will be eight in number
tiie
functions
be
whose
will
and
tlie
in
promotion of the business
and
towns
of
their
cities
respective
districts, and the distribution of tlie burners
to the actual sellers of them, who will probably be either the local gas companies or local companies organized especially for the
purpose. By this distribution of the different branches of the business it is thought
that more efficiency will be obtained in each
department than should one concern attempt to conduct and oversee all details,
from the manufacture of the fluid to the satisfaction of the purchaser of the burner. Following out his policy, two territorial companies have been organized, the iirst styled the
“Welsbacii Incandescent Gas Light Company of the State of New York,” owning the
license for that State only, and the second
Gas
the “Welsbacii Incandescent
Light
Company of Pennsylvania,” owning the license for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and the District of Colurnbia. Local companies are now about to be
organized for the sale of the burner in the
cities of New York and Philadelphia, which
will be known as the New York City Welshbach Company ana me rnuaaeipnia weis-

Quicksilver.

19
28 OC
9

steady, closing weaker; mixed 5 15® 6 46; heavy
6 3055 00; light at 5 15®5 45; skips at 4 00®

bach Company.

perceived,
readily
of supplying burners for tho
United States will be a gigantic enterprise,
too large for any one concern to properly
handle in all Hs details; therefore it lias been
thought advisable by the i parties interested

Ontario.

Hogs, receipts 16,000; shipments 7000;

W. W. Gibbs, vice President of that company and Mr. A. C. Humphreys, its General Superintendent, being respectively President and General Manager of the Wcls-

As can

HockingICoal

..

in a »t-jv

Sen Sadie Corey, Lowe, Boston—phosphate t<
Kendall & Whitney.
8ch Laura Sayward, from Gloucester for Wes
tern Banks.
Sell Seraph, Merriman, Harpswell.

Leighton, Aspluwatl.

NEW YOKE,March 23 1888. The following ar,
closing quotations for mining stocks today:
33
Colorado Coal.

53 75; cows,bulls and mixed 2
feci steers cattle at 3 3o@4 26.

Mr.

the business
whole of the

70

Now York Mining Stocks

nicvii

platiuum wire, modelling and mounting
stirrups, burning the mantles, centering
gal.ery; annealing rooms, iirst and second
processess, hardening by blow pipe, shellacing and trimming the mantles preparatory to
packing in boxes.
The entire system of processess through
which the mantle passes in its construction
requires great care as to cleanliness, owing
to the delicate nature of the web and its
effect upon tho pure light designed to be
furnished.
Tlie works are under the charge of Mr.
Waldron Shapleigh, formerly Professor of
Chemistry at Lehigh University, and the
mechanical laboratory is under the charge of
Mr. Howard J. Bell, of the University of
t he entire undertaking is directly
Dublin,
under the supervision of the United Gas im-

he

36

CHICAGO, March 23, 1888—Cattle maraet—receipts 8,€00; shipments 4000; slow’ and lower;

innnMno

Philadelphia,

Alton* Terre Haute.
do pref.

Chicago cnttie Market
By Telegraph. !

with

provement Company,

Metropolitan El.130%

Petroleum Market.

Good housekeepers are fast finding out that a
sure Extract made by Joseph Buruett &Co.
<
sostlng a cent or two more a bottle, goesfarthei
ind makes the most delicious of dishes. Avoid
i foods only recommended by their cheapness.

in
on

of

12

reflection, followed by total

AN EXTENSIVE PLANT.

Tlie factory itself is divided into the
chemical works, where the metals will be
treated and the fluid prepared; knitting
rooms; washing room, cutting and measuring
the web, reinforcing tlie mantle, saturating
with the fluids; drying room, fixing tops with

Texas.

Mobile* Ohio.
8
Boston Air Line, pref. 96
Buliugtou * Cedar ltapids. 25

[By Telegraph.]
Baltimore negro who emigrated to Liberia
fears ago ordered a quantity ot Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup stating that be didn’t like lobe without it
J. E. Meeds, U. S. L. H. Keeper, Fort Carroll
Sid., says“Salvation Oil cured meofrheuma
ism.”
A

exit of the gas. The gas, as it issues from
tho Bunsen burner, burns only with a blue
flame, out, impinging directly upon the
mantle, heats it suthciently to render it incandescent, producing a perfectly steady and
clear column of light about three inches high
and about three-fourths of an inch in diameter, which may be made almost as white as
dayligut, or as yellow as the light of an oil
lamp, as desired. By the use of the Bunsen
burner, it is claimed, perfect combustion of
tile gas is obtained, and the vitiation of the
atmosphere, which always accompanies the
present methods of gas lighting, is absolutely avoided. While possessing ithese advantages, it is claimed that the Welsbach burner
dimishes the consumption of gas one-half
required by the ordinary burner, and that
the same amount of light is obtained.

The patents for tho United States are
owned by the Welsbach Incandescent Gaslight Company, which, as stated .above, has
acquired control of the large property of the
Ancona Printing Company, and is establishing a plant which it is expected will have a
capacity of 30,000 burners per diem. The extent of the projected operation may he indicated by the fact that the company has
erected on its property a complete gas works
for tlie manufacture of gas to be used in the
preparation of the mantles, having a capacity
of 50,000 cubic feet per diem, with one large
and two small storage gas holders, and a
complete system of pipes for distributing the
gas to tlie various parts of the factory.
Work on the gas plant, under the direction
of T. W. Odell, one of the corps of Construction Engineers of the United Gas Improvement Company, was not commenced
until October 27th, 1887, and a large force of
men were put to work to complete the plant.
The gas plant is constructed so as to enable
the company to manufacture either fuel or
Illuminating gas through the same system.

pref.....'121%

do

Wells. Eargo Express.130
86
Oregon rrav

singeing

natc

B4%
dopref,
Ohio * Miss. 18%
Out. & Western.. 16%
Oregon Traus-Cont .. 18
Pacific Mall.
51 ^
Pullman Palace..
Beading. 68%
.110%
Bock Island..
St Louis * San Fran. 27
66
do pref.
111
do 1st prf,
8t Paul... 74%
114%
dopref.
St Paul, Minn & Man. 97%
St, Paul & Omaha prf......
Wahasli, St. Louis & Pacific.. 12%
Western Union.
-safe,
|78%
E. Tenn, new.
8%
po
East Tenn, 1st Brel.

gave

GLOUCESTEK.

room, bleach
house, gray rooms, winding rooms, etgraving rooms.shell rooms, print rooms,sketching
department, ageing boxes, steam room, banging rooms, shell rooms, dye houses, cylinder
rooms, folding and packing [rooms, fire room,
engine room, drug and store rooms, mechanical departments, offices, &c.

o

Castoria,

The buildings on the property, which were
used by the Aconia Printing Company in the
manufacture of print goods, are nearly all of
brick, and, witli two or three exceptions, are
two [stories high.
They comprised what
known as the

superintendent

When she became Miss, she
clnng to Castoria,
When aha had Children, sho
them Caatoria,

sion of the extensive property formerly occupied by the Ancona Printing Company,
extending from Mercer street to Essex street,
and from Ellis street to the Delaware river,
having a large water front and plenty of
room for any additional buildings that may
be found necessary by the company.

were

about to add tha

When Baby was sick, we gave her
Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for

The Welsbach Light which is attracting
the attention of Capitalists and gas consumers in New York and Philadelphia is described in the Public Ledger of Philadelphia,
under date of March 13th, 1888, as follows:
The management of the Welsbach Incandescent Gas Light Company, whose works
are located at Gloucester City, N. J., is rapidly pushing forward the work of alterations
aud repairs to enable the company to commence operations in full lu the near future.
The Welsbach Company has taken posses-

THE BUILDINGS AT

girls were crazy about me there.
Mr. Smalltalk, I fear they liavi

Miss

N oriu western...Va
Northwestern pret..
New York Central,
New York. Chicago & fct. Louis. lSVfe

AND ALL PABTS OF

—

Hraanawick, N«rm Mcwtin, Prince
wards lalaad, nod I'opf liman.

WINTER AKRANG 1EMENT887-8.
The Steamers of this Una wlU leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every HONDA \
urd THURSDAY at 3.00 P. M.. for KASTPOKT
aid ST. .JOHN, with above connections.
Tt r* Igh tickets issued and baggage checked to
testmation. cp-Freight received upto 4.00 r. u.
at the Union
For Tickets and Staterooms,
ticket Office, 4<| Exchange St., or for other InforRailroad
Offloe,
at
mation
Wharf, foot
Company’s
J. B. COYLE,
if State street.
Oen’l
novl4dtf
Manager.

apply

OF

TRAINS.

On and after Moadav. March 3. 1NNN,
Passenger Trains will l.eara P rilaadi
Par Wwtnttr, t'lialea, Avar Jasclias,
Nashua, Windham and Kppiag at T.ilO

os.
a. at. and I .GO p
Par Maucbcairr, Leacerd, and points North
at 1.00 p. as.
Par Kschralcr. Nprlngvale, A If rad, Walesa
here, and Mace Mirer at 7.3® a. ns., 1.00
and (mixed) at M.30 p. as.
Per jlsrbsa at 7.30 a. as., 1.00, 3.00,
ri.Jo, bid (mixed) at 0.30 p. an.
Par Muccurappa, Cumberland Milla, Walk
braok Jaacliaa and Waadfard’a at 7.30
and 10.00 a. as., 1.00,
1.00, 0.30 ar.d
_

(mixed) *O..YOp.m.

10.00 a. as*,
Par Parraf A rase Her ring
3iOO and 0.30 p. m.
Tbe I -OO p. m. train from Portland connects al
Aver Juan, with llaneac Taaael Hast* for
tbe West, and at Caian Depot, '.Varmwr, fol
New Verk via Nerwicb Liar, and all rai,|
Mpriugfleld, also with N.Y.3M. K. R. K

via

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) (or Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Wn.hingtou, aud tbe Meath, and
With Beaten 3r Albany B. B. for tbe Wet.
■ Close connection made at Wraibreoh Jure*
■lea with through trains ol Maine eatral R. R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Tmiik Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. HKI.LKN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS Sun.’.
0Ct22dtf

HALVE fEVTKAL RAILROAD
MON DA V, On 34, ISH7,
I’awspr Trains will Irave
Portland as fallows:
For Antura and Lewiaiuo, 8.30 a. m.,
12.60 4.SO p. m.; l.ewisteu ria Brunswick. 7 "Silt.. 12.65 til.15p.m. For Batb,
and on Satur7.05 a. in.. 12.55 and 4.56 p.
Kacklnad and
days only at 11.16 p. m.
Haas and Lincoln K. H.. 7.06 a. m. and
12.65 p. m.. Brunswick, Gardiner llnllewrll, rand Augusta, 7.05 a. m„ 12.55, 4.66
aud tll.16 p. m. Pnrmiudiou *la LewisInn, 12.60 p. ra.; Tin Brunswick. 7.06

Os aud after

and 12.55 p. m. tloanaalk, WiuIt ra tide Id, Onkland and Nerlb
Anson, 12.60 p. 111.. Wnlerrille and Mkuwbegnn, sin Lewielen. 12.60, vin Angusln,
7.06 a. m.. 12.66 aud tll.16 p. in., and WnierBelfnsl
rillr Saturdays only 4.66 p. m.
12.50 and til.15 p. m.
Dealer.
aa>i
Banger via Lewielen. 12.50 p. ni.; via
Angusln. 7.05 a. m., 12.55 and tll.16 p. m.
Bnuger A Piscataquis B. B., 7.06 a. m.,
and tll.16 p. in. Kllrweiih and Bnr
*!•
ra.
p.
Harbor, tll.16 and 12.55
a

m

ihrop.

(Palais), Araosloek i'oualy,
Ibe
Prarlares,
and tll.l5p. m.
12.66
12.60,
tp-Ali trains timed as above frum Commercial
Street Station, stop at
Mlrpbca

Mt. John, Halifns, and

CONUKESS ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained tor principal
Night express with
points East and West,
sleeping car attacbed,ruos every night Sunday*
Included, through to Bangor but not to Hkowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: Tbe morn,
lug train from Waterville, Augusta and Bath
8.46 4. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The alternoon trains from Bangor, WatervlUe,
Rath, Augusta and Rockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60
A

m.

Limited Tickets, krai and second class, fol
all pointsia Ike Proriaccs on sale al reduced

rales.

PORTLANO. NT. DESERT t MACH*AS ST BT CO.
SKnmer

m
nirniuuua,
uiy
€APT. WH. K. DKJUriHOJI,
Will resnme her regular trips on Tuesday, March
Oth (weather permitting), and thereafter until
further notice will leave Portland Tuesdays and
Fridays at 11 o’clock p. m. Returning, leave Mschiasport Mondays and Thurs.lays at 8 o'clock a.
m., connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m.
train for Poston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. m.
PAY80N TUCKER, Oeueral Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY.Oen’l Paee. and Ticket Agt.
Port lam.■ Feb. 16. 1888-oct21dO

■
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Harpswell Steamboat Co.

On and alter September ItHh 1887. steamer
Oordon, Opt. James L. Long, will run dally as
Leave

tirr’s

Island for Portland at 8.45 a.

m.;

Bailey’s Island 7.0"; Harpswell, 7.16; East End,
Cheheagne, 7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Little Chebeague. 8.30; la>ug Island

Oreat

8.40, arriving In Portland at J. 15 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Ort’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH LAKIELS. Manager.
seplwitf

CASCO BAY

S’FkAMBOAT

CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

DAY TI M It TADLK.
After March l.t, ISMS.
Leave Portland for Teak’s 8.46. H.so, s.oo a. m..
3.18,6.00, 8.10 p. m. Leave Portland for Cushing's Island 6.30 a. m.. 6.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for Long Island. Little and Oreat Diamond. Evergreen and Trefetbens 8.00 a m., 2.16p. m.
marldtf
c. W. T. OODlNO.Oen'l Agent.
WKKK
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Delicious Coffee -Geo. C. Sliaw & Co.
Tlie Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Horatio Staples—Middle Street.
Wanted—Gentlemen Boarders.
W. K.

THE FRONT HARBOR.

Full rehearsal Wheel Club Minstrels at
the theatre to-night at 7.30 for members of

Tho Natural Outlet for Most of the

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORMXU. MARCH 84.
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brief jottings.

Carnijhcrs—Boston—2.

Wanted—Dover Clothing Co.
Oliver Dltson & Co.. Boston.
Oliver Dltson & Co., Boston.
For Sale—Express Wugon.
Br imi, the Shoe Dealer.
Mumi tv Co.—Patents.
Wauled—Canvassers.
Messenger’s Notice.
ines Bro ilers.
For Sale Plano.

__

Always avoid harsh purgative pills.
They first make you sick and then leave you con►tlpated. Carter’s Little Liver Pills regulate the
bowels ana make you well. Dose, one pill.
d&wlw

mar20__

A Successful Practitioner.
Last week we published the professional card
Dr. Nlcholls, which will be found In this paper.
With our usual care lu recommending specialists,
we deferred our endorsement until we could
speak Intelligently. Our investigation satisfies
us that Dr. Mcholls is all, and more than lie
claims to be. He Is a thorough English specialist,
In all chronic diseases, whose reputation preceded him In this State, he (the past two years) havlug treated thousands of cases In the principal
cities of Ohio. His long practice In the treatment
d&w
of the most stubborn ailments has given,
This morning tlielr will be sold by auction at
Holland’s stable, Sliver street, nlue good burses,
fresb from woods. If you want a horse be there
at 10.30 o'clock.
MEN DIE.
If wc know all the methods of approach adopt
ed hy au enemy we are tlie better enabled to ward
off tlie danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes Inevitable. In many instances
the Inherent strength of the body suffices to enable it to oppos e the tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to such an extent
that there is little or no help. In other cases, a
little aid to the weakened Lungs w ill make all
the difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon the first symptoms of
a Cough, Cold, or any trouble of the Throat or
Lungs, give that old and well knowu remedy—
It will
Boscliec's German Syrup, a careful trial.
HOW

prove, wnat thousands say
factor of any home.”

oi

it,

to ue me "Bene-
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the cluh only.
The adjourned town meeting will take
plack at Saccarappa to-day to act on the
articles in the warrant.
Shaw’s Quartette will sing at the young
men’s meeting at the Y. M. C. A. rooms tomorrow afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.
There was a slight fall of snow yesterday
morning, and the mercury fell some fifteen
degrees. It was cold and raw all day.
The Sullivan and Gouldshoro harbors are
free from ice ar.d the
Frenchman Baysteamers are now making their regular trip.

J. J. Lappin lost a valuable horse yesterday. He was driving in Deering and the
the horse was suddenly taken sick, dying in
a short time.
The next entertainment in the First Parish
course will take place this afternoon at 3 p.
m., Mis* Sara Chaddock will read, and there
will be other attractions.
Conant, the man who it is alleged ’orged
the name of Allen, the tag man of Sanford,
and who was arrested by New York officers,
was brought to this city yesterday. He denies the crime.
Mr. Frank Shaw, son of Sidney Shaw,
while driving a truck on Fore street,Thursday
in some manner fell under the wheels. He extricated himself in time to avoid serious Injuries, although the wheel passed over his

foot.
The directors of the Kumford Falls and
Buckfield road talked over the proposed 10mile extension from Canton to Dixfield Thursday and conferred with a well known contractor. The work on this exteution will be
begun In a few weeks.
Miss Sallie Crocker’s second lecture at
Brown’s block to-night will be on “The
Landscape Painters of the Century; the

The lectures sire exLast of the Ideals.”
ceedingly Interesting, and the proceeds will
go to the Longfellow Statue Fund.
MUSIC AND DRAMA
:

“•

TUK LITTLE

TYCOON.

The “Little Tycoon” received another
pleasing interpretation at Portland Theatre
fast night and was received with as much
enthusiasm as on the evening previous
By
accident the reference to the excellence of
til a nrAliAst.rH

from

vA.stAidnv’s

criticism. They are the strong
the company.

reliance of

wdm
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WHEEL CLUB MIN STB ELS.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT*
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Friday-ltussell l.ewls vs. 470,000 feet of lumber. Libel dismissed with costs.
W. F. Lunt.
Symonds A Libby.
United States by Information vs. Joseph Ellis
for not posting stamp denoting payment of special
tax as retail liquor dealer.
SenPlead guilty.
tence; fined *50 and costs.
Bird, District Attorney.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

Somerset County.
Skowhegan, March 22.
All the cases assigned for today and tomorrow,
and all for Saturday, with a single exception, having been disposed of, the first jury was excused
until Monday morning, and the second jury until
Saturday at II a. m. It Is througlit that the grand
win report tomorrow. Friday. The criminal
lus'iness o( the term will probably be light.

turv

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE RECORDER DYER.

Friday—John Taylor.
Disturbing religious
Fined *G and cost.
Dentils Harrington. Search and seizure; fined
|100 and costs.

meeting.

*

Sunday Services.
t3r~The Sail Loft Meetings are held at No. 0
Central Wharf every Suuday morning, camnieudug at lo 30 a. in. Strangers and others are cordially Invited to be present. All are welcpme.
Room 0 Brown’s Block.
Church of Christ
laird’s Supper 3 p. in,
Services 10.30 a. m.
All
welcome. Seats free
7
ni.
Prayer meeting p.
Church of the Messiah—(Universallst). Rev
M. Crosley, pastor. Services tomorrow at 10.80
a. m., and 7 p. m.
Congress square Church.—(First Universallst)—Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10.30 a. in. Sunday School 12.16.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Revival service
at a. 15 a. in. Preaching by ProL L. T. Townsend, D. D., of Boston, Mass. Sunday School at
1.80 p.m. No service In the afternoon. Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m.
First BaftistChurch.Opp. Lincoln Park.—
Rev. A. K.P. Small. D. D., pastor. Preaching at
10.30 a. in.
Sunday school 12 in. Preaching
and Baptism 7 p. m.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
Cougrcss St. ltev. J. M. Lowdeu, pastor, will
preach at 10.30 a. in. Suuday school at 12 in.
Prayer and Social meetlug at 7 p. m.
First Parish Church—(Unitarian) Congress
Bt„ Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor. Services
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.80 p. m.
—

—

CHITlU'H.-WilliailtH’
Hall, Congress street. Sunday school at 2 p. in.
Preaching by Rev. Joseph 8. Cogswell at 8 and
7.80 p. in. subjects,
‘-Isaiah’s Vision of the
Lord: “Christ at the Door.”
VlUUV

I’HVHIIVTKRIIN

Free Church, Western Avenue, Deeriug—
There will be no services day or eveumg on account of small pox In the community until further
notice.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. A. T.
Dunn, pastor Preaching at 10.30 a. in. Social
uieetiug at 7 p. in. Sunday School at close of

morning

service.

Mission.—Rev. S. K. Pearson pastor
Sunday school. F. J. Russell, Sup’t., and Paster’s
Bible Class at 1.30 p. m. Presetting by the pastor at 3p.m. Praise Service at 7 p.m. Prayer
aud testimony meeting at 7.30 p. m. Preaching
by the pastor at 8.16 p. m. Seats free. All are
welcomed.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street—
Kev. Howard C. Dunham pastor. Divine Worship Sunday morning at 10.30 a. m. Subject of
the Pastor’s discourse. “Calvary or the Passion
on the Cross.”
Sunday School at 12 m. At 7 p..
m. in the Vestry the last of the course of Short
Lenten Lectures.
Subject, “Spiritual Life or
Citizenship In the Holy City.” All are welcome
Gospel

Pine Street M. E. Church.—Preaching by
10.30 a. in.
the pastor. Rev. S. D. Paine, at
of Conversion.”
Subject, “Nature aud
At 7 p. m., "Dignity of Labor.’ Sabbatli school
at 2.3u p. in.
Young
meeting at 6.30 p.
in.
Meeting for holiness Monday at 7.30 p. in.
Prayer meeting Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. Class
meetings Friday at 7.30 p. m. Seats free. Every-

Necessity

peoples’

body welcome.

Portland liberal Fraternity meeta in
Good Templars' Hall on Congress street, at 10.30
a.

in.

Subject for discussion: Resolved, “That

Mechanical education is of greater value to Man
a Religious education.”
Opened by Elliot
Sing, Esq.
Portland Spiritual Temple, 467V4 Con.
cress St.—Edgar W. Emerson of Manchester, N.
11., renown test medium, will lecture aud give
tests at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Pukulk Chapel.—Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School concert at
7.30 p. m. Public are cordially iuvited.
Reform Club—Reform Club meeting tomorrow
evening, corner Temple and Cougress streets,
commencing at 7.16 o'clock. The public are cordially invited.
Second Advent Church, Mechanics’ Hall,
corner Congress and Casco streets.—Preaching by
Rev. E. P. woodward, at 10.30 a. m. Subject,
“Unity of the Bible.” 3 p. m. subject, “The agreement of the bfble with science respecting the resurrection of the dead." Sunday School at 12 m.
Social Service at 7 p. m. Ail Invited.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church.
Congress .Cor. of Pearl street, Rev. C. H. Daniels,
pastor. Preaching at 3 p. in. by Prof. L. T.
Townsend. D. D., of Boston, ill exchauge with
paslor. Chinese class at 12 in. Sunday school at
1.45 p. m. Social service at 7 p. in.
State Street Church.—Rev. F. T. Bayley,
pastor. Services of worship at 10.30 a. m. and 7
p. III. Sunday school at 3 p. m. Evening subject:
•‘Acceptance with God.”
St. La wrench St. Cono’l Church.-Rev.
A. H. Wriglit. pastor. Preaching service at 10.30
Soa. in
Sunday School service at 1.30 p. m.
cial Service at 7 p. m.
The Young Men’s Liberal Association
meet In Science Hall, comer of Congress aud
Temple Sts., entrance on Temple, at 2 p. in. Subject—“Science and man. in connection with the
immortality of the Soul.” Opened by Charles H.
Bennett, Esq.
Vaughan Street Chubuh.— llev. u. w. LePrayer meeting at 10.30 a. m.
Laclieur, pastor.
and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 1.3 • p. ni. Preaching by pastor at 3 p. m.
West Congregational Chubuh.—Kev. 8. K.
Perkius, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a.
in. and 7 p. m.
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m.
Williston Chubuh—Corner Thomas and Car
roll streets, Kev. L. H. Ballock, pastor. Kev. N.
T. Whittaker will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sundav
School at 3 p. in. Social service in the vestry at 7.
Woodford’s Clark Memorial M. K. Church
—Preaching by Kev. Koscoe Sanderson, pastor.
Preaching at
Suuday School at 1.30 p. ui.
2.30 p. m. Young People’s Meeting at 0.30.
Song and Social Service at 7 p. m. Prayer .Meeting Tuesday Evening, Class Meeting Friday
Evening at 7.30.
Youno Mf.n’s Christian association—
Ait religious meetlugs tor youug men only.
Prayer and conference meeling at 0.15 a. in.
Leader, E. K. Payson. Topic. "To every man Ins
work; Are you doing yours?" Praise and Lospel
meeting at' 4.80 p. in. Singing led by Shaw s
Quartette and Orchestra, Leader P. C. 1 Inkliam.
Subject, “Bellcvd ye that 1 aiu able?" All young
men are cordially invited to attend.
a

than

The farce
A few good seats are still left.
“Inkeytanc," hy Fred B. Smith, will present
an

opportunity

The following is a brief
“James Dandee having received a
letter from a prominent local firm,
his attention to the tact that a large
lies buried In the center of Africa,

business.

Base Ball.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate In
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds :
Peak’s Island—Mary Chapman et al to Louts
A. Trefethen. $18.

sketch:

circular
calling
fortune
in the

lands of the Volupuks, immediately departs
In search of it, taking with him an invalid
filend, Hi Stericks by name. Their plan is
to depose the present King and Queen, assume the reins of government and thereby
obtain the fortune. In the meantime B. T.
Sickles, having received the same letter, departs un the same errand in company with
Phil Harmonic aud five members of the Casco Neck Wheel Club, but proposiug to acquire possession iu a different manner. He
will disguise Uarmouic as a steam man, the
latest Yankee invention, and fill the natives
with awe, thereby obtaining free access to
all parts of the kingdom. In case of failure
in his search for cash, he will sell his invention to the King for a fabulous sum, the proceeds to be devoted to the erection of a
sumptuous house lor the use of the Wheel
Club." In scene second many laughable incidents occur, the speiliug clas, the grand
ballet, the dance of the steam man, etc., etc.
It must be seen to be appreciated. The
same programme for the entire entertainment wilt be giveu each night.
Removal of Deputy Marshal Black.
Thursday night, Deputy Marshal James
M. Black received a letter from Mayor Chapman, stating that circumstances made it
necessary for him to make an appointment
to the deputy’s position. The circumstances
are that Marshal Hawkes has been two years

force, with Mr. Black as a deputy,
and claims that the lack of harmony renders
It necessary for the good of the force that
one or the other should leave.
Consequently
the Mayor has felt that he must part with
Deputy Black. On being questioned, Deputy
Black said: “All that I have to say at present is that in the entire time I have served
as deputy marshal I have tried to do my entire duty, and all I could do to make the department a success.”
Captain James M. Blcckhas been connected with the force for twenty years, having
on

the
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efficient patrolman, and Mayor Butler picked
him out for a deputy marshal in 1877. Since
then ho has ably filled that position. It is to
be regretted that his relations to his superior
officer have become such as to necessitate his
retirement from the force.
It is understood that officer Freeman Merrill, who has been day turnkey, will be appointed deputy in the place of Deputy Crowell, who is promoted to Capt. Black’s position, and that Officer Harmon, who lost his

leg by an explosion of fireworks on the 4th
of July, 1887, will be appointed day turnkey.
Latin School Cadets.
A public inspection of the Latin School
Cadets took place at Union Hall yesterday
afternoon In the presence of a large number
of friends.
Lieut. Leary, their instructor,
After inspection the Inwas in command.
dividual drill for two silver medals, one for
sergeants, and one for corporals and cadets
took place. The one for sergeants was won
by Sergeant P. L. Cloudman, and that for
corporals and cadets by Corporal K. H.
Hinkley, Jr., with Cadet 6. F. Hamilton a

The exercises ended with a
In the individual drill Lieut.
Harrow of Fort Preble acted as judge.

good second.

company drill.

Reading and Lehigh Coal.
The iron steamship Williamsport sailed
from Philadelphia yesterday for this city
witli liHi'I tuns of tiard coal from the Reading
mines for Randall & McAllister. This Is the
first cargo of Reading coal sent here since
the strike of January 1st. The same firm also
have a big barge loading with Hazclton Lehigh coal at New York. When this cargo
arrives, which will be about the middle oj
next week, it will be the first of the big
vein Lehigh coal that has been received
here since the strike of September 1st. Another reduction in the price of coal in this
city may -be expected in the course of a few
weeks.

The new steamer Winthrop, Capt. Bragg,
of the New York line, beat her record on the
run from this city to New York Saturday.
The trip was made in 20 hours against ice
tnd tide, and tho captain is confident that
under favorable circumstances the boat wil|
The steamer
make the voyage in 24 hours.
made the return trip in 28 hours with a full
cargo, which included 300 bales of Manilla
hemp in bona lor mtn ana aw oaies oi Australian wool to be forwarded to Canada.

The Portland Gun Club which was organized last Monday night has 28 eharter members. The club will have their first shoot on
Fast Day at Woodfords’ where they have decided to have their range. The first meeting
since the organization will also be held on
Fast I>ay. A small club house will be erect-

grounds in which to keep
soon as practicable.

ed ou tlie
as

subject was discussed and resolutions wore
adopted to ask the Hon. Thomas B. Iteed,
member of Congress, to obtain au appropriation to dredge a channel to a depth of 29 feet
at mean low water.
Copies of all the papers on the subject
were forwarded to Mr. Reed by the secretary
of the Board of Trade, Mr. M. N. Rich, on
the 4th of December
Mr. Reed kept the ball rolling so that an
estimate for the cost of the improvement
was obtained from the office of t ho United
States Engineers in Portland and the whole
matter was brought before Congress in so

complete

a

shape that

an

appropriation

embodied in the river and harbor act
which finally passed and was approved August 5, 1888.
The usual method iu such cases is to get a
clause inserted upon a river and harbor act
requiring au examination or survey, under
was

direction of the Secretary of War, and a report regarding the necessity for the improveThe rement and au estimate of its cost.
port is laid before Congress at its next session and thus au entire year lias elapsed before the subject is even considered by Congress.
One of the rules which lias been adopted
in making river and harbor appropritious is
to the effect that uo appropriation shall be
made for any work until the matter lias^ieeu
referred to the United States Engineer Officer and his report lias been received, with
an estimate of the cist of t' a work if it is

recommended.
Mr. Reed succeeded iu shortening the
usual formalities as lie did also iu tho case
of the appropriation for Back Cove, and laid
.11
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The Seraph.

The schooner Seraph, Captain Merriman,
of flarpswell, arrived yesterday and made
fast at the .elevator wharf where she will
take in a cargo of corn for flarpswell. Her
starboard forward rail is gone ami she is also
The schoonat Auckland the first of last
January, when another vessel drifted upon
her.
much damaged ubout the bow.

injured

_

Cured
A young girl

by

Faith.

Conley, residing on
claimed by her friends to

named

Munjoy Hill, is
have had her sight restored by the faith cure.
She had been treated by regular practitioners
for a year without success, and finally agreed
Notwithstanding she
to try the faith cure.
had a cataract formed on one eye her friends
say she can now see

as

well

as

limnAI*

4*1 kill

mittee at the start.
After notice was received of the appropriation of 830,000 in August, 1886, complete
plans and specifications of the improvement
had to he made by the engineers iu this city
in Washington before

and approved
sals could be invited by advertising,

possible to complete all
malities required in time to do auy
it was not

proposo

that

the forwork be-

fore winter set in.
The lateness of the season when the appropriation was made therefore resulted in
delaying the commencement of work nearly
a

year.

The appropriation, though not large, was
sufficient to attract competition from dredging companies as far south as Baltimore,

Md.. and as a result the contract was let to
the National Dredging Company of Wilmington, Del., at the remarkably low price of 13
cents per cubic yard measured in xitu to give
a clear depth of 29 feet at mean low water.
Work under the contract was commenced
early in June, 1887, and was completed in
removed
The
contractors
December.
nearly 200,000 cubic yards of material
in
order
to in29
but
of
above the grade
feet,
sure the full depth a large amount was removed below grade. The area dredged follows the harbor commissioner’s line from
Galt’s wharf to the eastward about 1500 feet,
The depth at
and is over 400 feet wide.
mean low water averages over 30 feet, and
more.
or
even
varies from 29 to 33 feet
The Grand Trunk Railway Company did
considerable dredging last fall, with a view
to giving the same depth about the Grand
Trunk wharves as the government is making in the new channel.
Nearly one-third of the work of dredging
to complete the channel 29 feet deep was
The
done under the contract last season.
channel is to run due east and west and is
is
Hall
500 feet wide. The dome of the City
on a line draw n through the middle or axis
of the channel.
Major J. A. Smith, the officer of engineers
who has charge of river and harbor imin
provements for this district submitted to
his report for 1886 a recommendation
extend the breakwather 1000 feet, and to
place the harbor light on its outer end. The
end of the breakwater will then be near the
edge of the new 29 feet chan nel, and vessels
drawing 20 feet of water can then pass close
to the light in all ordinary stages. Au examination of the map will show at once the
great advantage this will be to indicate the
turning point for vessels entering or
eaving, especially when it is foggy, so that

firoper
tile
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Parties in the city have recently been circulating a petition to be sent to Congress,
asking for the construction of a breakwater
and light-house on Spring Point Ledge. The
ledge at Spring Poiut already forms a steep
bank to the channel, so near the top of the
water at average low stages, that but two to
four feet depth is shown upon the chart until
l'he
V6ry close to the edge of deep water,
breakwater, if built, would extend uloug the
be
top of the iedge, and would
nearly parallel to the direction of seas driven into the
harbor by southerly storms.
Tne breakwater would, therefore, not stop
any of the heavy sea. In fact, the force of
the sea at the anchorage would probably be
slightly increased therby. At present, the
ends of the seas which bend towards the
land break over the ledge, and the slight
force of the waves which remains aiier
breaking is lost upon the shore and iu the
shallow water between Spring Point and the
breakwater.; none of that sea comes into
tiie harbor.
In shallow water the sea meets more resistance than in deep water, so that the ends
of the seas nearest the shore are retarded,
and the wave swings around like a company
of soldiers wheeling to move off in a new
direction, and so beats upon the shore.
If a breakwater was erected upon Spring
Point, the seas which now break over the
ledge and lose their force without entering
the harbor, would be carried along the breakwater lengthwise, and tend to increase the
size of the seas which pass up to the anchorage. Probably the difference would not be
radical, but the tendency would bo to increase rather than to decrease the sea entering the harbor.
The present breakwater seems to stop at
the point where its greatest usefulness would
commence if extended, and such an extension would tend to decrease the undertow at
the wharves.
It is the intention of the government to
carry the dredging from its present location
to the western end of the city, making a
channel 300 feet wide and 25 feet deep, conThen
necting the upper and front harbors.
the largest steamer can be taken up to
Vaughan’s bridge, so that a whole mile of
wharfage will be brought into use for foreign
carrying trade if deemed advisable. With
the fact existing that Portland is the natural
outlet of all the northern traffic from the
West, it would seem as if men of merits and
foresight would not, with these advantages
in their hands, fail to utilize them.
PERSONAL.
will

home from Washington today.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Holson,

of

arrive

Saco,

celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary

Thursday evening.
Mrs. L. A. Goudy

is to resume her old place
as contralto of the State street church choir,

commencing Easter Sunday.
Mr. Beniamin Barnes. Jr., formerly of this
city, lias been appointed to the position of
manager of the advertising department of
the New England Fireside Magazine, published in Boston.
The Perilous Voyage of the Schooner
Yacht Iroquois.

Portland Cun Club.

etc.,

In the autumn of 1885 a movement originated among business men of Portland to
urge upon Congress the necessity for making
a deeper channel from the anchorage to the
wharves which are used by the truns-Athnt'c
steamers. This resulted in a meeting of the
Board of Trade, December ;ird, at which the

ever.

C. H. Cuppy Sl Co.
C. H. Guppy & Co., the well known druggists,are determined to please the public both
in regard to quality and price of everything
to be found in stock at a first-class apothecary store. It will pay all persons in want of
anything in their line to call and examine
their stock and prices.

The schooner yacht

fruquois, Boston,
owned by T. Jefferson Coolidge, Jr., arrived
Onboard
at Jacksonville Thursday night.
was Mr. Goodwin and Mr. Agassiz, grandson of the renowned professor.
Capt. J. J.
Norton of this city who brought the schooner
down, tells a thrilling tale of the perilous
The Iroquois cleared from New
voyage.
York Saturday.
When off Cape llenlopen
on Sunday noon the wind suddenly changed
to the northwest and blew a gale.
The captain continues: “At midnight the
tossing became dangerous, the wind blowing
a perfect hurricane, and it was bitterly cold.
Tlie sea dredge was thrown out, but as it was
too heavy for the hawser it was lost. As a
last resort, I put three bags of oil over the
weather bow. This proved a failure, as the
cold was so intense that the oil congealed beI then
fore it could spread over tne water.
thought of the trap upening underneath the
water line of the vessel. I took 15 gallons
of sperm whale oil, and during the 50 hours
that the gale lasted oil was allowed to drip
slowly out through the trap. To our great
surprise the Iroquois rode as if at anchor,
and not a wave broke over her bow. It was
the first time she had been in a storm of such
magnitude, and sire behaved beautifully."
The Casco Loan and

Building

Asso-

ciation.
their

shareThe better to accommodate
holders and those desiring information in regard to the management of its business, have
taken an office in the Oxford Building, No.
185 Middle street, which will be open every
business day. The success of the enterprise
is now assured, the shares are being rapidly

taken.

Ho!

Boston,
Mass., have just issued a beautiful new
pamphlet containing, among other interesting matter, a record of many recent cures
wrought by Dr. Flower on prominent per-

Everyone!
(h;it wants

These cures are in many instances
startling in their nature, having been per
formed after tiro highest authorities and
learned representatives of the old
most
school of practice had prononuced the fiat of
doom, and declared them to be- beyond the
So marvellous are
limit of the curable.
these strange stories of lives rescued from
the jaws of the grave, that, were thev not re-

ed personages, who are noted and known far
and near, one would almost Imagine he was
in the midst of some oriental tale, with the
sweet fascination of the miraculous and the
mystery of the mystic hanging o’er him.

displayed

any such assortment ol
the the finest and choicest designs of Carpetings fresh from the looms
of the biggest manufacturers in the country. And
today unto you shall be
given prices that one
year ago would astonish
the scribes and pharisees
of old. Read ye well, and
remember that at the
corner of Pearl and Middle streets you shall have

In addition to the above, this pamphlet
contains au interesting article from a recent
issue of the New Haven Kegister on Dr.
Flower’s strange power of diagnosing, where,
by sympathetic intuition, he is enabled to de-

scribe the exact condition of the internal organism of any person, and describe his disease, its rise, progress, and the attendiug
symptoms far more accurately than the patient himself could give them, and tills without asking the patient a question. This power accounts, to a very great extent, for the
doctor’s pheno menal success in treatiug his
thousands of patients, a large per cent, of
whom are treated in their homes, hundreds
and thousands of miles from Boston.
There is also in this little book a strikingly
fine picture of Dr. Flower, and au excellent-

ly engraved view of Dr. Flower’s new Health
Palace, now rapidly approaching completion,
in Boston. It will be one of the features of
tiie “Hub,” a palace of beauty and comfort.

ye Tapestry Carpet which
is 27 inches wide for ye
sum of 45 cents per yard.
Thousands of yards in

Ali invalids should not fail to read this remarkable little work, which will be sent
free, post paid, to every reader of this paper
who sends name and address to the Spectator Publishing Company. Boston, Mass.
Crand

Opening
of the
Willows, Farmington,
Maine, on Tuesday evening, March 27, 1888.
Tickets including banquet and hop $l.S0each.
Will H. McDonald, Proprietor.
Hotel

Can’t do it You Know.”

Get along one Sunday without a copy
the bright, newsy Telegram in the house.

of

A breakfast without good coffee is do
breakfast at all. If you want a cup of the
most delicious coffee you ever tasted try a
can of George C. Shaw & Co.’s Java and
Itead advertisement.

Mocha.

Why is Index the only soap
Echo answers; don’t know.

that is

CP?
I

..

MARRIAGES.

city, March 21. by ltev. N. T. Whitaker,
D. D., Eugene E. Freeman of Gray anil EitaG.
lu this

Freeman of Portland.
Ill this city. March 22, by Ft v. N. T. Whitaker,
D. U., Ansel H. Itowe and Miss 1.111a B. Cobb, both
of Portland.
DEATHS

la tills city. March 23, Elizabeth II., wile ol
John 0. Moran, aged 60 years U m mils.
[Euneral on Monday alternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 69 Hanover street.
In this city, March 26, Miss Debora Watts, aged
78 years.
[Funeral tills afternoon at 2 o’clock, at house
No. 49 Hancock street.
lu Scarboro. March 22, Mary, wife ol James
Taggart, aged 78 years 7 months.
In Boston, Mareli 22. r. Nicolas N. Noyes.
In Milwaukee, WIs., March 19, James M., infant
sun of Harry M. uud Kate Cutler PUlsbury, aged
3 mouths 18 days.
Ill Porter, March 8, Mrs. George Stanley, aged
33 years.
lu Topslum, March 17, Henry W. Preston, aged
33 years.
In Brunswick, March 19, Mrs. Cynthia Knowlton, aged 81 years.
funeral service of the late Capt. John B.
Waterhouse will take place Sunday afternoon
at 2 o’clock, at Ills late residence, No. C71 Oon-

[The

gressltreet.
[The funeral

service of the late Edgar Orr
Hamilton will will take place on Sunday afternoon at 2 o'cllt, at No. 64 Eastern Promenade.
line

m

luucuii

me

uuc

uifuii

v>.

Uiliii)

will take place tins Saturday morning at 8.30
o’clock at Ills late Iresideuae, No. 158 ]Juniortti
street. Service at St Dominic's Church at 9 o’clk.
The funeral of Mary Evangeline Maher will take
place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from her late
residence, No. 221 Franklin street.

Mills,

streets have been

as

trial

you

see our

Me,

“The statement which X here make may seem
extraordinary to be true. But I will tell my
story plainly and truthfully, and refer for corroborat ou to almost any resident of this town, where
I have lived all my life.
I am now 34 years of age, and 14 years ago began to have epileptic fits, caused by injuries
to the spine received by a fall.
Some nine years
ago, by advice of a physician, I began to tak a bromide compound, which had a quieting effect upon
my nerves. This being, as I am told, a 'cumulative drug,’ and taking nothing to carry it out of
my system, it had a disastrous and
too

ALMOST FATAL EFFECT

upon iny blood. Soon after I began with the bromide, sores appealed on the calves of my legs.
Slowly but surely they spread over my body. I
tried all the medicines we could hear of, but nothing stayed their terrible progress. They became
very severe under my knees, and when I walked
blood would start from them and mark on the
floor my path from room to room.
At length the
cords became contracted so that I could no longer
and
in
was
to
take to my
walk,
obliged
despair
bed from which I never expected to rise. Except*
lag my head, hands, feet, and breast, I was liter
ally covered with sores, constantly discharging
corruption. No words can convey an idea of the
terrible sufferings I endured, as my condition was
almost too terrible to describe.

strength, could cat hardly anything, and was In
such pain that I could sleep only when I became
totally exhausted and relapsed into unconsciousness.
In September, 1886,1 asked mother If I
could try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as we had read of
its remarkable success. When on the fifth bottle
we noticed that the sores seemed to look better,
and the flesh under them natural.
The smaller
sores gradually healed up, and even the more
stubborn ones were forced at last to yield to the
medicine. New and healthy skin formed. My
appetite came back to me, I ate well, and increased in flesh, i began to get natural sleep,
"Vll

MO

Ollj

UUL.

Alvvl

UCIIIg

confined to the bed a year and five months I was
able to get up. I seemeu to grow stronger every
week, and could soon work about the house
and later walk around the village. I am now
F'KEE FKOM

SOKES,
body only the scars as reminders of my sufferings. My whole improvement I attribute solely to Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
andean truthfully say I bellve 1 owe my life to
this wonderful medicine.” G. Wakben Rankin,
Damariscotta Mills, Lincoln Couuty, Me.

having

all

over

my

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists, gl; six forgo. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

Janl

new and

We

patterns.

have some choice things
in Wiltons and Axmin-

Respectfully,

SICK HEADACHE!
positively Cured by
these Little Fills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for DizzlNausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
sees,

Mouth,CoatedTongue,
I’ain in the Side, TORPID LIVER. They regulate the Bowels.
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.

purchas5-<|uarter

RINES BROTHERS.

GENES’ GUFFS and COLLARS.

RINES BROTHERS.

Warranted Linen Collars

$1.00 dozen
Warranted Linen Cuffs
75 cents half dozen
29 cents pair
Xylonite Cuffs
Celluloid Cuffs
35 cents pair
Celluloid Collars.
19 ceuts each
17 rents each
Xylonite Collars

|

RINES BROTHERS.

NEW SUMMER SKIRTING.

School Umbrellas only

25 cents each

RINES BROTHERS.

We have received new Hue Tennis Stripes for light weight Summer Skirts;
price IO cents yard.
Hei'vy Striped Skirting 19 cents

Good Umbrellas
50, 65 and 75 cents each
Extra nice Umbrellas at
$1.00 and $1.25 each
Union Silk Umbrellas
marked $1.69 each

yard.
_

RINES BROTHERS.
35 cents yard
American Salines, good va-

riety,

12 1-2 cents

French Chain brays,

9 cents
25 cents

yard

RINES BROTHERS.

yard
yard

Every remnant
of goods
left
marked at

has

prices

STEINWAY

to cost to close out on

gard
SATURDAY,

March 24, preparatory to the reception of a
new fresh stock by his sue*
Ce8SOrS-

„mr24tllt

WANTED.
good canvassers, young men of character,
energy ami busiuess ability, to act as Kate
new book.
Must travel and hire and
rain agents. Will pay salary and commission.
Security required, (live full particulars of expeiencc, age and salary want* d. Send this.
CASSELL & COMPANY, 11. B. S. D.,
104 & 106 Fourth Ave., New York.
eod3t
mar24
■1KN

JL

igents for a

oi.e of the best car
in
etc.;
soda,
tobacco,
onfectionery, cigars,
and
magaplendid periodical business, weeklies
fnes alone amount to $75 per week, large sale of
laily papers, keeplopen Sundays; good lease, low
ent; one of the best openings on
hance to lose a dollar. W. F. CARR OTHERS,
11 Court St., Boston.

WALK—$2500 buys
t.lOK
stations in the city of Boston; large trade
fruit,

riQK W A IiK—$2,000 bu.vs one of the best conV
fectionery and Ice Cream Saloons ill tne State
< »f Massacbusetts. located in the smartest city out
>f Boston, does a fine business in Variety Goods
md Periodicals; a bonanza for somebody. Call
ind investigate and you will make uo mistake; a
>ig bargain. \V. F. CARRUTHKKS, 11 Court

_2*-l

street. Boston.

coat makers, 16
|TI7ANTKD-At
▼ v
press
pant and vest makers, and 3 good
nen.
DOVER CLOTHING CO., Dover, N. II.
once.

20

24-1

KAI.K-A piano, very cheap. Call at
114 CUMBERLAND siKEET, between
44-1
he hours of 2 amt G p. m.

FOK
i

J. A. Merrill &

Co.,

JEWELERS.
A. Kkith.

J. A. Mkakill.

.Manufacturers and Dealer* In Military
and Society Hoods, Lodge Outfit*,
Regalias, Hold and Sllter

Laces, Fringes, Badges,
Medals, Etc., Etc.

COEKESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

STREET,
<!t!

PORTLAND.

17

DR. E. 8. REED, Glalnoyant
and 8otanic Physician.
Medical Kooms 03 Franklin SC., Portland, Me.
treat* all chronic disease* that flesh
DE. EKED
heir to; allcases that are given up A* Inthe

is
curable

by
allopathic and homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their case to treat and cure
them. 1 And that about four-fifth* of the eases
given up to die can be cured. Examination* at a
distance by letter with their lull name and place
ol residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 Examination at the office, $1.00.
Consultation Iree.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 o. m.
»epl4tt

STEPHEN

BERRY,

and (gaul

or THE

—

35 Cts.

Receipts during

PIANOS
and several other well-known makes.

585 & 587

Special

The Celebrated Smith AmeriFor CASH

Organs.

WOODWARD
(Successors
preparation of more
than One Hundred
Thousand applications for patent* in
the United State* and Foreign countries, the publisher* of the Scientific
American continue to act os solicitor*
f ir patents, caveats, trade-mark*, copy_____J right*, etc., for the United State*, and
to obtain patents in Canada. England, trance,
German}', and all other countries. Their experience is unoiiualed and theit facilities are uusur^
Drawings and specifications prepared and filed
in the Patent Office on short notice. Terms very
reasonable. No chnrge for examination of models
Advice by mail free.
or drawing*.
Patents obtained t h rough Munn A Co.are noticed
Inthe SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.which has
the I argest circulation and is the most influential
newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advantages of such a notice every patentee

FOK

eodtf

nai.e

—

hand the date first above writH. K. SAKGKNT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of file Court of Infor
said
of
Cumberland.
solvency
County
mar24&31

One who oau play or sing need never be lonely—
with such books as these iu the house:

Classical Pianists.,i Piano Classics, *u£?,
are choice and line collections of the best new
pieces by eminent composers.

Mendel-

Send for lists.

For players on VIOLIN, UUITAB, MAN1*01.IN, BANJO anil all KKKi* and OBt'HEsTBAI. INMTRinaKNTN, good music aud reliable Instructors are provided. Also a
large and good assortment of the Instruments
themselves for sale at our Brauch Store, under
the title of

J. G. Haynes & Co, 33 Court Street, Boston.

SUPER,

EXCHANCE

STREET.

We are now ready to show onr
New Line of Wall Papers for the
coming season. We have all grades
and prices, and can fnrnise estimates and competent paperhang-

LET-A pleasant, furnished front room on
floor; good closet and store room,
Iso furnished front attic.
Enquire at 68
j HANKLIN ST„ left hand bell.
24-2

■

I

LET-Rooms with board in central part of !
city; one large and two smaller rooms; all \

f
,

rO

nnnv

anil urilh

/>

1 naol

We would advise an early examination of onr stock, and those
contemplating papering, to do it
early, before the busy season com-

8,527.26

1,861,375.10

Ricyclcs, Tricycles,

feblG

] 'his is proved by eleven years’ time,
luvestigat ioii will prove It if you will take the trouble, aud
1 you are going to buy a wheel this year It will
Send or call for a free Catalogue
ay you.
{ f 6U pages that will tell you the wiiolk MOBY.

POBTLAUD, .UK.

B

ought and sold
and upwards.

q

rders by

1

HE NATIONAL

I

mail

on

or

a

margin of

telegraph

a

2 per cent.

Specialty•

STOCK EXCHANGE,

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,
24

gep22

Congress St., Boston,

Mass.
di>m

WHITNIjY.

SCHOOL

SUPPLIES.

dth books, stationery and other supplies of the
Ind usually provided by the city for school use.
Samples can be seen aud a list of the prluclple
rticles, together with amount of each that will
robahly be required, will be furnished by calling
poll the Superintendent of School Buildings at
chool Committee Rooms, City Building.
All proposals will he contingent upon such aproprlatlon as the City Council may make lor the
hove supplies, and the right Is reserved to reject
11 such proposals as may Im* deemed contrary to
lie Interests of the city.
W. II. SARD ENT,
Supt. of School Buildings.
Portland, March 22, lw.ss.mli23dlw

Z. H.LAMSON

10STBN & NEW YORK STOCKS

EDGAR A.

BALED proposals will be received by the un3 derslgned until 6 o’clock p. m. of FRIDAY,
larch 30.1888, for furnishing the public schools
f the City of Portland, for the current year comlenelng April 1, 1888, ending March 31, 1880,

17;
1

Wtroet. with

Wholesale and Retail Grocers, where I
ihould he pleased to show you the freshet stock, lowest prices and the finest
Yours resp’y,
i itore in the State.

has ever niet with any
only lever machine that
it Is also a perfect safety, and has
re it success,
a driving and steer» fifty Inch wheel la front for
the grace and ease of conig wheel, thus giving it
)'1 ol of a regular bicycle. Catalogue Free.

r

I

MARRINER & COMPANY,

t ie

mti20dtf

real.

per

*12,600,25!/03

fiBN'L AOK1T,

Portland, Me.

Exchange Street,

mh20_eod3w

NEW

LINE
—

OF

—

Easter Cards

1 iRriFICIAL TEETH.

jgL

8. S. White’s best teeth, the best
seth In the world 86.00 and ttl.no ''LUJW
set, former price $10.00 aud $16.00 per set.
NO <11 t koi:
rill be made for Gas or Ether to those who wish
> have their teeth extracted without pain aud
rtillcial ones made.

1 er

J

Dr.

CARLTON KIMBALL, Dentist,

^ 53 1-2
marl7

BOOKLETS

eodam

dlPt

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

l

4 1-4

_

1 wish to inform ail my friends and
former customers that I am now located

YE ALSO HAVE THE AGENCY FOR THE

\

at

4ltW.ft4l.B7
Praasylraaia ftlna.lard
Estimated,
New Business of the year, 6,087
Policies for. *12,734,177.00
lusnrance Outstanding, December 31, 1887
61,018.805.00

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

NOTICE.

Tan-

!very thing that is practical for the crank
machine is used by the Pope Manufacturing Co., regardless of cost.

Losses reported, but not due... $
51,034.00
Reserve at 4 per cent, to reinsure
risks.
10,412,711.00
Surplus on Life Kate Endowment,
and Unreported Policies, etc...
297,263.36
1,839,260.67
Surplus, 4 per cent basis.

[ORING, 5JHORT & [jARMON, I

|

dems and Safeties.
J

dreaa A met., Jaa. I, Iftftft, ftl4 600439 0.1

AND

COLUMBIA
1

Ledger Asse is,ns a be ve, ft 11 VJ7 llSSil
Net Deterred and 0 nreported
Premiums.
259,733.69
Interest due and accrued, etc.
76.458.76
Market Value of Stocks, Bonds,
etc., and Real Estate over cost,
436,509.75

mences.

rafarannaii

nmm

24-1
xchanged. Address M„ I'rcss Office.
[*7'A?fTKO—A man and wife to work on a
TV
farm.
Apply to the VILLAGE FARM,
( iorliam, Me.
24-1

Any Book mailed for Retail Brice.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.
STu&Tlufcwlf
rnai'24

20,000.67

ers.

rO second

Please send for graud Pictorial Catalogue!
Good Vocal Music for Home Entertainment is In
Hong Claa.ic., $1—50 high class songs.
GoadOnisangawr uaed lo Ming, »l-the
favorite songs of a half-centurv.
College Honga, 50 cts.—popular and easy.
Hoag and flame. far Little One., $2.

121,054.50

Net Assets, January l, 1888.»11,82/,566.83
•There was added to the ‘‘Reserves” of Policyholders during the year the sum of 8922,210.00
UMT(.
City Loans, Railroad and Water
Bonds, Bank and other stocks.. $ 5,209,011.25
and Uround Kents_
3,454,252.76
Mortgages
Premium Notes secured by policies, etc.„...
838,988.81
Loans on Collaterals, etc.
1,023,132.37
Home Office and Real Estate
bought to secure Loans.
784,927.20
Cash in Trust Companies and on
hand.
117,264.44

9S

Young People’s Classics, liZu" misic1!
Best editions of the Plano works of Beetuovkn

uuiei

1888—SPRING--1888

,

Music Books'"! Always in Season.

sshon, for sale.

&

£. B. Kobinsou & Co.,)

NEW GOODS.

An

..

the forenoon.
Given under my
ten.

auu

Murplae

[XTANTE D—Gentlemen boarders; good board,
v t
lodging and plain washing for $4.00 per
24-1
reek at 95 India St. MRS. HATCH.

_

messenger’s Notice.

Mozabt, Chopin, Schumann and

to

PAPER HANGINGS.

express wagon in good condition. (’an be seen at C. B. DALTON &
24-1
JO.’S, 27 Preble street.

Congress Street, Market Square.

Cousins & Co., and the said Nutter and tL»e said
Kimball also as copartners under the namo of
Nutter, Kimball & Co., doing business at said
Portland, on petlttou of said Ebeu T. Nutter and
George L. Kimball, which petition was tiled on
the tenlhlday of March. A. D. 1888, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtors,and the transfer and delivery of auy property by them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtors,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of their estates, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be liolden at the Probate Court Hoorn
in P ortland, in said County o( Cumberland, on the
second day of Anri!. A. D. 1888, at ten o’clock In

4,492.98

-Total paid policy holders 31, A-AA.0Ae.SI3
Taxes anil Legal
Expenses. $ 63,199.16
Salaries. Medical
Fees and Office
112,302.47
Expenses.
Commissions
to
agents and rent*
211,455.19

LIABILITIES.

U3t

iuur24

....-.

123

This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
!e published WEEKLY at $3.00 a year, and is
admitted to be the best paper devoted to science,
mechanics, invention*, engineering works, and
other departments of indu*trial progress, published in any country. It contains the names of
all patentees and title of every invention patented
each week. Try it four months for one dollar.
Sold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to
Mann £ (Jo., publishers of Scientific America*,
111 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about yatenta mailed free.

RUBBERS.

....

INSTALL-

nnderstands.

Ladies, Gents, Boys. Misses and Children, In
all the Latest Styles and Novelties.

......,

on

►

Office or the Sheriff of Cumberland County, State
of Maine, Cumberland, ss„ March 23, A.D. 1888.
IS Is to give notice, that on the twenty-second
day of March, A. D. 1888, a Warrant In
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of
KBEN T. NUTTEIt, of Cape Elizabeth, and
GEOKGE L. KIMBALL, of Portland, both in
the County of Cumberland;, and II EM DON W.
COUSINS.of Fryeburg.ln the County of Oxford,
Individually and as copartners under the name
ot H. W. Cousins it Company, and also of said
Nutter and said Kimball as copartners doiug
business at Portland, aforesaid, under the name
of Nutter, Kimball & Co.,
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, individually

437,946.81

Net

reduction in ail seasonable
goods for Easter.

no

or

MENTS.

FINE GOODS A SPECALTY.

mh3

64,242.00
216,460.06

Office Furniture

eou-w

Ladles’ and Gents’s Waukenhaust Button and Balmorals for street wear, *2.00 and upward.
|

461

699,486.00

expenses.
Printing and Supplies.
Fire Insurance and

Congress, and 235 Middle St.

LADIES’

for

DISRl RSEUESTS.

Claims by Death.. $
Matured
Endowment*.
Surrendered Policies.
Cash and Note Dividends.
Ke-insurance.

Advertising,

Pound; 70 Cts. Can.

3,009,764.06
$13,888,931.93

Agciw,

CEO. C. SH AW & CO.,
m&r24

the year:

For Premiums...- $2,350,990,42
For Interest, etc..
668,773.64

HARDMAN

It Is a well known fact that roasted and especially ground Coffee readily absorbs
moisture, and any odors that may be in the atmosphere. Indeed, it is so susceptible to its surroundings that it ought not to come in contact with any other article
and is liable to have Its flavor much impaired by so doing.
In recognition of this fact and desirous of furnishing the finest procurable in
the way of coffee, for what is breakfast without a cup of good coffee! We have
lately made an augements which enable us to offer a perfect blend of the Finest
Old Mandehling Java and Best Arabian Mocha combined iH such proportions as
to produce a Coffee unrivalled for aroma, richness of flavor and strength. Being
packed in air-tight cans it is not subject to outside influences, and will retain Its
strength and flavor for any length ot time.
We guarantee each can to contniu two pouuds net weight of roasted coffee,
which we will grind if desired at the time of purchase. Price,

aiiu

re-

31 Vi Exchange St., Portland, Me.
dtl
(eblS

Net Assets, January 1st, 1887.... $10,679,11)7.87

AND

DELICIOUS COFFEE ASSURED.

TH

without

STENOGRAPHER,

—

A OTJJP OF

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT

been

J. A. HAYDEN,

OF I'lllUOtlPIIII.

BROWN,

ana oau i«ts»

ME.

BROS. PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS. GO.,

RINES

mli24

Old Stand.

PORTLAND

FORTIETH ANNUAL STATEMENT

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen. Man.
dlf

HORATIO
STAPLES’

STREET,

No. 37 Plum Street.

Fine Congress, Bals and Button, for street and
evening wear, in the latest styles,
lik *2.00 and upward.

-AT-

514 (JON UK ESN

$1.19 Black Gossamers at
$1.00 each
$1.25 Electric Gossamers at
$t.OO each
$1.75 Electric Gossamers at
$1.50 each
$2.00 Fancy Gossamers at
$1.75 each
Langtry and Kaglan Gossamers
cheap.

Imported Salines, very fine,

American Chambrays,

PHOTOGRAPHER

MIDDLE

SEE OUR UMBRELLAS.

Biddeford, Auburn, Ban-

DAY SALE

LEADING

mar

Fine Dress Kid Boots, all styles, *2.00 and upwards.

REMNANT

I

$2.50 pair

next
week we
Forenoons of
shall sell Kemnunt Nainsooks at
unusually good bargains at following prices: 7, S, O, IO, 12 1-2
and 14 cents yard.

MAINE.

Saturday, March 24,

THE

Laundered Percale Shirts

Furnishing Co., EASTER WEEK
gor and Rockland.

_hi

82 cents pair
quality Shlrtsonly
$1.00 pair
Good as Custom fluke only
$1.50 pair
Gents' Faucy Print Shirts
$1.18 pair

SPECIAL

with Branches at

huwinkmm i tuns.

Extra

REMNANTS OF NAINSOOKS.

HOUSE

PORTLAND,

(1. W. AI.I.K’V
>narl<dtf

only 25 rents
Heavy Fancy Bordered Shades
only 39 cents
Extra quality Bordered Shades
only 48 and 55 cents

can

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,

Salesroom 1H Exchange Street.
r. U. H tll.VV.

Good quality Shirts only

Bleached Colton, before the recent sharp advance, and shall sell
the same all next week at only IO
cents yard.

Obedient

Public’s

The Atkinson

HAD NO APPETITE

MO

anu

come

may

stock of

elegant

or

VOl

inducement

Auctioneers and Coiuiuissien Merchants

39 cent Holland Shades

PILLOW CASE COTTON.
We were fortunate in
a
ing
large lot of

o(

sale._
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

RINES BROTHERS. BARGAINS in H

Servants,

Accomplished.

u«n

an

morning

WINDOW SHADES CHEAP. 1

RINES BROTHERS.

IO yards Brown Lineu Crash
for 50 cents
IO yards Scotch Linen Crash
for 50 cents
IO yards 17c Russia Crash
for $1.25

impas-

sible and trade has been
dull, and as an off-set
against the effects caused by the elements WE
make you this
special

price

CRASH IN TEN YARD LOTS.

The

come in torrents.

The

One of the Most Remarkable Cures
of Blood Poisoning ever

I

Also remember
stock.
that we will sell you on
this day a Body Brussels
Carpet, finer than silk,
for ye small sum of 9G
cents per yard,and furthermore if your desire leads
you to purchase an All
Wool Carpet, which is a
full yard wide, and warranted, of a handsome
pattern, then shall ye
have the same for ye sum
of 45 cents peryard. Now
mark ye well, these prices
are for today. Woe is he
who wanteth a Carpet
in
this
and delayeth
he
is
Woe
matter.
who hesitates, for those
are lost.
who hesitate
The storms have been
great, and rains have

sters.

ALMOST M MIRACLE

At Damariscotta

in any one store

At

GOODS !

DRY

AUCTION.

BY

HOLLAND’8 STABLE. Silver "‘r®*1- 0"
Saturday, at 10.80, we shall
060 to
horses, workers or drivers, weighing Horn
lloo pounds; Just from the woods; can be seen
inhJ2.13t

PURCHASERS OF

TO

a

Come to the Fountain
Head and be supplied,
for verily; we say unto you
that never since the days
of Solomon was
there

lated by the individuals themselves, with
their names and addresses given, and in
many instances the parties being distinguish-

“They

fTo! BAILEY A CL _■ AUCTIONEERS.
NINE GOOD BUSINESS HORSES

I M POR T ANT

sonages.

new

APC'ilOn WALK*.

ADEERTINEillENTN.

*

of

Spectator Publishing Company,

Further Improvements That are Yet
to be Made.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Twitched
The Fastest Yet.

er was

The Portland team are engaged In active
gymnasium practice, and will go into active
practice with the Philadelphia and Athletics
as soon as the grounds of these teams are in
fit condition. They will come together in
this city April isth.
The Hamiltons will
probably play here the week after Fast Day,
and the Bowdolns April 21st.
William L. Riley, who played on the J. L.
Whiting & Sons’ team has been engaged as
a pitcher, and Silas Adams, of Deerlug, will
be given a trial behind the bat. He has been
catching for Madden this winter.

original

and

for lots of fun

Western Traffic.

NEW

NEW ADVEBTIHEfflENTE.

Dr. R. C. Flower’s Creat Work.
The many thousands of readers who have
been benefitted by the remarkable skill of
I)r. Flower, will be pleased to know that the

Congress Street, Portland, Me.
OPP. OLD CITY 11A1.L.

atl

JUST

RUCEKVKD.

Frank B. Clark,
515 COMESS STREET.
COME IN AND LOOK AT XY NEW

JEWELRY DEPARTMENT.
FINE boons
—

AT

—

VERY LOW PRICES.

dtf

marai

The AMERICAN INVESTMENTCO.
Established 187a‘
.*• ’*S!’222

of Emmetsburg, Iowa.
Author.*,,! «

Paid Ip Capital .
*!vSS
"Surplus.
tetewat.
oBers for sale, at par and agreed
loans on 'arms
cent and 7 per cent first mm-tgage
valued
lu Iowa. Kansas and other Western States
loaned BMWM.
at three and (our tiroes the amount

Ta’«

^n6^,TO^Ke‘£r5srV^^
?
oSS
own

mortgage (arm loans, a*

eulLuteral

Trust Co.. o( New York,
wltli Mercantile
of mortgages and bonds

?rusfc?e A supply Investors are Invited toconcall
stontYy ontaniwhlch
on presentation.
anil examiner Coupous eashed
or
for list of
ny letter,
Please apply personally,
referencesauuotherinformation. C.C.

O.frd
&A(»"««. Ago..,
I, Hoorn I.

vliddle

s tree

CHAP-

H.IMI.g INI
decllOeoddm

